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Abstract 

This study examines how and on what basis logistics centres are located in Greater 

Stockholm. Its purpose is to formulate a possible future scenario regarding localisations of 

logistics centres in Greater Stockholm in 10-15 years. Goods transports, distribution, property 

characteristics, market trends, investment decisions, localisation factors, potential challenges, 

public plans, transport infrastructure and logistics locations have been investigated in order to 

form a conclusion.  

 

There is a wide range of previous research on most fields mentioned above. Yet there is a gap 

regarding a picture of them from a market perspective applied to Stockholm’s future. The 

research method is qualitative, involving 31 interviews (34 respondents) representing 

logistics companies, goods holders, property developers, investors, consultants and 

municipalities; as they are making the decisions of tomorrow, i.e. “choose” the locations. The 

qualitative approach has been complemented with descriptions of infrastructure, regional 

plans and reports in order to consolidate and complement facts and opinions from the 

interviews. Together they provide the basis for a final analysis and discussion followed by a 

possible future scenario of Greater Stockholm’s major logistics locations. 

 

Stockholm’s population and purchase power is increasing; there is a housing shortage which 

is forecasted to worsen, environmental regulations get stricter, financing for logistics 

developments is getting harder, competition increases among logistics companies and the 

transport infrastructure in Stockholm is facing major changes. The strongest effects these 

parameters have had on logistics property market is that space consuming businesses move to 

the outskirts as they cannot find economy in being centrally located. The trend of space 

consuming activities leaving the city centres in favour of e.g. residential, office and retail use 

seem to continue.  

 

There is an increased interest from investors and operators for logistics in Greater Stockholm. 

Many central locations are left in order to find modern (more efficient) outskirt located 

(cheaper) premises. The major logistics centres in 10-15 years seem to be “Stockholm Nord” 

(Rosersberg/Arlanda) in the north “Stockholm Syd” (Södertälje/Nykvarn) in the south. 

Upplands-Bro and Jordbro will be important. Lunda/Järfälla, Västberga/Årsta together with 

minor areas in Botkyrka and Huddinge will mainly be options for smaller terminals or cross-

docking units, as the land will be too expensive for businesses requiring large spaces.
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Sammanfattning 

Denna studie undersöker hur och på vilka grunder logistikcenter är lokaliserade i 

Storstockholm. Syftet är att formulera ett möjligt framtidsscenario rörande lokaliseringen av 

logistikcenter i Storstockholm om 10-15 år. Godstransporter, distribution, 

fastighetsegenskaper, marknadstrender, investeringsbeslut, lokaliseringsfaktorer, potentiella 

utmaningar, offentliga planer, transportinfrastruktur och logistiklägen blivit undersökta för att 

forma en slutsats.  

 

En rad tidigare forskning har gjorts på de flesta områdena nämnda ovan, dock inte utifrån ett 

marknadsperspektiv fokuserat på Storstockholms framtid. Arbetet är baserat på en kvalitativ 

undersökningsmetod innefattande 31 intervjuer (34 respondenter) med representanter från 

logistikföretag, varuhållare, projektutvecklare, investerare, konsulter och kommuner; 

eftersom de fattar morgondagens beslut, d.v.s. bestämmer lokaliseringarna. Den kvalitativa 

undersökningsmetoden kompletteras med förklaringar av infrastruktur, regionala planer och 

rapporter i syfte att konsolidera och komplettera fakta och åsikter från intervjuerna. 

Tillsammans utgör dessa basen för slutanalysen och diskussionen, följt av ett möjligt 

framtidsscenario rörande Storstockolms viktigaste logistiklägen. 

 

Stockholms befolkning och köpkraft växer; bostadsbrist råder vilken är prognostiserad att 

förvärras, miljökrav skärps, finansiering av logistikfastigheter har blivit svårare, 

konkurrensen ökar i logistikbranschen och transportinfrastrukturen står inför stora 

förändringar. De starkaste effekterna av dessa parametrar har haft på 

logistikfastighetsmarknaden är att ytkrävande verksamheter flyttar till utkanterna av 

Storstockholm, då de inte får ekonomi i att vara kvar/flytta till lägen närmre city. Trenden att 

ytkrävande aktiviteter lämnar stadskärnan till förmån till bostäder, kontor och handel; ser ut 

att hålla i sig.  

 

Ett ökat intresse från både investerare och operatörer av särskilt större logistikfastigheter 

(10 000 kvm+) tillsammans med att centralare logistiklägen lämnas för att hitta moderna 

(effektivare) mindre centrala (billigare) lokaler; gör att nuvarande logistikmarknaden är 

karaktäriserad av nybyggnation. De stora logistikcentren om 10-15 år ser ut att mest handla 

om ”Stockholm Nord” i norra Stockholm och ”Stockholm Syd” i södra Stockholm. 

Upplands-Bro och Jordbro kommer vara viktiga. Lunda/Järfälla, Västberga/Årsta och vissa 

mindre områden i Botkyrka och Huddinge kommer vara åtråvärda, men generellt för dyra för 

ytkrävande aktiviteter och därmed främst alternativ för mindre omlastningslokaler.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Stockholm’s logistics market is facing new challenges and conditions. A growing population and 

higher purchasing power enlarges the logistics sector in Stockholm, but it also increases the 

attractiveness for alternative land use such as residential, office and retail; driving up land prices and 

rents which highly affects the localisations of low margin and space consuming businesses such as 

logistics. Also, increased regulations regarding pollution and noise levels put further pressure on 

logistics operations. 

The transport infrastructure in Stockholm faces major changes (arguably improvements) within the 

coming 10-15 years such as completion of a western transit road and a new sea port as well as 

constructions of new intermodal terminals and railway upgrades.  

Technologies develop; large acquisitions and mergers are made, domestic and international 

investors shows increased interest for Swedish logistics and third party logistics (3PL) companies 

rapidly increase their market shares on the logistics market. Localisation factors and building feature 

requirements differ from different markets and companies, but some common trends can be 

noticed, consolidation being one of them. 

Together these parameters are likely to redraw the map of Greater Stockholm’s logistics centre 

locations…  

1.2 Purpose of the study & research questions 

This study aspires to answer the question: “What are the major logistics clusters in Greater 

Stockholm located in 10-15 years?” 

There is a lot of previous research about logistics, city logistics, city planning and localisation factors. 

However, an up to date research of the development of Greater Stockholm, through putting the 

parameters mentioned above together in a market perspective does not exist. This study is carried 

out with aspiration to bring more clarity to the future of Stockholm’s logistics market and to raise 

new discussion topics. 

This thesis aims to be a summary of relevant facts and opinions that could be interesting and useful 

for logistics market stakeholders in and outside Sweden, including the interview respondents, but 

also as guidance for investors and operators less familiar with the market considering entering it. 

The target reader has a brief understanding of Sweden, Stockholm and logistics or other commercial 

properties, though it is not a requirement. Many of the chapters can be read on their own, so that 

for a reader who is interested in specifically one of the areas can read only that chapter.  

Research questions (all regarding Greater Stockholm in particular): 

 What are the most important logistics locations today? 

 What are the major trends in the logistics and logistics property market? 
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 What are the building characteristics for modern warehouses? 

 What are the localisation factors? 

 What are the major challenges for the logistics market? 

 How is logistics localisations dealt with in the regional planning? 

 How does the goods transport infrastructure look today and in 15 years? 

 What will be the most important logistics locations in 10-15 years and what are their 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats? 

1.3 Outline 

If nothing else is said, the information, opinions and discussions are from the interviews. No 

respondents are mentioned or cited by neither name nor company. A list of all respondents is found 

in Sources.  

The paper begins with general information in order to give the reader a brief understanding of the 

Stockholm region in a transport and logistics perspective. It continues with general information 

about logistics buildings in terms of their structure, contracts and financing. Environmental issues 

and potential impacts on the future logistics market are evaluated before going into localisation 

factors and a description of the areas of largest concern. Last, an analysis and discussion chapter, 

together with a SWOT analysis (see appendix A) lead to the finishing conclusion.  

There is only one analysis chapter and one conclusion chapter, but as the paper is mostly based on 

interviews; interviewees’ opinions and forecasts are brought up throughout the text.  

The 11 chapters are:  

1. Introduction  

The background brings up the most important parameters that have made the research considered 

interesting to carry out. Further the chapter examine what aspires to be achieved with the study and 

in what order. 

2. Methodology 

The research method is explained and interview questions commented.  

3. Logistics in Sweden 

This chapter aspires to briefly explain what logistics in Sweden in Stockholm are and what is 

happening in the logistics market regarding general trends in especially freight and distribution.  

4. National, regional and municipality maps, plans and reports 
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In form of maps and plans; the Stockholm region is being presented and some future scenarios from 

regional plans and reports are viewed. Also the top logistics locations in a Sweden and Stockholm 

perspective are briefly presented. 

5. Transport infrastructure 

A description of the transport infrastructure that is considered to have the biggest importance in the 

internal location within Stockholm is described in short. 

6. Logistics properties 

Trends regarding building characteristics and under which forms they are financed and owned are 

explained.  

7. Environmental issues and other challenges 

Environmental issues and other major challenges that are considered directly and indirectly relevant 

to the locations of the logistics properties are brought up.  

8. Localisation factors 

This chapter tries to sum up what different interview respondents mentioned to be important 

localisation factors for different logistics property types.  

9. Logistics locations in Greater Stockholm 

The purpose with the chapter is to give a picture of the current situation in the most important 

logistics locations (according to the respondents). 

10. Analysis and discussion 

The chapters and subchapters that raised most questions, or involved discussions that were 

considered to need further analysis and comments; are analysed and discussed here. Together, all 

the chapters and the further analysis are put together in a SWOT analysis covering every 

“important” major logistics location in Greater Stockholm, divided into seven areas.  

11. Conclusion: “Most likely scenario in 10-15 years” 

The conclusion will be formulated as a text and as a map of Greater Stockholm where the major 

logistics locations are marked out; based on the map from the SWOT analysis in previous chapter. 

The conclusion will focus on the localisations.  

1.4 Limitations 

To research such wide subject as the future locations of Greater Stockholm’s logistics properties 

within the scope of a master thesis, severe limitation have been considered necessary. 

First, this thesis does not involve any mathematical models or logistic theories. The geographical 

limitation is Greater Stockholm which here is equal to Stockholm County. Areas outside Stockholm 

are only commented when considered of direct impact on the relationships between the internal 
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locations within the Stockholm region (Stockholm County). Amount of logistics space, rents, prices 

and yields are not focused on. In the conclusion; only areas where large logistics centres are in 

question have been evaluated and discussed. 

This work will not go into details about the formation of the logistic sites; it rather uses a “helicopter 

perspective.” The same ideas of leaving out what are not of major concern apply to infrastructure.  

The number of respondents and represented fields of expertise are limited which makes much of the 

material rather subjective. As the interviews were carried out during two months; some trends and 

opinions might get disproportionate small or big parts in some respondent’s future forecast. There is 

also a risk that some questions can be sensitive for some respondents as they might concern 

unofficial business plans or market information that the respondents therefore do not share.  

Only a limited amount of respondents could be interviewed and not all asked companies and 

municipalities accepted to be interviewed. The areas that are mentioned and evaluated are mainly 

based on what the interview respondents believed were the areas of biggest concern. Even though 

these areas correlate well with regional plans, this is a limitation. 

The interviews were all held in Swedish, which means that the comments from respondents needed 

to be translated into English before they were presented in this paper.  
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2 Methodology 

2.1 How is the problem studied? 

In short; most of this study is carried out by talking with logistics market stakeholders to create a 

holistic picture regarding major logistics locations in Greater Stockholm and their future from a 

market perspective.  

The research began with a literature study consisting of infrastructure, logistics locations, public 

plans, environmental requirements and other books, papers and websites considered relevant. After 

constructing a brief understanding about Greater Stockholm in a logistics and transport 

infrastructural perspective, the interviews (which are the essence of the research) could start. 

A qualitative research method has been used, based on 31 interviews (34 respondents). The 

respondents represent a range of logistics companies, goods owners, property developers, investors, 

consultants and municipalities; as they make the decisions about the future. Nowhere in this master 

thesis, the respondents are cited or referred to, in respect to them and the organisations they 

represent. The interviews were carried out during March and April 2012, of which 25 were in person, 

5 per telephone and one per email. No recorders were used. In these interviews much that was 

discussed has been looked further into, or extended through written and electronic sources.  

In order they were interviewed; the interviewed logistics companies are Dachser, Green Cargo, 

Posten, DSV, SNLog, Bring, DHL, Logent, DB Schenker and CEVA. The goods owners through their 

logistics subsidiary companies are Coop and ICA. The property developers and investors are Svensk 

Fastighetsfond, NCC, Brinova, Skanska and NREP. The consultants are Colliers and Real Competence. 

The public authorities and municipalities are Botkyrka, Huddinge,  Stockholm Business Region, Telge 

(Södertälje), Nykvarn, Upplands-Bro, Sigtuna, Sundbyberg, Ekerö, Haninge, Nynäshamn and City of 

Stockholm City Planning Administration. 

In some questions, the respondents have different opinions. In those cases the different opinions 

are presented, evaluated and weighted, keeping in mind potential self-interests and unawareness 

that could affect the answers; which matters in the analysis and conclusion.  

Together, a picture of these 35 respondents’ weighted opinions together with the literature study 

make the base for a SWOT analysis of Greater Stockholm’s logistics locations (appendix A) regarding 

large warehouses and terminals in 10-15 years. This SWOT analysis lays the ground for the 

conclusion. 

Interviewing as qualitative research method has been considered most suitable in order to get the 

most out of what every respondent has most facts, opinions and interests in (that they want to 

share). Compared to a survey method; an interview method is believed to make it easier to be 

flexible in the questionings by e.g. asking supplementary questions, focus on some or avoid some 

depending on the respondent. 

No hypothesis has been formulated as this study is a summary and an evaluation of different 

stakeholder’s picture, not a test of a model. Though, the regional development plan “RUFS 2010” is 
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studied and will be commented regarding its likeness to this research, which can be compared with 

testing a hypothesis.  

Throughout all chapters, except the analysis and the conclusion chapters; the opinions and thoughts 

being expressed are solely from the interviews if nothing else is said.  

Literature Review 

It has been considered unnecessary to include a literature review as the thesis is neither based on 

specific theory nor literature. Literature will be presented and explained throughout the thesis, 

where it has been considered appropriate. The most important literature is concerned with regional 

plans in chapter 4 and transport infrastructure projects in chapter 5. 

2.2 Interview questions 

The interview questions have been adjusted for every interview to fit the respondent, though the 

interviews were based on two templates; one for companies and one for municipalities. The 

interview templates are attached in appendices C to D, followed with English versions in appendix E. 

As the research method used, is qualitative, it was considered unimportant to stick to the exact 

questions. The aim with every interview was to collect as much relevant information as every subject 

respondent could bring within one interview session (that lasted between 20 and 100 minutes). Even 

though an interview template was used, the interviews rather formed after the respondents’ “field 

of expertise”.  
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3 Logistics in Sweden 

3.1 The term “logistik” (logistics) in Sweden from the 60’s to today 

In Sweden the trade and industry’s interest for logistics as more than just the physical management 

of goods started in the 70’s. It was then called “materialadministration” in Swedish, which can be 

translated to “materials management,” but today the Swedish term is “logistik” (logistics). In the 

60’s and 70’s the logistics companies focused mainly on cost rationalisations and incomes; 

techniques for optimisation of the logistics activities were introduced as well as information based 

control systems. In the 80’s thoughts behind the term “Just in Time” (JIT) was formed. Flexibility in 

customer services and orders as well as liquidity was paid much attention. In the 90’s; value chains 

as a way to create time savings and increase responsiveness and quality were focused on. Today, the 

concept of “Supply Chain Management” is a natural part of the logistics business, where 

interrelations between different organisations and networks collaborate to smoothen and optimise 

logistics processes from production to end customer delivery (Andersson and Blomgren, 2011). 

According to Regional-plane och trafikkontoret (2008) the logistics market has now taken one 

further step with “Demand Chain Management,” where the biggest focus is on the customers’ 

demands more than the optimisation of the supply chain. According to most interviews, the interest 

for logistics has increased rapidly the last 10 years in terms of especially investment, third party 

logistics (3PL) companies (read more in chapter 3.4 third party logistics), and new developments. 

Most respondents agree that one of the biggest trends is the increased customer demands and 

requirements. 

The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) defines the term logistics 

management as follows: “Logistics management is that part of supply chain management that plans, 

implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses flow and storage of goods, 

services and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order 

to meet customers' requirements” (CSCMP, 2012).   

3.2 Major changes from 10 years ago to today  

 Warehouses were more spread out 10 years ago. Today the big trend is consolidation, i.e. 

having fewer but bigger premises. Even though consolidation often increases the total 

amount of transport kilometres, it has showed to be generally faster and more cost efficient 

as goods are more likely to be available at the warehouse and amount of transhipments are 

reduced leading to less costs, see fig.1. Most respondents believe in consolidation as a 

continuing trend the following 10-15 years. For some goods holders; the scope of this trend 

the last 50 years have meant a decrease of their warehouse amount to less than a tenth. 
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How product costs increase with every transhipment 

 

Fig.1: The graph shows the principle of how the cost of a product increases with every stop it has. 

Source: Regionalplane- och trafikplanekontoret, 2008 

 Tenants start to ask for a closer cooperation with the landlords which did not happen to the 

same extent 5 years ago. International players entered the Swedish logistics market 2003 

which gave benefits for some international operators, as companies/clients in general work 

with companies/clients they earlier worked with.  

 Logistics property values have increased the last ten years which goes hand in hand with a 

trend of a higher interest for the logistics market among both investors and 3PL (Third party 

logistics) companies. More companies now focus solely on logistics properties.  

 10 years ago it was possible to distribute to all Stockholm region from one terminal, but 

today one in southern and one in northern Stockholm is often required, due to the increased 

consumption and traffic congestion.  

 Warehouses and terminals are larger and safer. The technology is more advanced and the 

premises now often include modern offices and changing rooms. 

 Tenants and end customers know more and demand more 

 Many companies only sell through internet and the end customers demand higher services 

(e.g. “to the door” deliveries) with faster deliveries. When internet came, many thought the 
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e-commerce would explode when internet was introduced to the market, but it was sort of 

slow started. However, it has had its breakthrough now.  

 Increased competition among distributers 

 Transparency increases and requirements of reporting e.g. delays, delivery failures and 

recycling make it easier for customers to compare the distributors and increase the pressure 

on the distributers to perform.  

 Employment companies have increased their importance as the logistics market is 

characterised by high flexibility and these solutions enables companies to meet highs and 

lows better.  

 “Just in time” has become popular in Sweden; companies try to avoid storage of goods as 

much as possible. According to some respondents from municipalities, this arguably 

increases the transports so that the road system becomes more like a warehouse, which the 

logistics companies do not pay enough “rent” for compared to the society economical costs.  

 Centralisation is a major trend in Europe. Large players often have a central warehouse in 

western, eastern, southern and northern Europe. Same trend applies to Sweden and 

Stockholm.  

 Many factories and production units move to especially Asia in order to cut costs. That 

increases the need for Swedish/Nordic warehouses, as the products to a less extent can be 

freighted/distributed straight from the location of the production.  

 Logistics property development was not as big business 5-10 years ago as it is today. Its 

growth partly has to do with the centralisation and demand for modern premises which 

require much new developments and has therefore got the attention from investors, both 

nationally and internationally. Compared to Europe, Sweden is behind when it comes to 

supplying the market with modern logistics properties, but is on its way.  

3.3 General trends in freight and distribution 

Some say that within 10-15 years time there might only be about 3-5 large global logistics companies 

who dominate the market. The exceptions would be on specialised and local markets where smaller 

companies might be the majority.  

In pace with increased refinements of products, the transport kilometres have increased. Products 

need to be transported more within the production chain, which applies especially to high 

technology products. In extreme cases, products might be transported around the World twice from 

start of production to end customer. In general storage of goods gets more expensive late in the 

production chain, see fig.1. There is a balance between the variable cost of the transports and the 

fixed cost of the premises. About 20 % of freight transports in Sweden pass via terminal and 80 % are 

direct transports (Regionplane- och trafikplanekontoret, 2008).  

The shift from “supply chain management” to “demand chain management” often leads to higher 

amount of transports with smaller goods volumes in each of them as the customers strongest 
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demands are accuracy and fast delivery times. This trend seems to increase, which’s suitability in an 

environmental perspective could be questioned. Suggested solutions to this “problem” are discussed 

further in chapters 3.4, 3.5 and 7. “Third Party Logistics Service Providers” (3PL) (read more in next 

chapter 3.4)is the most common way of both meeting the customer demands and being cost 

efficient by e.g. consolidating freight and distribution orders through economies of scale.  

“Just in time” is a trend which increases the importance of accuracy and certainty as storage and 

transhipment then is limited.  

Information systems develop fast and to more affordable prices for even low value goods. For 

example RFID radio senders can be attached to goods in order to track the movement of the goods 

so that it is possible to see e.g. if some goods never left a terminal or if a distributer failed to deliver 

etc. But more importantly it enables companies to get an overview of their stock statuses, 

transported goods and ordered goods. It also enable goods who reaches a logistics centre (here a 

connected warehouse and terminal), not to be put in the warehouse, but going straight from the 

intake to the unloading space. This reduces the need for buffer warehouse space and warehouse 

space overall. These systems are not always perfectly integrated in all organisations, but are 

improving. 

More global companies who want to sell their goods in many countries willingly look for signing a 

contract with only one warehouse operator and or transporter for e.g. all Northern Europe, a trend 

that many believe is likely to increase.  

Freight and distribution transports in general: 

Modern transport logistics is according to Conlogic (2007) concerned with safety, quality, 

productivity, health & environment, working climate, knowledge and responsibility.  

In Sweden the amount of goods in tonnes has been about the same since the mid 80’s, while the 

transports have increased so that in tonne kilometres, the increase has been almost 100 %. Goods in 

tonnes per kilometres increased from about 20 billion to 36 billion tonne kilometres, while the 

amount of goods only increased from 300 to 350 billion tonnes. In 2008, on average, light trucks 

drove 17,000 km per year representing 64 % of the total lorry traffic. Lorries/heavy trucks drove 

52,000 km per year representing 36 percent of the total lorry traffic. The large increase for light 

trucks in Sweden is majorly in the city regions, especially in Stockholm (WSP, 2011).  

6-7 years ago many thought that clients would demand environmentally friendly transport 

alternatives and that it would be an important requirement to meet in order to stay competitive, but 

that has not been the case. In general, customers demand speed and service. It is more likely that 

the Government and municipalities who by either stricter regulations or more incentives; can steer 

the transport choices.  

Co-distribution between different distributors and 3PL companies occur in Sweden, but is rare in 

Stockholm where the customer basis is bigger and the competition for market shares harder, which 

make companies more restrictive towards cooperation. In general, in areas where a logistics 

company is small or have no establishment; they are often more willing to cooperate in different 

forms with those “stronger” in that region, while those with stronger establishments are less keen, 
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but might accept co distribution to cut cost (if the market share competition threat is small enough). 

Though there are areas, especially in northern Sweden (Norrland) where none of the distributors are 

very big, which has forced many to work together there. These “cooperation forms,” though are 

never official alliances, instead the different 3PL companies knowingly use the same “independent” 

haulier. This will probably continue in the next 10-15 years too, but according to most interviews, it 

is less likely to happen in the same way in Stockholm. The cooperation is (indirectly) rather between 

goods holders using 3PL services. The 3PL companies can then have several clients in every 

warehouse for which they also arrange the distribution for. That trend is likely to increase, especially 

in the Stockholm area.  

Today, much need to be reported such as delivery failures, delays, recyclable waste etc., which 

increases the pressure for logistics companies to perform. Also it requires advanced information 

systems which are easier for large companies with larger economy to invest in. The biggest logistics 

companies in Sweden are international.  

Road transports: 

Many believe road transports will continue to dominate, especially for distribution, but that they 

will be more environmentally friendly, by e.g. electricity driven motors or higher fuel efficiency. Also 

filling grades can be increased. Some respondents admit they should put the vehicle producers 

under bigger pressure to offer more environmentally efficient vehicles as most respondents see it as 

a matter of time until more environmentally regulations hit the logistics market. Still, as logistics is a 

low margin business, it is hard for logistics companies to make investments that would not be paid 

off by increased customer demands.  

Railway transports: 

In general; railway transports are good for long distances (at least 500 km) A to B, but otherwise 

unpractical. In Sweden most trains will most likely go between north and south respectively west 

and east in 10-15 years. This means that most railway goods transports to Stockholm likely will come 

from Göteborg and that trains from the coming Ro-Ro (roll-on roll-off ships for rolling stock cargo) 

and container port in Norvik will pass Stockholm to maybe Örebro (read more in chapter 5.4.3 

Norviks hamn). The opinion of many respondents is that railway transports fit person traffic well, but 

is too inflexible and unreliable for goods transports. There is an increased interest for railway 

transports in some places, but very few want to pay for it.  

A major problem regarding railway transports in Sweden is that to use the railway system is a much 

more complex project than using the roads. For example there are often different 

companies/organisations in charge of the terminals, the railways and the trains while roads are 

accessed without other parties’ involvement. Further the railway system is stressed, expensive and 

relatively unreliable.  

It is widely discussed how the railway transports should increase its market shares, but few of the 

respondents believe it will increase relative to alternative transport forms. Many of the respondents 

express their view on the Swedish railway system as “embarrassingly bad and undersized.” Also the 

fee of using the railway system is planned to increase four times by 2021 which move more railway 
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transported goods to the roads so that goods railway transports are to only be used for heavy bulky 

goods that have no choice but using the railway. Further as lack of maintenance and capacity has 

increased last years the delays have increased. The delays do not necessarily means a delay to the 

end customer, but the cost increases as staff on the trains, the exchange yards and terminals need to 

work over time. Still the forecast from a report from Trafikverket says freight railway transports will 

increase by 20 % till 2021 compared to 2006 (Green Cargo, 2011). 

Read about intermodal terminals in chapter 5.3 Intermodal terminals. 

Sea transports: 

The goods volumes at Stockholm’s three ports increased during 2011, especially the trade with the 

Baltic countries. The Ro-Ro transports increased with 4 % and the container traffic with 5 % 

compared to 2010 levels (Intelligent Logistik, 2012c).  

The opinions about whether sea traffic will increase are divided, both in terms of long distance 

freight and city distribution. Some argue regulations and penalty taxes will make much road 

transported goods change to sea transports. Further, Stockholm has a lot of water as, which brings a 

possibility of using smaller boats for city distribution. Other argue boats are too slow and that they 

have a lot of environmental regulations which might increase as well, making it hard for them to 

compete with road transports. In e.g. Paris and Brussels though, boats are used for city distribution 

on canals as the roads are too busy. For goods with less time pressure, sea transports are cost 

efficient and environmentally friendly alternatives for inbound freight transports. But for fast 

freights and deliveries road, railway or air dominate and are likely to do so according to most 

respondents.  

Air transports: 

Air transports are connected with high costs and therefore only interesting for logistics companies 

when the goods are of so high value so that it can bear that cost. Alternatively it can be when the 

logistics company has “failed” to transport/distribute in time with other transports and the delivery 

is urgent/important.  

3.4 Third party logistics (3PL) 

“Third Party Logistics Service Provider.” is when a third party is in charge of all or parts of the 

activities in the distribution process from production to end customer (Regionalplane- och 

trafikplanekontoret, 2008). 

3.4.1 Freight and distribution 

3PL companies stand for about 11 % of the total distribution in the Nordics and for about 50 % in UK. 

Therefore many 3PL companies see a big potential in the Swedish market.  

Some 3PL companies have their own haulages, so that they can offer warehouse operation and 

distribution services to their clients. Others just run the warehouse/terminal in-house and outsource 

the transports to haulages. 
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There are currently examples of 3PL companies organising with many companies that are usually 

delivering goods to e.g. municipality owned/operated buildings such as schools and elderly homes; 

to instead deliver to this 3PL company’s terminal. That enables this 3PL distributor to fill one vehicle 

and the receivers (schools etc.) to only receive one shipment instead of one by every company that 

originally would deliver their goods delivered to these addresses. These solutions aim to make it 

easier for all involved parties: Besides from the 3PL who gets clients; the receivers spend less time 

receiving goods, the companies can “distribute” to a terminal that is likely more accessible than the 

different addresses it would otherwise deliver too and last; the total transport kilometres should 

hopefully decrease, reducing the environmentally impact. Many respondents believe this sort of 

solutions will increase; especially if/when environmental requirements are due. Some problems with 

this were also raised in the interviews: Competition might get distorted, especially if municipalities 

try to regulate it (read more in chapter 3.5 city logistics). Also, individual companies have interests in 

keeping (or extending) their market shares and if these solutions get common it might threaten 

minor distributors.  

Many believe more in an increased use of 3PL services overall, where one 3PL company can have 

contracts with many companies and goods holders and therefore try to optimise their transports 

and “degree of filling” in the vehicles and to drive less kilometres and make fewer stops; as good as 

they can.  

Another challenge for 3PL companies is to be cost efficient when handling a range of goods with 

different storage and transport requirements such as frozen food or clothes on hangers. Some 

transports will likely have too specific requirements so they will come outside the range of 3PL 

clients.  

3.4.2 Warehouse and terminal operations 

3PL has bigger potential of cutting a customer’s costs the more fragmented and price sensitive the 

clients business is, as the margin from a streamlined coordination is potentially bigger then. Also the 

more “value” that is added by a service, the bigger are the potential margins, which is one reason 

why 3PL has increased in the pace it has. 3PL services are seen to add more “value” to goods than 

pure transports, which make 3PL margins higher.  

Since especially 2-3 years, 3PL services have increased significantly in Sweden and are continuing to 

do so. Sweden has a tradition of operators wanting to own their properties, but as Sweden is getting 

more internationalised, the outsourcing services (3PL included) increases. This trend is certainly 

strong in and around urban areas, while 3PL services are few in rural areas. 3PL services are rarely 

used for warehouse operation further from cities than 100 km. One reason is because where land is 

cheaper and traffic flows better; the potential cost savings are also less; making the interest for 3PL 

low to all parties.  

In general it is easier for 3PL companies to attract clients that previously have operated their own 

logistics properties, than taking clients from 3PL competitors. A 3PL does not take over the operation 

unless they can convince a client that it will be associated with cost savings. Often these savings are 

15-20 % for warehouse operations in Greater Stockholm.  
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Many 3PL companies want to take on large spaces and fill them as much they can in order to keep 

the rent (or price) per sq m down and therefore increase their margins. They also want flexibility 

through short contracts, which instead increases the sq m rent (or price).  

When it comes to outsourcing warehouse operations, the percentage outsourcing is about 45 % in 

the Nordics and 75 % in UK, Holland and Germany. 3PL companies in Sweden have, according to the 

respondents because of these relationships, a greater relative potential of growing than the rest of 

Europe where the 3PL market is more developed. Also the 3PL competition is not (yet) as hard in 

Sweden, even though it is increasing every year. It is generally easier to get new clients into 3PL than 

taking clients from a 3PL competitor.  

In the discussion about co-distribution, the future solutions (10-15 years) seem to lie in 3PL 

companies offering different solutions rather than directly cooperating or using joint distribution 

facilities (read more in chapter 3.5 City logistics).  

The biggest challenges for 3PL companies are to gather clients with similar distribution needs, so 

that many costs can be split among many clients. Further pressure comes together with e-

commerce, where clients demanding shorter and shorter distribution times with higher service (to 

the door etc.).Markets and customer demands can change fast which increases the positives of 

being a “low asset company” with short contracts in order to be flexible which 3PL companies try to 

be. 

Next chapter (3.5 City logistics) deals with 3PL further. 

3.5 City logistics 

To start with, much of the research carried out on “city logistics” regard multimillion cities such as 

London, Paris, Tokyo, Mexico City and New York. The pressures on modern solutions to many 

distribution issues are more urgent there than in Stockholm. Some respondents mean it is almost 

impossible to compare Stockholm to them, while others mean many of their trends and principles 

can apply on Stockholm.  

Some discussed “city logistics” solutions are:  

 Competitor shared central hubs in order to minimise the “last mile” distribution 

o So that transportation vehicles gets fully filled and distribute to fewer places. 

o The roads in the city centre will then be less busy with distribution vehicles. 

o One interview respondent talked about a shared hub solution with following 

principle: Today, terminals are limited to a certain amount of directions. For 

example a terminal might be able to sort goods in 7 directions, i.e. so vehicles can be 

loaded for distributing to 7 different directions/areas. If terminals could be improved 

so that they can pack in as many directions as there are street addresses in 

Stockholm, these pallets or “cages” could be distributed to shared hubs where other 

distributers also have their address specific pallets/cages. All pallets/cages with the 
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same address could then fill a vehicle which then only makes one straight route with 

just one stop. 

 Use some subway cars for city distribution 

 Sea/river transports for city distribution 

 Centrally located warehouses in order to drive opposite the larger traffic flows 

 A building where different companies have one premise each, but share terminal space and 

transports 

o This has been tried in e.g. Linköping. This property had several distribution company 

tenants who then shared parts of the building which worked as terminal with 

common transports in order to optimise the transports in terms of filling grade and 

efficient routes. However these solutions are welcomed by municipalities and the 

government, but not among the logistics companies being the tenants because of 

risk. For example if one tenant moves, neither the landlord nor the other tenants 

want to pay for the moved tenant’s part in the shared area. The companies do not 

want to be dependent on their competitors in that way and also their 

competitiveness partly lies in how they operate their terminals and transports. From 

the landlords’ sides, this setting means high risk and other property developments 

are therefore preferred. 

 Many respondents believe there will be more city located cross docking premises and hubs 

of maybe some 100-300 sq m in 10-15 years and that these will not be shared between 

distribution firms. A common belief is that time, regulations and costs will force logistics 

companies to cooperate more, but it would need more incentives form e.g. government and 

municipalities. Co-distribution in these forms is most doubted among large companies with 

an already “well-tuned” logistic. City logistics have much potential in terms of saving costs 

for the “last mile distribution” by fewer stops and better filled vehicles. It also saves the 

environment “unnecessary” transport kilometres. However, the main arguments that 

especially established, large logistics companies have against these shared hub solutions are:  

1. Loss of customer contacts 

2. One less area to be competitive in 

3. Less control of damages and delays 

4. New investment costs 

5. Problems with dispensing different responsibilities 

The respondents’ united opinion is that these independent city hubs will not happen without 

stronger incentives from the Government and the municipalities. Further the Swedish Government 

and the Stockholm municipalities have a view that the market should “take care” of the freight and 

distribution market itself as much as possible. In many cases in Europe where independent hubs 
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have been introduced; they have often been subsidised or given land for the purpose. This has not 

been the case in Sweden. 

Several organisations and companies in the region have tried co-distribution with mainly positive 

results such as cost savings and reduced e.g. C02 emissions. According to (WSP, 2011) it is hard to 

make accurate calculations and comparisons and one should therefore not draw too many 

conclusions from it, even though it make sense that co-distribution has a potential of being a way to 

increase efficiency in the goods distribution business. All stakeholders in the distribution transport 

market should benefit economically from this form of cooperation. According to the European 

funded report SATSA 4.1 (2010), the municipalities are the stakeholders who showed the biggest 

interest to the co-distribution solutions, but have not got involved in any matters. The operators did 

not show much interest and neither did the commercial market in whole. Customers were not 

included in the research. Property owners usually showed interest, but were rarely involved. 

According to WSP at the seminar at which these results, trends and ideas were expressed, the 

greatest challenges were: “Where do the goods transports get a relevant part in the city planning?” 

“How do the most sustainable options become the most competitive ways to do businesses?” and 

“How is the most sustainable city distribution plan formed?” (WSP, 2011). 

According to some respondents; one can say that goods holders co-distribute by outsourcing their 

distribution to 3PL companies where main competitors sometimes share everything from storing to 

distribution, without formally cooperating. According to most interviews 3PL companies are 

repelling to co-distribution solutions as long as they have a customer base big and united as they 

want as they are fighting for their market share. In areas as Stockholm the interest for co-

distribution have therefore been much lower, close to zero compared to e.g. Northern Sweden 

(Norrland) were it often is too expensive for a single distributor to distribute alone. Those co-

operations between transporters (e.g. 3PL companies) are rarely official, but they knowingly use the 

same “independent” haulage contractor. It sometimes happens in city regions as well that a logistics 

company add goods into a competitors system when they have been unable to fill their own 

transports, but rarely.  

The opinions whether direct co-distribution between different logistics companies will increase in 

10-15 years diverge between the respondents, even though all could see the positives. Today, it 

seems like most distributers see more potential in being competitive in their field increasing market 

shares and getting the most profitable orders, rather than working together with their competitors 

to cut costs. Where and when companies are not established with terminals, warehouses and offices 

they tend to be keener to collaborate with other distributers, whereas in the Stockholm region the 

trend is to be restrictive to these solutions as the customer base is denser and bigger and is likely to 

continue to be so unless municipalities or the Government would force (directly or indirectly) 

distributers to e.g. use shared hubs and transport vehicles in order to reduce the total transports.  

One respondent see the cooperation solutions with independent operators/planners as comparable 

with Swedish waste collection that from being run by many different was taken over by the 

municipalities in the 60’s. Even if the municipalities outsource the driving to haulages today; they are 

still in charge of the overall planning. According to most respondents; this would not happen by the 
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market itself and would need a strong directive from e.g. the Government, which then on the other 

hand could threaten the free market.  

3.6 Planning horizons 

The Swedish EU subsided investigation SATSA 4.1 (2011) did a survey where logistics operators were 

asked about their planning horizons regarding strategic transport issues. 64 % answered 1-5 years, 

20 % less than 1 year, 8 % 5-10 years and 8 % longer than 10 years. The answers regarding the 

planning horizon of the running operation’s transport issues were; 10 % hour for hour, 22 % one day, 

27 % one week, 10 % one month, 32 % longer than a month (SATSA 4.1, 2011).  

According to some respondents many see about as long as their rental contract last, but normally 

planning horizons are about 3-7 years. Few logistics companies, especially 3PL companies involve 

Förbifart Stockholm and Södertörnsleden (read more in chapter 5 Transport infrastructure) in their 

calculations.  When a 3PL company sign distribution contracts, they decide what locations and what 

premises suits those contracts. Distribution contracts are often 3-5 years while rental contracts are 

at least 10 years for new production (read more in chapter 6.3 Contracts and contract lengths). That 

makes 3PL companies either choose older premises with shorter contract lengths or speculate in 

what distribution contracts they might get when the current ones expire.  

In the 60’s more operators had planning horizons of maybe 50 years. For example, one of the 

reasons why Coop chose Bro (read more in chapter 9.1.11 Bro & Brunna) in the 60’s was because of 

their belief that a western transit road similar to Förbifart Stockholm would become reality in the 

70’s, which never happened. Further they bought land far bigger than they needed to be able to 

expand the following at least 50 years. Today the planning horizon is rather 5-10 years.  
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4 National, regional and municipality maps, plans and 

reports 

4.1 Top logistics locations in Sweden 
 

1.   Stor-Göteborg 

2.   Östgötaregionen 

3.   Jönköpingsregionen 

4.   Örebroregionen  

5.   Arlandaregionen 

6.   Eskilstuna/Strängnäs 

7.   Västerås/Köping  

8.   Helsingborgsregionen 

9.   Malmöregionen 

10. Stockholm Syd  

11. Halmstadsregionen  

12. Mellansvenska regionen  

13. Katrineholm 

14. Skaraborgsregionen 

15. Hässleholm/Kristianstad/Åhus 

16. Nyköping/Oxelösund 

17. Värnamo/Gnosjö/Gislaved 

18. Växjö/Alvesta/Sävsjö 

19. Karlshamn/Karlskrona 

20. Trollhättan/Vänersborg/Uddevalla 

21. Trelleborg/Ystad 

22. Karlstad  

23. Umeåregionen 

24. Sundsvallsregionen 

25. Uppsala  

 

Fig. 2: Top 25 Swedish Logistics Locations. Source: Intelligent Logistik, 2012. Here, “Arlandaregionen” 

concerns Upplands-Väsby, Sigtuna, Enköping, Bro, Håbo and Knivsta. Stockholm Syd concerns 

Nykvarn, Södertälje, Botkyrka, Haninge and Nynäshamn. Source: Intelligent Logistik, 2012  

The ranking of Sweden’s top logistics locations is based on 6 main criteria adding up to maximum 

100 points: 

1. Geographical location, distance/access to Sweden’s demographical “centre of gravity.” (25 pts) 

2. Versatility, accessibility and sustainability in the logistic infrastructure i.e. roads, railways, ports, 
freight airports and intermodal terminals. (25 pts) 

3. Amount of new logistics space last 5 years. (20 pts) 

4. Supply of logistics services, relevant academic education and access to labour. (10 pts) 

5. Collaborative working and business climate and regional network. (10 pts) 

6. Price and supply of detail planned land for new developments. (10 pts) 

(Intelligent Logistik, 2012a) 
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According to Intelligent Logistik’s list in fig. 2 and the interviews; the most important logistic 

locations lies within the triangle of Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö, see fig.4. That also 

correlates with the population density showed in fig. 5. In this study, the definition for 

Arlandaregionen and Stockholm Syd is not the same as Intelligent Logistik’s list. Arlandaregionen is 

here concerned with especially Rosersberg and Arlanda Stad. Stockholm Syd is concerned with 

Södertälje and Nykvarn. Some respondents argue that the logistics locations in Mälar region, Malmö 

and western Sweden will increase their attractiveness, while Småland and Norrland will decrease 

theirs.  

In a European perspective, the Nordic triangle is made by Copenhagen, Oslo and Helsinki with 

Stockholm in the middle. “The Nordic Triangle” is a part of many EU infrastructure investment 

projects in Nordic and Eastern Europe that broadly is showed in fig. 3.  

Goods from Europe are often transported from Stockholm through Finland to Russia. Currently much 

of the infrastructure in the old Soviet states in Eastern Europe is poor and insecure, which is parts of 

the explanation why many goods pass Sweden and Finland of that reason, despite the “detour.”  

The Nordic Triangle: 

 

Fig. 3: The EU infrastructure project involving “The Nordic Triangle.” Blue lines are sea transports and 

red lines are road and railway transports (all for goods. Source: Regionalplane- och 

trafikplanekontoret, 2008 

In March this year, the port in Göteborg got their first contract with a Russian shipping company 

adding Göteborg in their route St Petersburg, Hamburg, Rotterdam, Göteborg, St Petersburg for 

Russian imports (Göteborgs hamn, 2012a). In April the route St. Petersburg, Gdansk, Göteborg, 
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Hamburg, Gdansk, St. Petersburg opened for Russian export to Australia, Asia and North America 

(Göteborgs hamn, 2012b).  

A respondent meant that the improved infrastructure in Eastern Europe and the increased 

cooperation between Göteborg and Russia will lead to Stockholm being “side stepped” in much of 

the goods transport chain to and from Russia. The same respondent meant that this arguably would 

decrease the importance of Stockholm as a port city.  

 

Sweden’s road and railway infrastructure  Population density in Sweden 

 

Fig. 4: Sweden. The blue triangle shows the area 

between Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. 

Red lines are railways for goods transports and 

green roads for goods transports. Source: 

Trafikverket, 2009 with the blue triangle added 

Fig. 5: Sweden. Population density map of 

Sweden. Dark red stands for high population 

density and dark green for low population 

density . Source: SCB, 2011 

4.2 Greater Stockholm 

This chapter briefly describes Greater Stockholm. A more in depth description of the logistics areas 

of major concern within Greater Stockholm is found in chapter 9 Logistics locations in Greater 

Stockholm.  
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Greater Stockholm in short: 

 Some 2.1 million inhabitants in Greater Stockholm (SCB, 2012) 

 Considerable industrial and population growth in the region 

 High demand for logistics properties 

 Several infrastructure developments in favour of the logistics market 

 Changing prerequisites for logistics in Greater Stockholm. Centres for warehousing and 

distribution moving from central locations – “the Annual Rings of the City”  

 General lack of modern logistics. Mostly old premises in especially the city near locations 

 Northern Greater Stockholm is top 5 and Southern Greater Stockholm is top 10 in the list of 

logistics locations in Sweden (see fig. 2) (Intelligent Logistik, 2012) 

 Large import compared to export 

Short about Northern Stockholm 

 Much import goods from Asia coming with lorries and trains from the port of Göteborg 

 Air freight goods to and from Arlanda, the biggest freight airport in Sweden 

 Main alternative for logistics companies distributing parcels and industry goods 

 Less traffic makes access to and from Mälardalen smoother than from southern Stockholm 

 Goods from northern Sweden are mostly ore and wood, which Stockholm is a relatively 

small market for. The goods then therefore come mostly from west and south.  

 Most companies, companies are located in northern Stockholm 

Short about Southern Stockholm 

 The vast majority of the goods come from southern Sweden, in particular fresh and 

consumer goods 

 Lorry transports from Europe often enter Stockholm from the south. E.g. many lorries from 

Germany can make it to southern Stockholm within one working shift, but not northern. 

 Much logistics for automobile and automotive industry 

 Most labourers live in southern Stockholm 

Stockholm Business Alliance (SBA) (part of Stockholm Business Region) is an organisation where 50 

municipalities are members. If SBA gets a request from an international interested party, SBA sends 

these requests to all the 50 members. The municipalities can then respond to these requests if they 

like, with a form of an offer letter. This can concern all sort of business exploataion; land and 
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buildings for logistics being some of them. The main task for Stockholm Business Region is to create 

jobs in the Stockholm region. 

Sweden’s biggest customer basis and purchasing power is in Stockholm which makes it important for 

many logistics companies to locate close to Stockholm. Though, high wages, rents and prices 

together with disloyal labour and little goods out from Stockholm (most goods go to Stockholm) 

makes it a challenging region to locate in. The respondents mean that a logistics centre in north and 

a logistics centre in south are and will be needed as Greater Stockholm is (unofficially) divided into a 

northern and a southern region. These logistics centres will then likely be in Rosersberg/Arlanda 

(Stockholm Nord) and Södertälje/Nykvarn (Stockholm Syd). Also, but in a less consistent opinion 

major logistics centres in Greater Stockholm might also regard Upplands-Bro and Jordbro. 

It is unusual to live in the south and work in the north and vice versa. Also, regarding freight 

transports, there is only one link between north and south Stockholm namely “Essingeleden” (read 

more in chapter 5.2.1 E4 Essingeleden). Even though this is about to be changed with Förbifart 

Stockholm (read more in chapter 5.2.2 E4 Förbifart Stockholm), many logistics companies in 

Stockholm, especially the 3PL companies do not pay any major attention to Förbifart Stockholm. It is 

very welcomed by the logistics market, but opinions of its impact on the partition of the north and 

the south divide.  

In general it is a common saying that “the labour is in the south, but the companies in the north” 

which is a mismatch that many doubt will decrease significantly.  

The competition about the land use is much higher in Stockholm than the rest of Sweden (similar 

trends in Göteborg and Malmö). This makes land prices and rents relatively high in Stockholm which 

means that warehouses and terminals are not located near Stockholm city if Stockholm does not 

make a big part of the market that warehouse or terminal is to supply. Simplified, some respondents 

say “if you locate in or close to Stockholm, it is to supply Stockholm.” Further most would like to be 

located more central, if the municipalities welcomed logistics exploitations more.  

According to the list in fig. 2; the Arlanda region (Northern Greater Stockholm) is the fifth and 

Southern Greater Stockholm the tenth most important logistics location in Sweden.  

According to Intellegent Logistik (2012a) the motivation to the fifth place of Arlanda region is the 

logistic establishment in Rosersberg and Arlanda City with close distance to the biggest freight 

airport in Sweden. An intermodal terminal which is likely ready 2013 is estimated to strengthen 

Stockholm’s logistic position. The tenth place of Southern Greater Stockholm is motivated by the 

large population base, well developed infrastructure with a growing container port in Södertälje, 

though there are relatively limited land areas for start-ups of new logistic operations there. The 

container port of Norvik in 2016 and the opening of Almvik in Södertälje will most likely improve the 

regions position as a logistic hub and open up for more logistic establishment (Intelligent Logistik, 

2012a). According to Intelligent Logistik (2012a) the reason why Stockholm, as being the biggest 

market with largest population, is not the number one logistics location; is mostly because the poor 

infrastructure connecting the south and the north Stockholm (Essingeleden). Further it is motivated 

by the shortage of new land and high land prices. Therefore, being close to the Stockholm region has 

been more important in this ranking system, than being within the Stockholm region. That Uppsala, 
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as being close to Stockholm and Arlanda airport, Gävle port and being the fourth biggest city in 

Sweden only reached 25th place is because of lack of planned logistics developments and logistics 

orientated education (Intelligent Logistik, 2012a).  

Some respondents say that most people, including politicians and city planners underestimate the 

importance of logistics properties as an important part of the city and the society. Logistics should 

be paid as much respect and attention as office and retail and cannot totally be pushed out from the 

city. The centrally located buildings do not necessarily take up much space as it could be mostly 

terminals with mixed temperatures so that many sorts of goods could use every terminal.  

4.3 Regional Development Plan for the Stockholm Region (RUFS 2010) 

RUFS is carried out every ten years by the Office of Regional Planning, and the last one was RUFS 

2010 which comes with annual comments and brief updates. The full report is written in Swedish, 

but there is an English version where the plan is recalled as “How we will become Europe’s most 

attractive metropolitan region”, which is where the strategies are meant to take Stockholm in 2030. 

In RUFS 2010 it is admitted that the government funded transport infrastructure system has been 

insufficient for decades, and the government funded parts have been low in Stockholm in a national 

perspective. The government is now, with e.g. Bypass Stockholm and Södertörnsleden investing a 

historically high amount of money in the Stockholm regions’ infrastructure. Still it is estimated not to 

be enough for all the important transport infrastructural investments.  

The freight transport is only a small part of the report and the main aim with the infrastructure 

investments is to make a better connection between Northern and Southern Stockholm, especially 

in a labour market point of view. RUFS highlights the importance of a multi-core and dense urban 

structure, where the (according to RUFS and the Stockholm County municipalities) most important 

operation (out of eight) in order to achieve that, is to improve the transport systems, with focus on 

public transport and roads. Another important focus is to develop urban area in all east central 

Sweden with rail transport as a basis making commuters less dependent on cars (RUFS, 2011, p. 40-

47). The regions covered in RUFS are the central regions Stockholm, the inner parts of the south and 

western suburbs, Nacka, Solna and Sundbyberg and the outer city regions Barkarby-Jakobsberg, 

Kista-Sollentuna-Häggvik, Arlanda-Märsta, Täby-Arninge, Kungens Kurva-Skärholmen, Flemingsberg, 

Haninge centrum and Södertälje. In RUFS, the disadvantage of being far away from the markets in 

Europe is highlighted. It makes transports long and expensive, which increase the importance of 

effective transport solutions and collaborations between the players in the trade and industry, in 

order to stay competitive (RUFS, 2010, p. 128).  

A recommendation from RUFS is that new settlements primarily should locate in adjacent to existing 

settlements in order to minimise intrusions in the nature and the s called “green wedges” (gröna 

kilar in Swedish) (RUFS, 2010, p. 134). The highest prioritised infrastructure projects in RUFS are 

Citybanan and Förbifart Stockholm. Citybanan is a commuter train tunnel and will not transport any 

freight goods. Though, it will have an indirect impact on the regional lines’ freight transports as they 

will be left more room when the commuter traffic will relocate to Citybanan instead (RUFS, 2010 p 

146). There is a regional aspiration to limit the lorry transports within the Stockholm region by 

supporting sea and rail bound traffic. In order to reach this goal, land needs to be reserved for 

terminals with railway or port connections, close to the market for which the goods are to be 
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distributed. Land for this purpose is thought to be relatively limited in the Stockholm region (RUFS, 

2010 p. 94-95).  

According to RUFS 2010, the regions with best potential for further development of logistics centres 

are Rosersberg in northern Stockholm and Södertälje in southern Stockholm. Jordbro which already 

is an important business area with railway connections will probably become increasingly important 

when the container port with railway connections in Norvik gets developed. Rosenkälla/Gillinge 

north east of Stockholm City does not have any big scale logistics activities today, but seems to have 

potential for distribution and other transport intensive activities. Especially in northern Stockholm, 

but for the southern region as well, it is forecasted that it will be increasingly important with more of 

smaller transhipment places where roads and railways meet. Therefore, areas with railway 

connections should remain as logistic locations (RUFS, 2010 p. 146).  
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Scenario of goods infrastructure in 2030 by RUFS 2010:  

 

Fig.6: 2030 year scenario of Stockholm County’s goods infrastructure. Orange areas are main logistic 

centres, purple circles are goods handling areas, blue dotted lines are railways for freight transports, 

and tilted orange squares are intermodal terminals. White ellipses are potential terminals for 

transhipment between road and railway. Source: Regionalplanekontoret, 2010 
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4.4 Rapport 3: 2008, Näringsliv, logistik och terminaler i Stockholms 

län,  

This report was the foundation for the goods infrastructure part of RUFS 2010 carried published 

2008 by what was then called Regionalplane- och trafikkontoret (Office of Regional planning and 

traffic) that is now taken over by TMR (Office of Regional Growth, Environment and Planning). 

According to one of the respondents the focus on goods traffic and its infrastructure (including 

logistics) is smaller and another similar report (updated) is less likely. However, the report was 

carried out in order to evaluate the present and the future situation regarding terminal locations and 

logistics within Stockholm County. This has been considered relevant to this study as it in many ways 

covered the same field.  

The conclusion of the report was: 

Two major logistics centres will be needed, one northern and one southern in Stockholm because of 

the sectioning of northern and southern Stockholm, represented by Södertälje and Rosersberg. 

Västberga, Årsta and Tomteboda/Hagalund eventually will become more and more common urban 

area and Årsta intermodal terminal might eventually move most of its business to Södertälje. 

Förbifart Stockholm will connect not only these two logistics centres (Södertälje and Rosersberg) but 

also connect the major work and wholesale areas Jordbro and Lunda. It was also discussed, whether 

Årsta partihallar should remain because of their importance to the exclusive food and flower 

business where a location close to city is important, or if alternative land use would become the case 

(Regionalplane- och trafikkontoret, 2008).  

Map of Stockholm County from the Rapport 2008:3 conclusion 

 

Fig.7: Map of Stockholm County with comments. Dry Port here is concerned with a new intermodal 

terminal. Source: Regionalplane- och trafikplanekontoret, 2008. 
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4.5 Stockholm municipality’s overview plan  

Stockholm’s overview plan “Promenadstaden” means ”the walk city” and was accepted in March 

2010 and after a number of appeals it was enforced in April 2012. It shows the Stockholm 

municipality’s outlook and brief strategies concerning e.g. (what has been considered most relevant 

for this thesis) their ports, transport system and new city developments. The name 

“Promenadstaden” symbolise what the City of Stockholm City Planning Administration means is a 

living city that is less car dependent and walking and cycling will be the preferred and mostly used 

private transports and to be a role model as an environmental friendly city. But “the walk city” also 

stands for green areas and parks.  

4.6 Further comments from the interviews   

In many of the interviews, the map in fig. 6 was discussed, concerning its credibility and probability. 

The most common and general opinion is that fig. 6 in general is likely. The opinions divide regarding 

how optimal it is in a logistics and environmental perspective. There might be another intermodal 

terminal in Stockholm Syd i.e. between Södertälje and Nykvarn. The oil port in Loudden might have 

relocated to e.g. Södertälje. Västberga, even though it is continued to be for logistics activities and 

the intermodal terminal is being refurbished and extended; many still believe that that land will be 

too “highly” valued so that other property use will slowly push the space consuming logistics 

properties out. In opposition to the overview plan “Promenadstaden”, the economical pressure 

might then redo the detail plans. No one had a very certain opinion what happens with Västberga in 

10-15 years. Some think it will remain a logistics key area in 15 years. Others believe it will be a 

mostly residential area in already 10 years. Most agree that the logistics properties eventually will be 

“pushed out” by alternative use, but have difficulties in answering with a certain time horizon, some 

say 10-15 years is a short time horizon and some that it is a long.  

Some believe it might be an intermodal terminal in Norvik.  

A common opinion is that Regionalplanekontoret who carried out RUFS 2010 might be conservative 

and careful in their conclusions. For example if RUFS 2010, in their 2030 forecast would be too 

speculative and e.g. remove the intermodal terminal in Västberga, change Louddens oil depot to 

Södertälje or similar; they would likely upset different stakeholders on the market and maybe even 

judged to be biased. 

In a few interviews, also by municipalities who are part of RUFS admit that there is a lack of 

leadership and implementations of what is mentioned in RUFS 2010 in terms of what should be done 

and where and when. Some mean that Landstinget and TMR together should create a team with 

more power with purpose to make the aspirations of RUFS 2010 more likely. Some also say that 

there are too many municipalities in Stockholm County (26) and even more in Stockholm Business 

Alliance (50), in order to efficiently go forward in regional issues. The limit when it starts to get hard 

is about 6-7 municipalities according to one respondent. In the interviews criticism has been raised 

towards the implementation of RUFS 2010 regarding how it points out some regions that is said to 

be focused on as region centres; but there are little contributions, incentives or initiatives to make 

that development happen. Another issue raised toward the development of region centres is 

following: To develop as a region in terms of e.g. getting a population or economy to increase in a 
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region, good infrastructure is needed. Though, in order to get funds from the Government for 

infrastructural improvements a certain population and direct signs of society economical benefits 

are usually required. Transit roads and/or railways are needed between the different “region 

centres” so that most transports do not need to go through Stockholm city centre as the situation 

often is now.  
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5 Transport infrastructure 
Terminal infrastructure in the Mälar region 

 

Fig. 8: A map the Mälar region with localisations of freight airports, sea ports and intermodal 

terminals dealing with device prepared goods. Järnväg=railway, Hamn=sea port, Flygfrakt=air 

freight. Source: Regionalplane- och trafikplanekontoret, 2008 

Motorways connected to Stockholm are E4, E18 and E20. Stockholm is connected to the railway 

system by Mälarbanan, Ostkustbanan, Svealandsbanan, Västra stambanan and Nynäsbanan. These 

have not gone further into but are mentioned in following chapter (5.1) about the relevant freight 

transport corridors.  

The major issues in the transport infrastructure are the congestion and bottlenecks (RUFS, 2010). 

Today, Stockholm is split in a northern and a southern part, much because of deficiencies in the 

infrastructure. Commuting between the northern and the southern parts is increasing which 

increases the pressure on the infrastructure even harder making Stockholm vulnerable to accidents 

as it lacks an road transport alternative to Essingeleden. Today, traffic with other destinations than 

the inner city, still needs to pass the city centre (Trafikverket, 2012b).  
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The largest traffic flow into Stockholm comes from the south concerning both railway and road 

transports, see fig. 9. 

Traffic flows in to and from Stockholm 2006 

 
 

Fig. 9: 2006 year traffic flows in and around Greater Stockholm. The left (blue) is road goods 

transports and the right (green) is railway transports. Source: Regionalplanekontoret, 2010 

5.1 “Freight transport corridors” 

Together the road and railway system create corridors in the freight transport traffic, see below. 

5.1.1 Mälarkorridoren 

 
Fig. 10: Mälarkorridoren. Blue lines are railways and white lines are motorways. Source: Banverket, 

2005. 

Mälarkorridoren goes from Hallsberg to Stockholm via Örebro and Västerås, following the motorway 

E18 and the railway Mälarbanan. The incoming goods to Stockholm on this corridor are mostly on 
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roads. In Hallsberg, the corridor connects to the railway freight transport railway route between 

western and eastern Sweden (Banverket, 2005).  

5.1.2 Svealandskorridoren 

 

Fig. 11: Svealandskorridoren. Blue lines are railways and white lines are motorways. Source: 

Banverket, 2005. 

As well as “Mälarkorridoren”,the corridor “Sveakorridoren” goes between Hallsberg and Stockholm, 

but south of the lake Mälaren. It goes from Hallsberg through Örebro and Eskilstuna or Flen to finish 

in Stockholm (or vice versa). The freight transports are mostly on the railway route “Västra 

Stambanan”. It is one of Swedens’ most important freight transport routes for railway transports. 

The capacity is limited especially between Järna and Hallsberg. If the railway routes Ostlänken and 

Götalandsbanan become reality, Västra stambanan will be relieved from person traffic which will 

favour the freight transports by increased accessibility. Capacity problems will then still remain 

between Södertälje and Stockholm (Banverket, 2005).  

If the intermodal terminal gets built in Nykvarn in the Stockholm Syd area (read more in chapter 

5.3.4 Stockholm Syd kombiterminal), it will be on this “corridor.” 

5.1.3 Södra E4-korridoren 

 

Fig. 12: Södra E4-korridoren. Blue lines are railways and white lines are motorways. Source: 

Banverket, 2005. 
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The corridor “Södra E4-korridoren” goes from Linköping to Stockholm through Norrköping, 

Nyköping, Södertälje and Stockholm. It is the most trafficked road freight transport route in Middle 

Sweden and the most crucial lack of capacity is in the central Stockholm areas. The main railway 

traffic flow in this corridor goes between Norrköping, Katrineholm and Södertälje, i.e. it does not 

pass Nyköping. The capacity of the railway route is stressed, especially in the central parts of 

Stockholm (Banverket, 2005).  

5.1.4 Norra E4-korridoren 

 

Fig. 13: Norra E4-korridoren. Blue lineas are railways and white lines are motorways. Source: 

Banverket, 2005.  

The corridor “Norra E4-korridoren” goes from Stockholm, via Uppsala to Gävle. This corridor is an 

important freight traffic route, especially for road transports. The traffic amount is not as big as in 

“Södra E4-korridoren” (Banverket, 2005).  
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5.2 Major road infrastructure projects 

Major road infrastructure projects in Stockholm 

 

Fig. 14: Stockholm’s road infrastructure including Förbifart Stockholm (Stockholm Bypass). Source: 

Trafikverket, 2011 

5.2.1 E4 Essingeleden, completed 1967 

E4 Essingeleden was completed 1967 and was at the time the biggest road infrastructure project in 

the Stockholm region and was able to fill its purpose of being an effective solution to transports 

going to and through Stockholm, i.e. it was over dimensioned for the present traffic situation. 

Essingeleden is not built for today’s amount of traffic and therefore it also needs more maintenance 

leading to increased costs and congestion. Essingeleden was dimensioned for 80,000 vehicles a day, 

in six lanes. Today there are 160,000 vehicles in eight lanes on a normal day, and that number is 

increasing every year. According to Trafikverkets’ prediction, within 20 years time Essingeleden will 

need major repairs, with major causing necessary closures (Trafikverket, 2012b).  

Many of the respondents believe Essingeleden will be target for congestion fees within a few years, 

but it seems almost definitive that it will after the completion of Förbifart Stockholm. As 

Essingeleden is the only route for heavy transports pass Stockholm the transport times are 

vulnerable for disturbances and accidents. Förbifart Stockholm will make it possible to choose 

Essingeleden mostly as a second choice in case of e.g. an accident and vice versa.  
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5.2.2 E4 Förbifart Stockholm (Stockholm Bypass) planned for 2021 

E4 Förbifart Stockholm is the biggest planned infrastructure project in Stockholm with an estimated 

investment cost of MSEK 28,000 (2009 price level). The construction of the three-lane 21 km new 

road, of which 17-18 km will be in tunnels, starts 2013 and is estimated to take between eight and 

ten years to complete.  

The main motives to this investment are in a logistics perspective to make it possible to pass the city 

of Stockholm without entering E4 Essingeleden (central Stockholm), to have two route options if 

anything would happen (e.g. an accident) and to meet some of the infrastructural requirements 

coming with the continuously increased traffic in Stockholm where congestion is already a problem. 

With the estimated increase of the population in Stockholm and the regions aspirations of becoming 

an increasingly important economic hub in the Baltic region, the pressure will be even bigger on 

Stockholm’s infrastructure. These challenges have been discussed for a long time and in 2008, 

Förbifart Stockholm became the official proposal to the Swedish government in order to reduce the 

future pressure on the infrastructure system. All the affected municipalities have in whole been 

positive to the project. The main objectives with Förbifart Stockholm are to in the best and most cost 

efficient way; 

 Connect the northern and southern parts of Stockholm, without exposing central Stockholm 

with more traffic. 

 Improve accessibility on the approach roads 

 Increase the chances of creating a less divided labour and housing market through a 

smoothed accessibility 

 Allow a polycentric region 

 Provide conditions for development in a region with strong growth 

 Create a bypass for long distance transport services 

Most likely, Förbifart Stockholm will not take any congestion fees, while Essingeleden as soon as 

Förbifart Stockholm is done will do.  

As written above, most of the road will be underground in a tunnel, with the following junctions as 

exceptions: Kungens Kurva, Lovö, Vinsta, Hjulsta, Akalla and Häggvik. Those junctions are 

represented in fig.14 as the red dots from south to north.  

In interviews with some municipalities, it has come across that Förbifart Stockholm is more likely to 

be finished in 2022 than 2021. Some though, especially the logistics companies are sceptical to the 

Swedish Transport Administration’s (Trafikverket in Swedish) forecasts of completion year and mean 

that it might as well can be 2025 or 2030 and therefore do not think it is relevant to involve Förbifart 

Stockholm in their calculations and prognosis yet. One respondent who had been relatively involved 

in the planning process estimates 2022 as the year of completion.  
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Förbifart Stockholm is likely to favour northern Stockholm more than southern as most companies 

are located north which then can access labour from south easier. Further most goods volumes into 

Stockholm comes from south and with Förbifart Stockholm more transports will make it to northern 

Stockholm within one lorry run time.  

In a project with the size of Förbifart Stockholm, historical major infrastructural projects are often 

being compared with, in this case the construction of the Stockholm subway system (50s’) or 

Essingeleden (60s’). Many argue that those major investments, especially the subway would hardly 

be possible today as they often require the ruling party/parties and the Opposition to collaborate 

and agree in long term decisions. A point that a few respondents made is that in the comparison of 

Förbifart Stockholm and e.g. the subway or Essingeleden; it is important to think about that both the 

subway and Essingeleden were as Förbifart Stockholm, a National interest, but within Stockholm 

municipality ( even though e.g. extensions of the subway later were made into other municipalities). 

In the case of Förbifart Stockholm more municipalities are directly affected. So the construction of 

the subway and Essingeleden was not a regional cooperation, which some argue made it easier to go 

through with than when more municipalities are to be directly involved with their land (as is the case 

for Förbifart Stockholm).    

5.2.3 Road 259 Södertörnsleden and Masmolänken planned for 2019 

 Södertörnsleden will be a 22 km cross-connection between Vårby (E4/E20) and Jordbro at road 73, 

see fig. 14. About half of road 259 is complete, only the 12 km route between Vårby and Gladö kvarn 

is left, estimate completed 2019. Södertörnsleden will then be connected to Masmolänken whose 

construction will start when Södertörnsleden is finished, estimate 2015 or 2016. Masmolänken is 

forecasted to take 3-4 years. Often when Förbifart Stockholm is discussed; it refers to the whole 

western transit road which also includes Södertörnsleden and Masmolänken. In turn, when 

Södertörnsleden is discussed it often involves Masmolänken which e.g. applies to the map in fig. 14.  

5.2.4 E20 Norra Länken, planned for 2015 and 2017 (two parts) 

This is the next (third out of four) part of what eventually will become an inner ring road of 

Stockholm. Södra Länken links to Essingeleden which estimate 2015 will link to Norra länken. Norra 

Länken is an important piece in the operation of solving the growing traffic problem in central 

Stockholm. Norra Länken starts in Värtahamnen which is Sweden’s most important port for freight 

and person traffic to Finland, Russia and the Baltic States (read more in chapter 5.4.5 Stockholms 

hamnar). Norra Länken will be completed in two parts, first the distance Norrtull-Frescati-

Värtahamnen in 2015, then the second part Norrtull-Tomteboda in2017 (Trafikverket, 2012e).  

5.2.5 Österleden 

Österleden is the last part of the inner ring road, Österleden is not yet a complete proposal, but its 

plan is being worked on (RUFS, 2010).  

5.3 Intermodal terminals (kombiterminaler) in Greater Stockholm 

Most of the intermodal terminals in Eastern Middle Sweden are located adjacent to production 

areas, with the exception of Uppsala who does not have any intermodal terminal. In Örebro, the 

intermodal terminal is not adjacent to the production, in Linköping the intermodal terminal in 
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Norrköping is the closest one. In Stockholm, the distances between the intermodal terminals and the 

production areas are generally short, but because of the often congested traffic situation, the 

transport times are often longer than in other regions (Banverket, 2005 p 11). The Government 

owned Jernhusen has a vision of doubling the intermodal transports by 2020 which goes in line with 

an environmental goal of decreasing the dependency of road traffic in favour of railway traffic. The 

intermodal terminals included in this vision/concept of increasing the competitiveness of e.g. 

intermodal transports, increase railway transports and offering demanded services are Göteborg 

kombiterminal, Höglandsterminalen in Nässjö, Årsta kombiterminal, Sundsvall kombiterminal, 

Västerås kombiterminal and Gävle kombiterminal (Jernhusen, 2012c). 

According to both Banverket (2005 p. 23) (today a part of Trafikverket) and RUFS (2010) it is 

preferred that in the future Greater Stockholm, there should rather be many smaller intermodal 

terminals than a few bigger in order to minimize distances and increase the use of sea and railway 

transports as much as possible. It is likely that the consumption will grow in Eastern Middle Sweden 

adding to the unbalance of much more goods coming in than out of Stockholm, especially in terms of 

volumes. The location of intermodal terminals in the Stockholm region is following the current and 

the forecasted goods flows, even though it is not enough, especially in North Stockholm. In 2005 it 

was highlighted by Banverket that an increase of loading and unloading zones adjacent to 

industries/warehouses etc., should be encouraged. In 2005, Banverket (2005 p. 23) highlighted the 

need for a national intermodal terminal in northern Greater Stockholm. The national intermodal 

terminals would then be in Hallsberg, Stockholm-Årsta, Södertälje, “Stockholm Nord”, Norrköping, 

Eskilstuna and maybe Västerås (Banverket, 2005 p. 23), as they are located in the middle of Sweden 

and the Nordics. The intermodal terminal in Northern Stockholm will locate in Rosersberg and is 

planned for 2013. They should locate so that railways can be used as much and for as long transports 

as possible, while the flexibility of the lorries and sprinters are fully used for the shorter transports.  

In general, intermodal terminals do not need to be located as central as terminals with only road 

transports because of mainly two reasons. 1, the end distribution is done by road transports anyway 

and 2, the tracks in city areas are in more competition with the public transports. 

5.3.1 Södertälje hamn Kombiterminal (Stockholm) 

The intermodal terminal in Södertälje is a part of “Södertälje hamn” and connects to “Västra 

stambanan” and the roads E20 and E4. The terminal is owned and operated by “Södertälje hamn” 

which in turn is owned by the municipality of Södertälje (Banverket, 2005). Because of the capacity 

problems closer to Stockholm, Södertälje terminal might get an increased importance as being more 

accessible from roads and railways from regions further away from Stockholm City (Banverket, 2005 

p 15). Especially as most of the vast majority of the goods freighted to Stockholm comes from 

Southern Sweden, most interview respondents believe in an increase of the importance of 

Södertälje as a logistics centre. Today, more containers comes to “Södertälje hamn” by train than by 

boats. How much of that increase that will be from railway, road and sea transports is most 

uncertain, but the general opinion, based on the interviews is that intermodal terminals will remain 

important also in a 10-15 years perspective (Jernhusen, 2012b). Most of the incoming containers 

come from Göteborg on railways.  
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5.3.2 Årsta Kombiterminal (Stockholm) 

Årsta kombiterminal in Årsta/Västberga is the largest intermodal terminal in Sweden, handling 

mostly consumer goods from west and south. Outgoing goods are mostly empty containers. 

Jernhusen is a big owner of National intermodal terminals available for all distributers, good owners 

and train operators. The intermodal terminal is currently getting extended with a 7,100 sq m cross 

docking unit (Jernhusen, 2012a). In total; Jernhusen will build 15,000 sq m a logistics centre of 

warehouse and terminal; half of it being fridge and freezer premises (Fastighetsvärlden, 2012).  

Despite the extension, the capacity is and will be limited, which is partly why Stockholm Nord 

kombiterminal is built in Rosersberg (read more in chapter 5.3.3 Stockholm Nord kombiterminal).  

5.3.3 Stockholm Nord Kombiterminal, Rosersberg, planned for 2013 

The intermodal terminal in Rosersberg is not built yet. Construction start is estimated to August 

2012 (Trafikverket, 2012g) and completion in 2013 (Stockholm Nord, 2012). The constructer is NCC 

Construction and the client is Kilenkrysset (Bygglo.sem 2012). The intermodal terminal in Rosersberg 

will be one of Sweden’s biggest for transhipment of goods between lorries and trains. The Swedish 

Transport Administration is planning 3.5 km exchange yard (omlastningsbangård in Swedish) 

adjacent to the intermodal terminal, as it is a priority for the Government of Sweden to strengthen 

the railways role in Sweden in order to reach a more environmentally friendly transport system 

(Trafikverket, 2012f). 

Today, there is no intermodal terminal in the Northern Greater Stockholm, which means that goods 

that shall be distributed in Northern Stockholm need to be transhipped in Southern Stockholm in 

Årsta or Södertälje. That results in unnecessary long lorry transports through central Stockholm. 

Also, Årsta intermodal terminal has almost reached its capacity cap with no available space for 

further expansion. This issue has been known for a longer time and the plans of building a new 

intermodal terminal in Northern Stockholm stood between Arlanda, Brista, Rosersberg and Väsby. In 

2008 it was decided that Rosersberg was the most appropriate choice and was decided to be the 

target for the development of one of the biggest intermodal terminals in Sweden with an adjacent 

exchange yard (överlämningsbangård in Swedish). The feasibility study carried out by the Swedish 

Transport Administration gave clear evidence of Rosersberg being the best location of the 

intermodal terminal because of its established industrial area, logistics centre and its connectivity 

with the E4 motorway (Trafikverket, 2011a, p. 15). According to the Swedish Transport 

Administration this also goes hand in hand with the transport political national and regional goals of 

securing a sustainable national transport system by e.g. decreasing the dependency of lorry 

transports in favour of train transports Trafikverket, 2011a, p. 5).  

5.3.4 Stockholm Syd Kombiterminal, not decided 

According to two interviews, it has not been decided whether the new development Stockholm Syd 

will contain an intermodal terminal or just a transhipment terminal (omlastningsterminal in 

Swedish).  
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5.4 Ports and airports 

Short about Stockholm: 

Many say that they do not think Stockholm will be a significantly more popular port city than it is 

today and that the current ports (even when the container port in Värtahamnen shuts) will be 

enough. Göteborg is probably opening sea transport routes to Kotka in Finland and St Petersburg in 

Russia which put Stockholm at a risk of being “side stepped” for the Russian transports currently 

passing through Stockholm. Why much European goods are transported through Sweden and 

Finland to reach Russia is much because of poor infrastructure (unsecure and deficient) in the 

eastern states (that earlier belonged to Soviet Union). That infrastructure is currently being 

improved and might be another reason why Stockholm loses some of its importance as a port city 

for freights to Finland, indirectly to Russia.  

Below are the harbours and airports of biggest concern, from south to north: 

5.4.1 Skavsta Airport 

Skavsta arirport can receive larger freight aircrafts than Arlanda. The cost for air freight is lower at 

Skavsta than Arlanda. As the air traffic in Arlanda is more intense and closer to a cap, some talk for 

an increase in Skavsta’s importance for the air freight in Greater Stockholm. 

5.4.2 Nynäshamn hamn (the port of Nynäshamn) 

The port is mainly a port for passenger traffic but is also a Ro-Ro port handling about 60,000 cargos 

every year (Stockolms hamnar, 2012a). 

5.4.3 Norviks hamn (in Nynäshamn), planned 2016 

Norviks hamn (port of Norvik) is not yet decided. It is though almost sure it will get built and 

according to Fastighetsaktien (2012) the Swedish Supreme Court (Högsta Domstolen in Swedish) has 

given its authorisation to the development after it has been appealed against. Norvik is located some 

60 km south of Stockholm city, close to Nynäshamns hamn (port of Nynäshamn) that is mostly use 

for person traffic and LNG (liquefied natural gas).  

The port will be a container and Ro-Ro port with an environmentally friendly approach, hoping to be 

a model for other ports of Europe. Most goods on lorries will distribute to Stockholm and 

Mälardalen and trains take containers longer, likely middle Sweden such as Örebro. It is yet not 

known how big ships that will traffic the port but it has capacity for container ships with 2,000 to 

3,000 containers and the fact that the port in Gdansk in Poland now receives ocean going container 

ships has made proponents of Norviks hamn optimistic of receiving those too. The container port 

will have capacity for 300,000 TEU (“Twenty feet equivalent unit” container) per year and 200,000 

vehicles with Ro-Ro goods. Another opportunity for Norvik is that LNG as fuel for vessels and ships 

might increase if the cost for other fuel would increase; which could strengthen Norvik’s position as 

ships and vessels willingly locate close to the port in Nynäshamn because of the LNG. Also as stricter 

rules regarding the sulphur percentage change in 2015 from 1 % to 0.1 %, it might make new built 

ships and vessels to use LNG instead.  
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Nynäshamn sees Norvik as being an important logistics location in about 10 years, but that it might 

take 15-20 years for it to reach full capacity, both in the port and the adjacent logistics area (read 

more in chapter 5.4.3 Norviks hamn). 

A potential port in Norvik has been discussed since the end of the 19th century because of its good 

maritime conditions. For example, from Landsort it takes 4 hours to reach Södertälje hamn and one 

hour to reach Norvik. 1901 a financier believed that a port would be developed and wanted to be 

prepared, so he invested in a railway from Stockholm to Nynäshamn, where it was only a small 

village. When Televerket moved in and later the refinery in the 1920’s, Nynäshamn became an 

industrial community. Ericsson was until 2006 a major employer but has now moved as well as Telia. 

Nynäshamn now hopes that the port will be a major business for the municipality who has suffered 

from the relocation of Ericsson and Telia.  

None of the respondents have doubted that the port will get built. Norvik though is widely discussed 

whether it is a good investment or not. The arguments for it are: The accessibility for large container 

ships is good, deep water easy navigation, road 73 gets motorway standard, double tracks for the 

railway will eventually be built to Stockholm central station.  

Despite these positives many put forward the criticism of it being a bad investment and not in the 

line of what is best for the Stockholm region. It is a bad location in terms of land transports as it is 

not adjacent to any of the European motorways E4, E18 and E20 or the rest of Sweden as it is at the 

end of the railway and the road 73 almost 60 km from Stockholm central. Further many mean that 

the other ports in Stockholm will likely be enough for the coming 10-15 years and that goods from 

ocean sailing container ships will continue to go to Göteborg (and with lorries and trains to 

Stockholm). Many then thinks that Södertälje hamn is a much better location despite the worse 

maritime characteristics with harder and slower navigation, room for smaller ships, because of its 

railway and road connections to the rest of Sweden and the southern gate to Stockholm especially in 

10-15 years time. That Norviks hamn will mean increased competition and that its volumes mostly 

will be taken from the other ports’ market shares gets support from many respondents and from 

Nynäshamn. From Nynäshamns perspective, that is why many have been negative towards them.  

5.4.4 Södertälje Hamn  

The port of Södertälje (Södertälje Hamn in Swedish) contains four ports and is a subsidiary of 

Södertälje Municipality through Telge AB. The ports are dealing with containers, Ro-Ro, private cars, 

wood, cargo, petrol, asphalt, chemicals, peat and more. Of Sweden’s total export value, about a fifth 

leaves from Södertälje hamn.  

The intermodal terminal is continuously increasing its activity. By cooperation with the company 

Intercontainer with train transports to and from Germany and Italy, Södertälje Hamn aspires to be 

the leading intermodal terminal and container port in the Stockholm region. The services of 

Södertälje port is mainly container transports, Ro-Ro, oil distribution and car distribution. Södertälje 

port is one of 3 ports for oil in the Stockholm region together with Loudden and Bergs oljehamn. 

(Södertälje Hamn, 2012). The volumes disposed in Södertälje hamn has increased very fast the last 5 

years which according to one of the interviews is much because of the structural changes that came 

with the new CEO who in opposite to the previous CEO saw potential in increasing the volumes, 
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while the previous meant Södertälje had reached their capacity limit. After investments in the cargo 

handling systems (lasthanteringssystem in Swedish) Södertälje Hamn has gone from handling 25,000 

TEU to 80 000 TEU per year in about 6 years, equivalent to a more than 300 % increase without using 

more space. Globally container transports have annually increased with about 8-15 % last years and 

about 5 % in Sweden. Södertälje hamn forecast they will handle 130,000-140,000 TEU within 3-4 

years and 200,000 TEU in long term (with further investments). Compared to the port in Gävle, 

Södertälje handles about half the amount of TEUs, which is a big catch up seeing to the development 

last 6 years (Intelligent Logistik, 2012d).  

In the same interview it was mentioned that Södertälje Hamn would be interested in taking care of 

the oil currently stored and handled in Loudden (see chapter 5.4.4 Stockholms hamnar). Södertälje 

Hamn currently has an environmental permit of handling 1.2 million tonnes of oil and is handling 

about 400,000 tonnes. Loudden is currently handling some 600,000 tonnes which according to the 

interview would be possible for Södertälje Hamn to take care of.  

5.4.5 Stockholms hamnar (the Ports of Stockholm) 

Stockholm hamnar includes several ports which Värtahamnen, Frihamnen and Loudden are 

commercially the most important for goods/fuel especially in trade with Finland and the Baltic 

countires (Stockholm Hamnar, 2012b). Värtahamnen is the only port on the Swedish east coast with 

railway ferries. Frihamnen handle mostly clothes, food and consumer goods in containers. The 

amounts of incoming containers are much more than the outgoing, why many empty containers are 

transported to especially Borlänge and Gävle. Currently there are many changes in the area of 

Värtan-Frihamnen-Loudden (read more in chapter 9.1.9 Norra Djurgårdsstaden). Värtahamnen-

Frihamnen will be a pure ferry and cruise ship port and all of its present container handling will most 

likely be moved to the planned port in Norvik (read more in chapter 5.4.3 Norviks Hamn). The oil 

being handled and stored in Loudden will eventually be moved, but it is not decided where that 

volume will be taken care of. The decision will be taken when relevant stakeholder have established 

alternative locations. Stockholm has a long tradition as a seafaring city and the ports strategic 

importance for the region will remain according to the new overview plan for Stockholm (Stockholm, 

2010). 

5.4.6 Port of Kapellskär 

Kapellskär some 90 km north west of Stockholm is a port for both goods and passengers. It is 

strategically important for especially goods to and from especially Finland and Åland, but also Russia 

and the Baltic countries. About half of the goods transported to Finland, Åland and Estonia is 

shipped from Kapellskär. Stockholm hamnar owns the port and is planning to modernize it further 

and believe in it to be a continuing important Swedish sea port (Stockholms hamnar, 2012c). 

5.4.7 Arlanda Airport 

Arlanda is the biggest freight transport airport in Sweden. Arlanda gets the fuel for the aircrafts from 

Gävle hamn. The fuel then flows in a pipeline to Rosersberg where it gets transported on railway to 

Arlanda.  
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6 Logistics properties  

6.1 Modern warehouse building characteristics  

Following description concerns a typical modern warehouse building, often including an office and a 

terminal.  

1. 10-12 meters ceiling height for warehouses (about 6 meters for terminals) 
a. If it would get built higher than 12 meters, level sprinklers are by law needed 

and special trucks would be needed in order to reach the higher stored goods. 

b. The higher the ceiling heights are, the more important it is for the floors to be 
perfectly even, as minor irregularities in the floors give large effects on the 
instabilities of trucks on 12 meters.  

2. Floor bearing of 2-5 tonnes per sq m 
a. Has increased as the ceiling height has increased. As the warehouses get higher, 

they get heavier, putting higher requirements on the geotechnical land 
conditions. Deep foundations (pålning in Swedish) are undesirable, but might be 
an option when land prices/rents are high.  

3. 1 gate per 1,000 sq m (e.g. a warehouse of 25,000 sq m has 25 gates) 

4. Many warehouses consist of a warehouse and a terminal 
a. Positives with those solutions are: 

i. No distance between the warehouse and the terminal 
ii. The labour can be used more efficiently as the staff working at the 

terminal at night can start at the warehouse during the morning.  

iii. Renting/buying a larger building is cheaper per sq m 

5. Office above the gates 
a. If the building contains an office it is often located above the gates in order to be 

space efficient, as the full ceiling height is not needed in the warehouse part the 
first 30 meters inside the gate. 

6. Needs to meet EU regulations concerning the safety of the warehouse regarding e.g. 
ceiling height, gates, pillar distances, sprinklers and impact protections (Lagerakuten, 
2008) 

7. 50 % exploitation rate 

8. 50 meter from building to end of land site (much in a European perspective) 
a. Lorry lengths are longer in Sweden compared to European standards. Max 

length in Sweden is 24 metres (25.5. metres for modules] compared to most 
European countries who allow maximum 18.75 metres (Nordiskt Vägforum, 
2010). 

9. Some warehouses get increasingly automated with e.g. robots handling pallets 
(especially in Stockholm where labour is more of an issue (see chapter 8 Localisation 
factors).  

10. Some buildings have mezzanines (entresol in Swedish) 
a. Parts of the building have an extra floor (kind of a big shelf) in e.g. at 6 m (of 12). 

This is used when a warehouse operator have clients who do not need the full 
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height of the building e.g. 12 meters but still wants to separate their goods from 
other clients.  

11. Appropriate distances between the pillars so that change from manual to automatic 
loading solutions is easy 

12. Takes about 12-18 months to complete (from decision to completion) 

13. A large warehouse driven by a 3PL company usually hold goods from 1 to 15 customers 

14. Goods turnover times are about one month for most warehouses and less than a day 
for most terminals 

a. These times differ much from cases to case, client to client and operator to 
operator.  

15. Normal operating hours are about 03-07 for terminals and 07-16 for warehouses 

 

The most visible difference between older warehouses (older than 10 years) and modern 

warehouses is the ceiling height that has gone from 5-7 meters to 9-12 meters. The trend of 

increasing ceiling heights has probably stopped as the interview respondents mean that it does not 

seem economically defendable to build higher because of the extra investment that would follow 

such as poling (because of heavier load) and safety investments. Also, the higher it gets, the slower 

the loading processes get. There are also solutions that have started to show at some places in 

Europe such as warehouses using archive shelving systems i.e. movable shelves that enable shelves 

and pallets to use up to 50 % less space, though to the expense of efficiency. This has not come to 

Sweden, and according to the respondent who told it, it will likely not come in a 15 year perspective 

either. 

Modern terminals on the other hand are more similar to the older ones as they do not need higher 

ceiling heights than 10 years ago. Some of the respondents see a possibility of old warehouses to 

become terminals in central areas as those old warehouses are 5-6 metres high. 

Before about ten years ago, the way warehouses were chosen; was (roughly spoken) to find a cheap, 

abandoned industrial unit that could do as a warehouse/storage. Today those requirements are (as 

mentioned above) different. Logistics companies find it hard to get an economy in smaller inefficient 

buildings. The price is still a top priority as the logistics business is a low margin business, but the 

price is now days rather kept down by buying or renting larger, less central spaces with high ceilings 

(enables it to store twice the amount of goods than in an old warehouse). Though, rental contracts 

are longer, 10-15 years for new production (read more in chapter 6.3 Contracts and contract 

lengths) and new production is still often/always the only choice if a modern premise is to be found. 

In 2011 about 210,000 sq m modern logistics were built in Sweden (Intelligent Logistik, 2012b) and 

2012 some 300,000 sq m modern logistics is estimate to be built (Colliers, 2012b).  

6.2 Owning or renting the properties? 

There are different strategies why and when operators choose to own their properties. Below are 

those mentioned in the interviews:  
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Why own? 

 Operators who own properties want to free money for their core business and therefore sell 

their premises to investors with a landlord interested in having them as tenants. This 

solution is called a “sale lease back” and often leads to competitively low rents.  

 The chance of earning money by investing in land to develop for logistics activities and then 

sell it for more than they invested. The operator then either find another building or make 

the deal a “sale lease back” (see bullet point above).  

 Operators who want more control to e.g. easier change the planning of a building to suit 

their business, especially in a long term perspective. When renting, the landlord might not 

want to specialise the building too much, as they want to be able to re let it when/if the 

tenant leave and want to keep adjustment costs to a minimum. 

 Operators who think they can build and maintain the property cheaper. 

 In especially strategic locations such as those with a growing population and market 

(Stockholm for example), the interest from operators to own is higher. Some operators want 

to rent most of their premises, but own a few in such “strategic locations.” This can be 

explained by a belief of a value increase of the subject properties or by a long term belief of 

their customer basis to remain. 

 Accounting technical reasons. When a company rent a property it does not affect the 

balance sheet, which it does if one owns a property. In USA large rent contracts do affect the 

balance sheet and that principle is being discussed whether it is to be implemented in 

Sweden too with new IFRS regulations. If it would it is likely that more choose to own as the 

positive balance sheet effect of renting then would disappear. The biggest effect though, 

according to the respondent who brought up this aspect, was that more will likely then use 

3PL services as those services do not affect the balance sheet.  

Why rent? 

 Flexibility; to be able to get in and out of a business faster by renting on short contracts. The 

logistics market, especially 3PL businesses are characterised by flexibility and therefore the 

flexibility of renting is preferred among many and likely to remain so. 

 Low asset companies want to focus as much as possible on the core business and invest as 

little as possible in the properties and their management in favour of the core business 

(logistics).  

According to most interviews the trend is that more logistic companies want to rent their premises 

in order to free capital investable in the core business. Sweden and the Nordics distributers and 

goods holders have a tradition of owning their own property while in Europe, especially UK the 

tradition of outsourcing and renting is much stronger. According to same respondents, the trend of 

wanting to rent rather than own will remain the next 10-15 years too. Some though rather see it as 

cycles, so the propensity of owning will go up and down as there are positives and negatives that will 
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remain and through different economical times, different positives and negatives will weigth more 

than others.  

The most common way to own logistics properties is as an “Aktiebolag AB” (AB), which is the 

Swedish version of a Limited Company. The biggest reason to that is that it is the most economic 

way to sell properties, regardless commercial property type. This is likely to last the coming 15 years.  

Out of the 13 major warehouses that are planned to be built in 2012 about half of them are owned 

by the operators, which is a high number in a European perspective and in relation to an average 

year in Sweden. In the article by Colliers (2012b), the main explanation to this is the financing terms 

that are relatively expensive for logistics properties which lead to investors choosing other property 

types as the investors often find it hard to reach a good return on equity otherwise (Colliers, 2012b). 

A few respondents have expressed their beliefs in banks in general as being too risk averse towards 

logistics property investments, without evidence of logistics to be more risky than e.g. secondary 

offices. 

Some mean that when a company wants to rent their properties they usually want to rent their 

vehicles as well (being low asset companies). Others prefer to own either the property or the 

vehicles, which trends and relationships differ.  

What is also mentioned in the interviews is that many logistics companies see to what other 

companies do. For example if some starts to sell off properties in order to rent instead, that can 

affect the behaviour of others. Few “dare” to go their own way as the criticism would be harder if it 

shows to be the wrong choice, than if the decision maker(s) follow the market trends. This is not 

specific for logistics though.  

Large companies sometimes develop their own property companies which then can see owning and 

maintaining properties as their core business. Many respondents refer to IKEA as being successful in 

a strategy of owning properties. 

6.3 Contracts and contract lengths 

New production rental contract lengths are 10-15 years while the logistics companies’ distribution 

contracts are 1-5 years. This is a mismatch that according to many respondents will likely remain the 

coming 10-15 years. Some though mean that when the contracts of the modern logistics properties 

expire, the owners’ and the operators’ contract lengths demands will likely be closer. Also the 

differences between 15 year old warehouses and today’s warehouses are big (read more in chapter 

6.1) in comparison to the respondents’ beliefs of the differences between today’s warehouses and 

the ones 10-15 years ahead.  

It is the general opinion from the interview that the distributers, especially the 3PL companies are 

requesting much shorter contracts than landlords wants to offer. Usually 3PL-companies request 

contract lengths of 3-5 years (as long as distribution contracts), while landlords offer minimum 10 

year contracts for newly built logistics. There are almost 0 % vacancies on modern logistics 

properties in Stockholm and if a distributer wants a warehouse and/or a terminal it takes at least 

one year (usually 18 months) before they can access a complete building. Many distributers cannot 

wait one year if they have got a distributer contract starting earlier. The distributer contracts are 
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usually 2-3 years so even if they could wait one year, a 10-year contract is too long for many 

companies. The only options left then are the older logistics properties who do offer shorter 

contracts, often 3-5 years. Ironically these are often charging up to 30 % more rent than modern 

premises because of the “mismatch” of the contract length demands and the older premises can be 

entered much faster than the modern ones. The mismatch of the logistics companies demanding 

short contracts and landlords/investors/lenders demanding long contracts will accord many 

respondents likely decrease as current 10-15 years contracts on modern logistics properties expire.  

For multitenant buildings where every tenant rent about 2,000 to 5,000 sq m it is usually preferred 

by the owner, that the contracts do not expire at the same time in order to reduce specific risk. For a 

building with three tenants it might be preferred with one 5 years, one 8 years and one 10 years 

contract.  

6.4 Investment strategies 

As the market looks and is forecasted to look the coming 10-15 years; it is the big, financially strong 

investors and developers who can be competitive in investing in land and logistics properties. They 

can purchase large land sites and run detail plans together with municipalities. Also, banks have 

been stricter on how much they lend and small players with less equity generally get worse loan 

terms (read more in chapter 6.5 Financing). The land can arguably be said to be bought on 

speculation, but hardly any logistics buildings in Sweden are built on speculation, i.e. the 

investors/developers hold the land until they have a tenant they are pleased with before they build 

anything. How fast land areas are developed is therefore directly dependent on the demand. 

As the logistics operational and property market favours large companies, major merges have been 

made lately e.g. UPS acquisition of TNT and PostNord’s of Green Cargo; a trend that many believe 

will continue. The reasons are e.g. that in order to get the biggest, most prestigious distribution 

contracts; one need to be big and widely spread, but also these mergers are about to give 

economies of scale and increased flexibility. For widely spread distribution companies and 

warehouse operators, there are often noticeable benefits, such as less complexity and bureaucracy 

and potential rebates, by working with only one landlord (company), and therefore, for example 

having the same landlord for all properties in Northern Europe. This strengthens the big players’ 

positions even more to the smaller ones. Also, the bigger companies can easier market themselves, 

making themselves. If an operator wants to rent a warehouse or buy 3PL services and gets two equal 

offers, they will choose the company they have heard about. 

When mergers/acquisitions become increasingly common and important, some argue that it is one 

reason to be a low asset company, in order to have capital for acquisitions.  

Among those investing in logistics properties in Stockholm; the two main reasons are: 

o The return of 7 % is high considering a low risk. (For older warehouses with low ceiling 

height the yield is about 12 %). 

o Logistics properties usually require relatively little involvement as they often are single 

tenant buildings whose tenants often prefer control. 
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Hardly any speculative investments and developments are made in Sweden which is different to 

most of Europe. In many European (especially Eastern European) countries it is instead usual to 

speculatively invest in logistics properties, where pension funds often are the investors. Many 

respondents are in the opinion that Swedish pension funds also should invest in logistics properties 

in strategic locations (and infrastructure), and are surprised that they are not.  

Higher investment is one explanation to why vacancies in rest of Europe are higher than in Sweden, 

especially Stockholm where the vacancy rate for modern logistics properties is almost zero. Many of 

the respondents are surprised to the low amount of speculative investments. Many respondents 

also believe that more warehouses will be built on speculation in 10-15 years and that many banks 

will realise that the risk is lower and that 10 years single tenant contracts is not necessarily a more 

secure investment than one with shorter contracts.  

One reason why more is being built on speculation in Europe is because of that the market is much 

bigger there and that it is much clearer where the logistics centres are, whereas that is considered 

more diffuse in Sweden. 

One thing that should speak for speculative development is the higher rents that tenants offer for 

short contract buildings with fast move in time. According to some respondents it has been a slight 

increase in speculative investments since about 3 years, which is likely to continue.  

In general, how much will be invested in speculative logistics developments is depending on how 

much risk capital is being invested in Swedish properties, seeing to the yield and risk. Logistics 

properties are among many investors something to invest in for safe cash flows and for those 

wanting to do high risk speculations, often choose other property types such as deteriorated 

shopping centres.  

6.5 Financing 

Logistics properties usually gets financing from the banks of 50-60% of the value. For the banks to 

finance a project it needs to be long contracts showing “safe” cash flows with a strong tenant, 

preferably a major international one. The years of 2005-2007 were easiest for investors to get 

financing from banks, often 85 %. Today when more equity is needed the IRR rates have gone down. 

Banks generally see logistics properties as relatively risky, resulting in offering worse loan terms to 

logistics properties than e.g. offices to the extent that e.g. offices in secondary locations gets better 

loan terms than prime logistics. 

One of the respondents said that 5 years ago; the predicted total return of many logistics 

investments were too optimistic, but as the global financial crisis hit the market, they often turned 

out to be worse. Today the relationship might likely be the opposite, i.e. that there is a pessimism in 

many predicted cash flows and exit yields, that within 10 years likely will turn out to be more 

profitable, which speaks for that investors should accept relatively low initial yields today. The same 

respondent also believes it to be good profit in investing in logistics properties today and sell in 5 

years. 

For older buildings, not meeting the new EU regulations (read more in chapter 6.1 Modern 

warehouse characteristics) it is much harder for lenders to finance it for logistics purposes and the 
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buildings then often become subject to alternative use such as e.g. go cart or retail. It has yet not 

been an economy in knocking old warehouses down to build a new one because of the high costs for 

the low margin logistics market. Neither would the banks finance such projects, which is another 

reason why areas such as Västberga have no modern warehouses.  

There is problem for many logistics property owners who invested in a subject logistics property 

with 85 % financing form the bank, which loan is due soon as the banks now often sharpen the loan 

terms to only approve 80 %. This can strike hard on some owners (and operators).  

6.5.1 Who are the sellers and who are the buyers? 

Those selling are usually the property development companies who make their profits from buying 

land, exploit it, build, find a tenant and sell it. Also many operators who previously owned their 

premises sell in order to free capital, sometimes through “sale lease back,” however most 

investments regard new developments. 

Some developers purchase land, build, own and maintain logistics buildings to be a long term land 

lord. Others prefer to sell it as soon as they find a buyer who offers an appropriate price, after the 

building is completed and the tenant/tenants has/have moved in.  

2003, international investors entered the Swedish logistics market and now, main investors are 

except from Swedish pension funds; Norway, “oil countries,” UK, Germany. Private persons are 

rarely investing in Swedish logistics properties. 

During the last financial crisis many international investors withdraw back to their home markets, 

but have now returned again. These fluctuations are likely to be repeated with the global economic 

up and downturns. 

There are different strategies regarding how owners work during their ownerships of properties with 

running contracts. Some are more financially driven with little cooperation or contact with the 

tenants, except when it is close until the lease expires. Others are more “traditional” by working 

tighter with the tenants during the whole contract.  

6.5.2 Strategic alliances/Cooperation 

Logistics companies look for the best and cheapest properties and are rarely loyal in terms of 

sticking to the same owner. More common is that investors and developers work together so that 

the development and sale of the property can take place in conjunction; a trend that some 

respondents see increase. Developers such as NCC and Skanska who do not want to own long term 

usually find an investor when the project is developed, and while waiting to sell it they are the 

landlords. One useful thing though is to cooperate to some extent with other developers, operators 

or investors as when it comes to e.g. convincing a municipality to agree an infrastructure projects or 

to change/create a detail plan. The more powerful the requesting part is, the more likely it is for a 

municipality to give attention. Cooperation in this sense is according to some respondents likely to 

increase the coming 10-15 years. Also there seems to be increases in operators cooperating with 

vehicle and machinery providers.  
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Even though some alliances take form, official alliances are rare; it is more about contacts and 

recommendations.  

6.5.3 Private-Public Partnership (PPP) investments and other 

collaborative investment solutions  

PPP: 

PPP solutions are not common in Sweden. According to some respondents, there are some signs for 

an increase; others mean that PPP investment is a “quite dead” subject. The Swedish Government is 

uninterested, but some believe it is likely that Counties and municipalities might be more interested, 

which get some support from the interviews held with the municipalities. However, PPP is 

connected with many challenges and many Swedish companies and municipalities are rather 

inexperienced with PPP.  

In Europe it is quite common that the Government takes part in the funding of some strategic 

logistics nodes to create a network of nodes located to favour certain interests such as increased use 

of railway and sea transports.  

Some believe that international infrastructure funds will find it lucrative to invest in infrastructure in 

Greater Stockholm through PPP solutions in 10-15 years time. 

One respondent meant that ideally, a situation should be so that municipalities only invest where no 

private investors want to in order to steer developments into more society economical and 

environmentally friendly directions.  

An issue is that when a private company enter a PPP and make much money from it, many taxpayers 

give criticism to the public sector (and the company) to use taxpayers money to “sponsor” private 

companies. This was the case with Arlanda express (a trainbetween Arlanda and Stockholm city). 

These attitudes are likely to affect the interest from both the public and private sector negatively 

and decrease the probability of PPP.  

Some companies are uninterested in PPP as they question the expertise of the public sector in the 

fields that the potential private partner likely works with everyday, while politicians have other fields 

of expertise.  

Other: 

For example; Kilenkrysset, NCC and Sigtuna municipality are investing in an intermodal terminal and 

a motorway attachment in Rosersberg (read more in chapter 5.3.3 Stockholm Nord kombiterminal) 

together, so that Trafikverket runs the development of them, without putting any money from the 

Government into it. Many respondents believe this will be a more common investment solution than 

PPP.  

A possibility for municipalities to bring forward some infrastructural projects that are to be financed 

by the Government is to lend the money for it to the Government, for no interest (gets repaid the 

nominal amount).  
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7 Environmental issues and other challenges 
The infrastructure in Stockholm is under much pressure and congestion, which is a challenge for 

logistics companies. There is a big difference at how some public sector respondents and private 

sector respondents see parts of the problem. From political level it is decided that the logistics 

market should be market driven, which according to some respondents often means that the 

Government and municipalities do not see to the markets needs. What was expressed in one 

interview, but hinted in a few more; is that from a political level, the following view is often seen: 

“The more the region invest in better road infrastructure to smoothen traffic flows, the more traffic 

will drive on the roads and the smaller the filling rate of the vehicles (lastningsgrad in Swedish)will 

be. To put pressure on the logistics companies by making it harder for them to freight and distribute 

is hoped to make them cooperate with each other and finding more efficient solutions” Thus it is an 

unofficial strategy from decision-makers to make it harder for the distribution market but also the 

freight market in order to keep traffic amounts down and vehicle filling rates up. From respondents 

in the private sector who I interviews got the chance of commenting this phenomenon, reacted with 

disappointment. Their opinions were that, those (planners/politicians) with these attitudes/opinions 

obviously do not understand the logistics market. The logistics companies (and 

investors/developers) mean that the relationship is rather the opposite. For example when the 

traffic situation is highly congested, it can be worth to send two transports instead of one, because a 

congested traffic situation makes it so hard or even impossible for hauliers to make deliveries of a 

filled vehicle within one run time. Many are quite surprised and disappointed that decision-makers 

have this point of view, and hope it is not fully true.  

In the (partly) EU financed project SATSA 4.1’s final conference the biggest challenges for the freight 

transport system in Stockholm presented was:  

 A highly congested traffic system in rush hours on both roads and railways.  

 Strong population growth in the Stockholm region 

 Increasing land prices, moving the terminals further away from the market 

 Aspiration of attractive and green city areas 

 Aspiration of reduced C02 emissions 

SATSA comes with the conclusion that a national arrangement is needed in order to meet the 

visions. Their vision is to reduce deleterious emissions by 70 % to 2030 and make the transports 30 

% more efficient. According to SATSA 4.1’s calculations, a decrease with 24 million driven kilometres 

per year, through more efficient routes and transport coordination’s, would save the Stockholm city 

logistics market MSEK 250 per year and would benefit the environment. SATSA 4.1 also highlights 

the importance of securing an effective and sustainable imports and exports in the region (SATSA 

4.1, 2011).  

In a thesis from 1975 it is written (in Swedish) that “For the society, there have long been two major 

requirements or aspirations regarding the transport system and logistics locations. First, the best 

transport solution from a society economical point of view. Second, the transport solutions should 
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minimise the environmental impacts.” (Karlsson et. al., 1975). This approach is getting support from 

many of the respondents to still apply today, though with deficient regional cooperation that seems 

hard to change.  

A prognosis from Dagens Nyheter (2012) says that the freight transports in the Stockholm County 

will double in twenty years, which increases the environmental debate. One of the most important 

measurements of environmental quality is amount of particles in the air where 40 mg particles/m3 

air is recommended not to exceed more than 35 days/year. 60 mg particles/m3 air shouldn’t be 

exceeded more than 7 days/year. Both these norms are exceeded almost every year in several areas 

in central Stockholm, peaking in the winter (Dagens Nyheter, 2012a).  

In order to reduce the pollution in city areas the Stockholm County has suggested a sharpening of 

the pollution regulations. An additional suggestion is to only force the distributers to share 

transhipment hubs for goods in the city centre and to only distribute certain hours. According to the 

Stockholm County, more transports by boat and electric cars in the central Stockholm could be other 

actions in order to reduce the pollution in the city centre, in order to create a healthier climate for 

the inhabitants. None of the respondents believe that these solutions will occur by the market itself, 

but with pressure (or help) from the Government or the municipalities. The biggest reason the 

market would not create those collaborative environments itself is the competition problem. The 

logistics companies do see the positives in collaboration, but as it is every distributors business to 

gain market shares and to win distribution contracts by e.g. offering what the client believe is the 

most efficient solution, direct co operational solutions are willingly avoided with competitors. 

Though indirect cooperation is more common through 3PL services (read more in chapter 3.4 Third 

party logistics) 

The respondents generally believe lorries and sprinters will become much more energy efficient in 

10-15 years. Possibly sprinters who could be electrical driven and possibly distribute in the city 

centres without being subject to environment regulations. If that would be the case, cooperation 

solutions might be less prioritised. 

Regarding sea transports the view is often that it has severe limitations by being slow in comparison 

to road transports, which does not go in line with the increased end customer demands of fast “to 

the door” deliveries.  

Some 3PL companies offers what they market as an environmentally friendlier option which in short 

means that the distribution time gets longer and less accurate. For example it could mean that the 

delivery takes two weeks and instead of 3 days and time specified to between 9 and 16 instead of 9 

and 10. The distributor can then optimise the distribution process more by e.g. filling the lorries and 

sprinters to a maximum and keep the route length to a minimum. Even if some clients show some 

interest to these solutions, the general trend is a fast increase in customer demands of faster 

deliveries, higher service and later order times. The respondents generally rather believe in the same 

pressure from the customers so that the environmental improvements come from e.g. more fuel 

efficient vehicles etc. instead. There is a hope from some companies that the Government, 

municipalities and/or large logistics companies to take the lead in new environmentally friendlier 

solutions.  
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According to the respondents there will be more regulations and the requirements to consider 

certain environmental problems and transport inefficiencies. Few though have strong opinions on 

exactly how this will show and few logistics companies have concrete plans how to meet the 

requirements. 

In an article in Svenska Dagbladet 9 November 2011 it was highlighted how an allowance of sulphur 

pollution from the freight transport boat traffic  by 2015 shall be reduced to a tenth (1 to 0.1 %) 

which according to critics can have two damaging effects. First, it will partly make it more cost 

efficient to use lorries instead (where railways are out of option) which are less environmentally 

friendly than the sea transports were in the first place. Second, it makes Sweden less competitive as 

investors look at other countries where the allowance is higher and the costs therefore lower, which 

increases their cost competiveness. Also it would likely increase the total C02 emission and sulphur 

pollution as transports with even lower restrictions than the current Swedish ones would be used 

more. (Svenska Dagbladet 2011a).  

In some interviews, a similar problem has been discussed regarding a “per kilometre penalty tax” 

(kilometerskatt in Swedish) applied on lorries. If this tax would not be the same in all countries who 

have (or potentially have) lorries driving in Sweden e.g. the EU countries and Norway it could distort 

the competition as the Swedish haulages would be even less cost competitive as they are today 

compared to rest of Europe. International transports already generally take less responsibility then 

Swedish transports as they cannot be punished for traffic crimes in the same way. Swedish haulages 

already struggle with labour (read more in chapter 8 Localisation factors) and if only Sweden where 

to introduce kilometre penalty taxes it could therefore hit hard on the Swedish haulages and 

hauliers. 

Currently, petrol prices are increasing and there is a big uncertainty among many e.g. due to the 

tensions in Iran, Nigeria and Syria and threats of closure of the Strait of Hormutz (Svenska Dagbladet, 

2012b). Short term it might not necessarily affect the distribution companies very much as they 

often have fuel surcharges towards their clients protecting them towards sudden increases in fuel 

prices. E.g. PostNord, DB Schenker and DHL who are among the biggest logistics companies in 

Sweden all have these fuel surcharges in their distribution contracts. Not all distribution companies 

have these fuel surcharges though, which might make them less competitive in a business with these 

uncertain expenses that comes with increased fuel costs. The Government has put up a goal of the 

transport sector being independent on fossil fuel by 2030, a goal seemingly more achievable for 

person traffic than freight traffic. A severe increase of fuel costs might create new incentives of using 

less fuel consuming transports. Despite a recent major increase of fuel prices and a shaky European 

economy, the distribution business is doing relatively well according to a survey reached out to 400 

people in different distribution firms. Even though the effects might be limited for the distribution 

companies, the indirect effect can be big if other relevant businesses become affected such as 

industries or peoples private economies in whole. If fuel prices increase significantly there will be 

increasingly important to minimise transport distances by being closer to the distribution. It will also 

be a higher pressure on the vehicle producers to increase fuel efficiency and alternative fuel types  

It is according to most logistics company respondents the customers both in terms of goods owners, 

shops and end customers who decide how environmentally friendly the freight and distribution 
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transports will be. In general that demand does not exist and if a logistics company would focus 

much on using the most environmentally friendly transports they mean they risk not getting any 

freight and distribution contracts because of higher prices and slower deliveries. As one respondent 

said “No one would like to pay SEK 2 more for a package of spaghetti that has been transported  50 

% on railway compared to a package that only has been transported on road. “ 

Railway transports are, according to most respondents considered expensive, insecure (time wise) 

and inflexible. Further, as long as goods transports use the same tracks as private transports, many 

logistics companies will not even bother using railway transports.  

Some respondents believe the air transports are about to decrease, but lorry transports to increase.  

In Sweden there are six city areas covered in the Low Emission Zones in EU, namely Göteborg, 

Helsingborg, Lund, Malmö, Mölndal and Stockholm. The boundary for the LEZ (low emission zone) in 

Stockholm is showed in fig 15. Today this means that Euro 5 and EEV vehicles can be driven until 

2020 and Euro 4 vehicles until 2016 (Low Emmission Zones in EU, 2012).It is the general belief of the 

respondents that zones similar to the LEZ will expand and that more environmental regulations will 

come within 10-15 years. Few have a clear view on how the increased environmental regulations will 

look, but are sure about an increased regulation affecting the freight and distribution transport 

market. A common idea is that environmental friendly “sprinters,” e.g. electricity driven, will 

distribute in the city centres within the LEZ and that these kind of solutions are more likely than the 

more structural changes in the distribution markets mentioned in chapter 3.5 about city logistics. 

Because of these zones some argue that the incentive for using boats for distribution should 

increase.  

Stockholm Low Emission Zone (LEZ) 

 

Fig. 15: Stockholm “LEZ” low emission zone (miljözon in Swedish). The red line is the LEZ boundary. 

The green lines are exempted routes. Source: Low Emmission Zones in EU, 2012 
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Many of the respondents answer that when a renovation or maintenance is due, there are almost 

always made energy saving improvements such as insulation and installing of energy saving lights. 

Some constructers, e.g. NCC always build their new warehouses and terminals with the standard of a 

“Green Building” and LEED.  

Also, it is according to the interviews economically beneficial in the long run to make energy saving 

improvements as the cost for energy (heat, cold and electricity) is increasing for every year and 

many expect tougher regulations on national and European level. It is now often 30 % cheaper to 

run an energy efficient warehouse than an old one and energy prices are increasing some 6 % a year.  
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8 Localisation factors 
In short one could say that many locations that have grew important logistics locations have not 

been popular because of an ultimate location, but because the lack of locations closer to the market, 

in this case Stockholm. 

New localisation often happens in the triangle created by Södertälje, Jönköping and Örebro where a 

within 24 hour distribution is accepted. However, as this thesis focuses on localisations within the 

Stockholm region, it therefore focuses on the localisation factors of those companies located or 

interested to locate within the borders of Stockholm County. 

There are different strategies when it comes to localisation of warehouses, terminals and minor 

hubs. As written in the first chapter; this thesis focuses on warehouses as those are the most space 

consuming. One major strategy choice regarding warehouse localisation is to either have middle 

sized warehouses spread out in regions with an enough large customer base. Another strategy is to 

have one major warehouse with many “satellites” i.e. smaller distribution premises for the 

distribution, all originating from this centre warehouse.  

One important aspect regarding the localisation of logistics properties is that logistics properties 

comparing to e.g. residential have a lower exploitation rate. The exploitation rate of course differs in 

every project, but is typically about 50 % for logistics properties and not uncommonly 400 % for 

residential. This makes it hard for logistics property exploitations to compete with e.g. residential 

use where demand and detail plans for residential units exist.  

Logistics properties are often closely located to industrial properties, which has two main 

explanations: First, the planning reasons, as municipalities in their detail plans can point out where 

more disturbing activities such as logistics and industry can locate. Second, it can be beneficial for 

both industrial activities and logistics activities to be close to each other if they are parts of each 

other’s supply chains or use the same infrastructure and transports.  

Localisation factors in short: 

 The trend today is that more logistics companies choose to consolidate, i.e. having fewer but 

bigger warehouses, which for larger players could mean one warehouse in northern, 

southern, western and eastern Europe. 

 For companies with airfreight and/or handle distribution of important components for e.g. 

repairs it is crucial to be close to Arlanda. 

 For daily and durable goods it is important to be close to terminals (railway connection 

usually not necessary). If distances exceed 50 km it soon gets cost deficient to drive smaller 

vehicles. 

 For highly fresh goods (e.g. cut flowers or food for luxury restaurants and shops) and high 

service goods it is important to be centrally located       
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8.1 In general and for warehouses  

A collective answer from the interviewees is price. Warehouses are very price sensitive as the 

logistics market is a low margin business. The less “value” that is added to goods, the more cost 

sensitive the segment gets, warehouses being one of those.  

Where the goods are to be distributed is (in this thesis) called “customer centre of gravity” 

(kundtyngdpunkt in Swedish), which every logistics company calculate. For a Nordic central 

warehouse; Norrköping or Jönköping are usually the most attractive locations for a central Nordic 

warehouse. For distributing to Denmark, Norway and Sweden; Jönköping makes a logic location for a 

central warehouse. If the ferries to Finland are to be reached within one lorry run time, Jönköping is 

too far away, Norrköping then being a more appropriate option. Norrköping though makes a worse 

location for transports to and from Denmark. Regarding Denmark, it is not always as important to 

adjust to Denmark in a Nordic central warehouse as Denmark is more connected to Germany and 

the Netherlands, often being more a part of their networks. Again, it is about calculating the “centre 

of gravity.” If Finland (and indirectly Russia) is to be included, northern Greater Stockholm can be a 

competitive choice. In general though; Stockholm and its surrounding municipalities are more of a 

choice of localisation when the purpose is to supply the consumption in Greater Stockholm and the 

Mälar region (Mälardalsregionen in Swedish).  

To be within the triangle of Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö (see fig.4) is usually a requirement and 

as fig. 2 shows; 21 of the 25 top logistics locations in Sweden are within this triangle. 

Companies with large warehouses in central locations usually have a history there. Few operators 

establish new space consuming businesses in central locations. 

The general answer from the respondents to the question “What are the most important localisation 

factors for warehouses?” was mostly answered with; it is different for every operator who all has 

different preferences. Still many similarities occur and the mentioned localisation factors are listed 

and explained below in alphabetical order: 

 Attitude of the municipalities (read more in chapter 9.4 Further comments regarding 

municipality attitudes): 

Municipalities often own land, but more important, they decide the configuration of the detail plans. 

A municipality positive towards logistics developments are usually driven to attract investors and 

companies in order to e.g. get working places and tax payers to their municipality. Positive (towards 

logistics) municipalities often has detail planned land for logistics so logistics operators and investors 

who search for a location can get started with the exploitation and construction for the building as 

soon as possible. Municipalities that are pending in the question without finished detail plan are 

usually too slow in order to keep developers’ interest, as the process would be too slow or 

preliminary. If a municipality does not want warehouses and terminals it is likely that these sorts of 

developments will not take place at all. Stockholm and its closest municipalities are generally more 

negative towards warehouses, as alternative land use pay more for the land and also many 

municipalities find logistics parks bulky and disturbing. 
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 Access to land in the Stockholm area: 

Modern warehouses often require some 15,000 sq m or more, though it depends on the business 

and the size of the company, some say minimum 25,000 sq m. Today most available detail planned 

land is available in Sigtuna, Nykvarn and Jordbro (Haninge) 

 Where the biggest customer base is reached: 

Some logistics companies want big geographical range. Big players often have warehouses spread in 

Sweden, though much more consolidated than 10 years ago. It is looked at where the customer 

orders come from. There is then a difference if the aim is to support e.g. only 

Stockholm/Mälardalen, all Sweden or the Nordics. Most operators located in the Stockholm area are 

located there to supply Stockholm and Mälardalen which is the biggest customer base in Sweden 

and also forecasted to have the fastest growing population wise the next 10-15 years. Companies 

with one big warehouse for the supplying the Nordic market are often located outside Stockholm 

County.  

 Where the companies located: 

As companies are usually ware holders they often find it convenient to have warehouses or use the 

services of a 3PL company relatively close. It is then more convenient to access the warehouse 

controlling the products or attend to client meetings. 

 Being close to the distribution: 

There is an increasing demand from customers (companies and private persons) for fast and 

accurate high service delivery. In terms of localisation of warehouses; the respondents’ opinions 

regarding the importance of having centrally located warehouses or not differ. Some argue it will 

(especially in 10-15 years time) be more important to have small centrally located distribution 

premises for sprinters while the warehouses can then be located in the outskirts of Stockholm or 

even further away. Others argue that it will be crucial for some businesses to have some bigger 

warehouses in central locations (such as Västberga) to enable fast city distribution and to decrease 

transport kilometres, especially for the pure consumption. The more shared opinion is that 

transports will increase overall and that logistics locations need to be a more prioritised part of the 

city and regional planning.  

 Being located in logistics clusters: 

Synergy effects such as enabling direct or indirect co-distribution and therefore cutting costs. The co-

distribution is almost always indirect, e.g. by two 3PL companies using the same haulier. 

Infrastructure can also then be shared e.g. making an intermodal terminal or a motorway 

attachment worth the investment. Also, by being many and large; the chances of being able to affect 

the municipalities and the Government are bigger.  

 Possibility to expand: 

Many operators want to be able to expand in a near future, but do not want to tie themselves to a 

contract too big for their current distribution contracts. E.g. it is common to demand a building of 
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let’s say 15,000 sq m with a possibility of getting it extended by another 15,000 sq m in a few years 

time. How those sorts of requests are met differs from case to case and can involve relatively 

complex contracts. A few examples of solutions are: 

i. The operator rents half of a 30,000 sq m building giving the landlord a compensation for 

leaving half the space empty. 

ii. The operator rents half of a 30,000 sq m building, helping the landlord or giving the landlord 

a compensation for finding a temporary tenant for the other half.  

iii. Only half the size is being built to start with, but more land (can be adjacent or at another 

location) is reserved for an expansion. 

a. Either through an “option” (option in Swedish), which means that the municipality 

(if they are the owner of the land) reserve this land plot for exactly the operators 

purpose of extending the adjacent building. This comes with a time limit, i.e. that 

this opportunity goes to waste in 6 months if not taken. The incentive for a 

municipality to agree to this option is mainly the potential of giving jobs to the 

citizens and tax incomes to the municipality.  

b. The land owner (e.g. the investor or developer) reserve the land with same principle 

as the “municipality option” mentioned above. Here, a compensation for this 

reservation is usually required.  

 Being first: 

By being first or early by establishing a business in an area is connected with some risk (because of 

e.g. lack of cluster synergies), but can have advantages in terms of being able to get a good price and 

control the development of the area. 

 Geotechnical land characteristics: 

As the logistics market is a low margin market and warehouses are space consuming properties; bad 

geotechnical characteristics hit hard on the economy as the ground then needs to be prepared with 

e.g. poles in order to bear the building without subsidence, which is expensive. Therefore land with 

“bad” geotechnical characteristics is rarely subject to warehouse exploitations because the extra 

costs. This is more distinctly the lower the potential rents are. Investors who can collect higher rents 

have a higher possibility of poling as margins are bigger and therefore also the room for “extra 

investments,” which is the case at some Stockholm areas. If geotechnical conditions are bad, it is 

harder to get a perfectly even floor surfaces which is more important the higher the ceiling is. 

 Close to infrastructure: 

For most businesses, being close to motorways is most important. One trend is that many operators 

request railway connection to their building, but is not willing to pay the extra cost, but if it stands 

between two equal alternatives and one has railway connection and one not; the railway connection 

alternative is chosen. If the operator deals with much airfreight, needs to be able to get important 

spare parts or having much meetings with international colleagues and clients; it is important to be 
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close to airports. For most logistics companies; air freight would in general be used when they have 

“failed” with the logistics, i.e. to sort out transports with other vehicles. It is an important factor not 

only to be close to a motorway, but to avoid too much congestion. Being close to logistics clusters 

and an efficient infrastructure is more important today than 5 years ago and that trend seems to 

continue. 

 Labour: 

The labour in the Stockholm region is in general less loyal than in the rest of the country in terms of 

how long they stay at one job, especially in the warehouse and terminal business. It is a clear trend 

that the Stockholm citizens much more than rest of Sweden want to work in other sector than the 

logistics, such as finance, media or design. In Stockholm a work in a warehouse/terminal is often a 

temporary job in the “waiting” for e.g. starting the university or getting another job. The same trend 

applies to the university courses which are underrepresented with logistics subjects. Stockholm has 

the highest job turnover rate in the warehouse and terminal sector in Sweden. The wages are also 

higher in Stockholm due to higher living costs. There is a trend that less people in Sweden, especially 

in Stockholm become hauliers and many current hauliers born in the 40’s (when a relatively big part 

of Sweden’s current work force are born) will retire soon, a challenge taken seriously among the 

logistics companies.  

To relocate a warehouse or terminal can be complicated in a labour perspective as the staff adjust 

accommodation, habits, travel patterns, schools and kinder gardens for the kids etc. Especially 

companies with fast growth are often busy hiring more staff and are then keener to keep 

experienced staff. This is a relatively important parameter why logistics companies stay in the same 

area, often longer than the current area would be the preferred choice for a new establishment.  

Another point of view that some respondents said was that there is a tendency in companies 

(logistics companies included) to locate in the side of the city where the CEO or other high up 

decision makers live, which often are northern Stockholm.   

 “Location, location, location:” 

The faster it is to distribute, the more costs are saved. Therefore to locate as close as possible to the 

market enable optimisation of distribution efficiency and therefore minimise variable costs. Though, 

this usually comes with a “counter relationship” that the land is then also more expensive. As 

mentioned above the localisation factors vary from business to business and company to company. 

For large companies with a wide range of products who want to distribute to all Stockholm, the 

general opinion is that one location in Northern and one in Southern Stockholm is needed in order 

to distribute large volumes efficiently. Posten has chosen this strategy and more are likely to follow. 

Being located within the triangle made of Göteborg-Malmö-Stockholm is considered important.  

 Wherefrom comes the goods: 

This is (again) different for all companies. Especially western, but also northern Stockholm are often 

preferred locations for operators dealing with Asian imports through the port of Göteborg, 

distributing especially parcels and industry goods in the Stockholm region. Operators dealing with air 

freight from Arlanda and sea goods from Kapellskär, Värtahamnen and Gävle hamn often locate in 
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northern Stockholm. Southern Stockholm has the biggest inflow of goods, mainly for the food, 

automobile and automotive businesses. 

8.2 Specifically for terminals 

The most important things to take into account are to ask oneself three questions, namely: 

1. Where are the goods distributed?  

2. Within a radius of 10-15 km, how many households and cross docking places (omlastningsplatser 

in Swedish) are reachable?  

3. Wherefrom do the goods come from?  

 Calculate where the “customer centre of gravity” is, which means how many customers that 

can be reached within one run time. For a lorry or sprinter this means 13 hours, which is the 

limit for a working day with 4.5 hour sessions and 45 minutes breaks. So in 12-13 hours the 

lorry/sprinter should be back and done with its distribution. 

 Infrastructure, so that the goods can have a short turnover time when being unloaded and 

loaded.   

 Solutions of keeping the deliveries together. E.g. Posten Logistik (dealing with pallets and 

parcels) is now restructuring their terminals to have all terminal functions (“in-night”, pallets 

and parcels) within one building rather than three different kinds of terminals. This is meant 

to keep their deliveries together more and save transport kilometres and amount of 

transports, making it more cost efficient for Posten, but also more convenient for Posten 

and their customers to have few deliveries. Posten then has one terminal north-west and 

one south of central Stockholm, which they believe is necessary in order to deliver to 

Stockholm efficiently. In the interviews, some have commented that this principle will be a 

trend in the coming 10-15 years for other market players as well.  

 Terminals are less cost pressured then warehouses as warehouses partly explained by the 

fact that terminals takes up about 10-15 % the space as warehouses do. In other words, for 

every let’s say 150,000 sq m warehouse there are 20,000 sq m terminals.  

 The network for terminals is in general the same as it was when it took form in the 50’s and 

60’s. The calculation is based on how much of the population that are reached within a 

radius of some 100-120 km.  

 The time it takes to deliver matters more than the actual distance. 

8.3 Specifically for small, centrally located distribution premises 

 To handle new solutions and services it is more important to be centrally located. For 

example restaurants who demand extremely fresh food, smaller shops with very limited 

storage space or “grocery bags to the door” deliveries all require fast high service delivery, 

only made possible much by having minor centrally located logistics premises. The opinions 
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what sizes are most beneficial in the central locations in order to be cost effective are 

diverse and complicated.  

 Especially for these minor premises; the planning horizons and requested contract lengths 

are short and highly dependent on the distribution contracts the operators of the 

warehouses, terminals and cross dock places have.  

8.4 Further comments regarding localisation factors 

 Usually when the localisation factors are good, the price is high, so the “dream location and 

formation” cannot be met for a competitive price in the logistics market.  

o For example; some mean that “prime logistics” properties do not exist in Stockholm 

as that would be a top modern warehouse with terminal in Västberga, where no 

new large buildings exist or are being developed (read more in chapter 9.1.6 

Västberga & Årsta) 

o It is very hard to find an existing well suited building within preferred time horizon 

(different in rest of Europe where much more modern logistics properties are 

vacant). So it often comes down to; “where is an establishment quickly possible?” 

which has much to do with the attitude of the municipalities. 

 In Stockholm, it is not really the closeness to ports and railways that decides where the 

logistics establishments develop; it is the access to land. Access to land is the driving factor 

and if for example a property is located close to ports and railways and has a railway 

connection those parameters are good, but are generally not paid much more for.  

 For goods with less delivery time pressure, such as e.g. industry goods, retail and some 

parcels; one Nordic central warehouse is often enough. For goods with high time pressure 

such as fresh food and high service goods, more warehouses are generally needed. 

o Big challenge to find the balance between flexibility and centralisation 

 Many choose to move out of the central locations because of the space limitations, 

congestion and high prices/rents. Companies find that they cannot expand there and there 

are no sites to raise new modern warehouses on; and modern warehouses are often 

required for operators to get an economy (because of them being more efficient buildings).  

In a master thesis from the seventies by Karlsson et. al. (1975) about the localisation of goods 

terminals four factors were listed; 1. Communications, access to transport systems. 2. Access to land 

and land prices. 3. The market. 4. Other costs e.g. distribution, construction costs and maintenance 

costs. For distributers to stay competitive the customers’ demands for speed, punctuality, safety and 

low costs need to be met (Karlsson et.al, 1975). It is a general belief in all interview respondents that 

the competition in the logistics market has only been increasingly hardened and the localisation 

factors mentioned above are basically the same today. Stockholm makes the biggest and wealthiest 

customer basis in Sweden which makes it an attractive region for distributers to operate in.  
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9 Logistics locations in Greater Stockholm 

9.1 The areas of biggest concern 

The areas discussed in this chapter (from south to north) 

A Jordbro (Haninge municipality) 

B Nykvarn 

C Södertälje  

D Botkyrka (Skarpnäck, Tumba – Eriksberg & Skyttbrink)  

E Kungens Kurva (Huddinge municipality) 

F Västberga/Årsta (Stockholm municipality) 

G Slakthusområdet (Stockholm municipality) 

H Ekerö  

I Norra Djurgårdsstaden (Stockholm municipality) 

J Lunda/Järfälla (Stockholm & Järfälla municipalities) 

K Upplands-Bro (Bro & Brunna) 

L Rosersberg/Arlanda (Sigtuna municipality) 

 

Fig. 16: Directions between the areas in chapter 9.1 The areas of biggest concern. Source: Google 

Maps, 2012  
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9.1.1 Jordbro, Länna (Haninge & Huddinge municipality) (A) 

Jordbro is the biggest business area (företagsområde in Swedish) in the Stockholm region with some 

180 hectares, which involves a major logistics park and is base for distribution and collecting of 

goods. Jordbro lies within the borders of Haninge municipality with some 78,000 inhabitants, but 

Huddinge is adjacent considering add to the logistics area (more of that later in this chapter). 

Huddinge has a population of some 99,000. The biggest land owners in Jordbro are AxFast and 

Skanska. In a logistics perspective; Jordbro has grown significantly the last 10 years. 

In a cooperation which they call “Globen-Nynäshamn samarbetet,” where Stockholm, Huddinge, 

Haninge and Nynäshamn are involved; they point at Jordbro (and eventually Norvik) as the logistics 

area(s). Some main advantages with Jordbro are considered to be: Many and major establishments, 

labour, the improvement of road 73 and the coming Södertörnsleden which will connect Jordbro 

much better to E4/E20.  

Its attractiveness has been discussed in the interviews and the opinions differ. Some mean it is an 

attractive location, still with much potential of increasing its attractiveness. Others doubt Jordbro’s 

attractiveness because of it being relatively far from Stockholm city centre and the lack good 

connection with the motorways E4 and E20. As Södertörnsleden (read more in chapter 5.2.3 Road 

259 Södertörnsleden) is being built connecting road 73 (which is getting motorway standard) and 

the completion of the port in Norvik (read more in chapter 5.4.3 Norviks hamn), some argue that 

Jordbro will increase its attractiveness significantly. Some of the respondents are still sceptical to 

Jordbro’s location even in the coming 10-15 years, but are also meaning that it will continue to be a 

major logistics location, but that for example Rosersberg, Bro/Brunna and Södertälje might be more 

attractive for many because the better connection to rest of Sweden. Today many companies, even 

among those located in Jordbro mean they would rather be located in Västberga or between 

Essingeleden (read more in chapter 5.2.1 E4 Essingeleden) and Södertälje, but have either not found 

a place or been able to pay the land price and therefore located in Jordbro. Jordbro mostly concerns 

companies with most goods coming from the south who preferably avoid locating north of 

Stockholm city because of e.g. the congestion on Essingeleden or other location factors (read more 

in chapter 8). For example, companies having much transports from Europe can make it to south of 

Stockholm within one haulier’s working day, but not northern Stockholm. Respondents also say that 

Jordbro is more starting to look like a logistics park. Further Haninge discuss with KTH Haninge (a 

university) to start logistics engineering degrees in order to increase Haninge’s logistics approach. 

One of the biggest reasons why Jordbro Business Park developed as much and as fast as it did 

(arguably at all) is the establishment of Coca Cola’s production and distribution centre in 1997. In the 

90’s, Haninge municipality almost went bankrupt (despite large Government loans) because of major 

housing investments and high unemployment rates (and therefore costs). Haninge then sold a lot of 

land in Jordbro, which Coca Cola and other companies, especially in the food segment who 

established businesses there relatively cheap. Most labour these companies hired were the earlier 

unemployed in Haninge. Haninge municipality does not longer own any land in Jordbro, but is 

considered a successful municipality since after their crisis in the 90s’. That industrial and logistics 

establishments more or less “saved” Haninge have made Haninge thankful and positive to these 

sorts of exploatations. 
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Huddinge municipality (which have a relatively close cooperation with Haninge as they share much 

labour force and some business, residential and retail areas goes across the borders) owns land 

adjacent to Jordbro Business Park which they consider to make an extension to Jordbro Business 

Park with logistics units. Huddinge’s view on whether to hold this land, use it for alternative land 

uses or build on to Jordbro Business Park is being investigated and will be clearer 2013 when their 

new overview plan is due. They wait to observe the development in Norvik (read more in chapter 

5.4.3 Norviks hamn) in order to act. If Huddinge becomes convinced of Norvik’s role as important 

port and logistics area, Huddinge will likely detail plan for logistics properties, building on to Jordbro 

logistics area. The areas closer to the railway station in Jordbro will likely support office development 

which Huddinge hopes will trigger housing which is their top priority when trying to “find” land to 

exploit.  

According to Huddinge; if they are to develop land for logistics they want much of it to be railway 

connected in order to meet environmentally demands and are then ready to invest in railways or at 

least by set off land for it. The “railway think” in Huddinge has been criticised by a few respondents 

who mean that Huddinge then does not understand their own suitability for railway extensions, the 

logistics market or its demands. Those investments would according to these respondents most 

likely not be profitable.  

Even the impact Norvik will have on Jordbro is being discussed. Some mean it will argue that a big 

upswing for Jordbro, other mean that the development of Norvik will have limited effect as the 

goods from the port just will pass Jordbro as it is too far away to be a part of the port and possibly 

too close for being a stop for cross docking. 

9.1.2 Nykvarn (B) 

A few years ago Nykvarn was too far away to be considered an alternative for a logistics location for 

companies wanting to locate within Greater Stockholm, but is now an alternative. Nykvarn is part of 

the future development “Stockholm Syd” (read more in chapter 9.2.2 Stockholm Syd). Nykvarn is 

very positively oriented to logistics establishments within their borders. Nykvarn is concerned about 

bringing businesses, tax payers and jobs to the municipality and because they own much land and 

that land has less pressure being used for alternative developments such as residential, office and 

retail than locations (municipalities) closer to Stockholm city. A new overview plan for Nykvarn is 

due 2013, until then Nykvarn will be less decisive in what should be done and where, still though 

Stockholm Syd is of big priority. Nykvarn has a small population of about 9,000 (SCB, 2012), but 

much land and relative to the population size many companies.  

Establishments though has been slow started in Nykvarn, but in a 10-15 years perspective many 

believe in Nykvarn being a very important logistics area in Greater Stockholm, mainly regarding the 

land in Stockholm Syd that also is within Södertälje’s borders.  One of the major logistics 

establishments in Nykvarn today is Volkswagen.  

9.1.3 Södertälje (C) 

At present, Södertälje hamn (read more in chapter 5.4.4 Södertälje hamn) is the only major logistics 

area in Södertälje with Scania and AstraZeneca being the most economically important employers in 
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Södertälje. Most other companies in Södertälje are small (less than 5 employees). Södertälje has a 

population of about 88,000 (SCB, 2012). 

Until 2-3 years ago, Södertälje was rather uninterested in logistics developments apart from the area 

of Södertälje hamn and had no other planned areas for logistics. That is now changed and Södertälje 

is now part of the future major logistics development Stockholm Syd (read more in chapter 9.2.2). 

In an article in the magazine Lediga Lokaler it is argued that Södertälje is an ideal location for 

logistics as motorways, railways and a container port meet there. This is shown by a high demand on 

land and buildings for logistics use in the area. This together with the increasing prices and rents 

closer to central Stockholm and that much of goods come from south west (relative to Stockholm) 

make it even more  a competitive region (Lediga Lokaler, 2012).  

The regional cooperation with especially Stockholm municipality is likely to increase when Stockholm 

Syd gets developed as many businesses in Stockholm might be interested in a location in Stockholm 

Syd. Södertälje and Nynäshamn welcome businesses from Slakthusområdet and Årsta/Västberga to 

choose Stockholm Syd and believe that some eventually will. Safety is a growing issue; one example 

is that BMW now consider moving from Årsta to Södertälje hamn because of the higher security 

level there as BMW currently have problems with e.g. cars being stolen. Some respondents mean 

that similar reasons will increase the benefits from logistics clusters where more parties can share 

the cost of advanced security systems.  

9.1.4 Botkyrka Municipality (D) 

Land for logistics areas are not a prioritised issue in Botkyrka that according to interviews does not 

seem to see a further exploitation of logistics properties as probable. Botkyrka does not want any 

logistics clusters or major industrial areas to develop within their borders the coming 10-15 years. 

They rather focus on other developments, such as residential as Stockholm city is growing 

demanding more housing. Many logistics companies and project developers find Botkyrka’s attitude 

towards logistics developments strange. They mean they should be more positive towards logistics 

developments as it lies in a very good location south of Stockholm where most goods came from, 

with E4 motorway crossing through the municipality. Further many of the logistics companies said 

that Botkyrka and Huddinge really should be more open minded regarding logistics developments, 

not only because of the sake of the logistics market, but of the environment to prevent 

unnecessarily long transports (if operators need to locate in e.g. Jordbro, Södertälje and Nykvarn 

instead. When the 3PL-companies and the project developers were asked if any certain 

municipalities that are negative towards logistics developments should rationally be more positive, 

them who had a certain opinion then answered Botkyrka and Huddinge. Botkyrka on the other hand 

argues that logistics activities suits the outer Stockholm municipalities better, which will therefore 

also contain the future logistics clusters.   

In a program for three areas in Botkyrka, one being Eriksberg, they comment on their strategic 

location adjacent to E4 and E20 south west of Stockholm with a SWOT-analysis as follows; Strengths: 

Volume retail, industrial companies and logistics companies show high interest for the land. 

Exploitations can create economic growth and being next to the motorway creates good 

opportunities for advertising and large scale retail. Weaknesses: A creation of a very car dependent 
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area is the threat to the local economies. The investment costs are high, the business space 

consuming and it is hard to move and redevelop without large investments. Opportunities: Create a 

distinct and representative south entrance to Stockholm with possibilities for tourism. Use the 

labour opportunities that are likely to come in a growing city as Stockholm. Improve connections 

with surrounding areas creating a regional centre with a larger base for the retail and service sector. 

Threats: Insufficient infrastructure with low capacity, regional competition and risk for new 

exploitations to not fully using the strategic location leading to the entrance of Stockholm being 

characterised by widespread temporary exploitations. Also some industries and businesses might 

prevent other businesses to settle (Botkyrka kommun, 2009). Botkyrka has mainly 3 

business/industrias areas, namely Eriksebergs industriområde, Skarpnäcks industriområde and 

Skyttbrinks industriområde. The businesses are officess, minor industry, warehouses and 

automotive, machines, construction and metal. Skarpnäåck has developable land, though not for 

logistics, but offices and non-distrurbing minor industries, as there are residential areas adjacent.  

Botkyrka is one of the eight Södertörn municipalities together with Haninge, Huddinge, Nykvarn, 

Nynäshamn, Salem, Södertälje and Tyresö. Part wise they cooperate in regional development. 

Botkyrka has expressed their support to Stockholm’s regional development plan RUFS 2010 (read 

more in chapter 4.3 Regional development plan) without mentioning goods transports or logistics 

(Botkyrka kommun, 2012).  

9.1.5 Kungens Kurva, Länna & Flemmingsberg (Huddinge Municipality) (E) 

Huddinge municipality is relatively negative towards major logistics developments with the 

motivation of being too centrally located. They rather focus on urban areas that can be combined 

with residential units, such as retail, educational and office buildings. For Huddinge, what would 

make Huddinge interested is if a logistics company would move their head quarter (or similar) to 

Huddinge, as Huddinge then would see it as bringing more jobs than only a logistics development.  

Huddinge is aware of the improved communications Förbifart Stockholm will have, but mean that 

this will reward the science areas, the hospital and the university in first place (not logistics). There 

are thirteen business areas in Huddinge of which three are considered of bigger relevance in a 

logistics perspective; Kungens Kurva, Länna and Flemmingsberg. 

Kungens Kurva is one of the biggest retail areas and the most expansive in the Stockholm area with 

some 30 million visitors annually, a SEK 7 billion turnover and 2,000 employees. This area contains 

the biggest IKEA in the world, chains such as Toys R’ Us, El-Giganten, CityGross to mention some. 

There are also industrial land use in the production sector such as Ericsson, Panasonic and Toyota. 

Huddinge municipality is positive to further development of this area, but preferably not for 

logistics. Länna along road 73 and the attachment to Södertörnsleden is mostly a retail, office and 

industrial area, but involves logistics businesses too. There is additional developable land in Länna, 

but not expressively for logistics. According to Huddinge, this area is planned with flexibility in mind 

which Huddinge says is to “creating good conditions for small and large companies.” In 

Flemmingsberg lays “Kunskapsstaden Flemmingsberg” (knowledge town of Flemmingsberg in 

English) containing universities, a science park and a hospital. The municipality has plans of 

improving its science profile, in particular with a new project called “Biocity” (Huddinge 

muinicipality, 2012).  
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Many logistics companies would like to see Kungens Kurva as a logistics node, especially when 

Förbifart Stockholm gets completed. Huddinge itself though does not share that view, even though 

they see the positive of Förbifart Stockholm.  

Förbifart Stockholm and Södertörnsleden will have major impacts on Huddinge by making many 

parts of Huddinge more attractive in a communication perspective. The municipality is not 

prioritising logistics developments with the motivation of logistic properties being space consuming, 

using the land ineffectively and creating fewer jobs than alternative property developments such as 

retail, offices and “traditional” industry. At present, the municipality has no land available for new 

development of logistic properties and have no direct plans of changing that, though it is being 

discussed (read more in chapter 9.1.1 Jordbro).  

Huddinge says they have a collaborative relationship with the rest of the municipalities in Greater 

Stockholm, especially with those adjacent to Huddinge. With Huddinge’s science cluster and many 

universities; they are keener to develop that approach and have a generally negative attitude 

towards more logistic development. There will not, as the municipality can see today, be a major 

logistics cluster within Huddinge in a foreseeable future (10-15 years).  

9.1.6 Västberga & Årsta (Stockholm municipality) (F) 

Västberga (F on the map), in the southern part of Stockholm municipality (which has 864,000 

inhabitants (SCB, 2012)), close to E4 Essingeleden and 5 km south of Stockholm central Stockholm 

has some 470 businesses and 8,000 employees. Most land here is leasehold sites. Västberga is 

widely discussed in the logistics market today. Västberga has the highest logistics rents, despite old 

premises, often from the 60s’ and according to the respondents some would prefer to be located 

there if the price picture was different, but because of high rents or unavailable space (lack of 

expansion possibilities); many logistics companies choose (or have to choose) other places. 

Stockholm municipality’s overview plan “Promenadstaden” from 2010 was enforced in April 2012 

and it suggests that all of Västberga/Årsta that is now industrial/logistics areas will remain that at 

least until 2030, except from two land sites adjacent to Årstafältet. Some sees it as, the main reason 

why Stockholm municipality says they want to keep Västberga as a logistics area is to be able to 

empty Slakthusområdet and point at an alternative location within the municipalities border (as 

both Slakthusområdet and Västberga lays within Stockholm). Further some respondents mean that if 

the regional cooperation would be better or if Stockholm municipality had the authority to plan the 

land use outside their borders, they might have suggested different areas along E4 motorway in 

Botkyrka and Huddinge as major logistics locations and planned Västberga for residential.  

As there are good railway connections and a new intermodal terminal (read more in chapter 5.3.2 

Årsta kombiterminal) in Västberga, some speak for that logistics businesses with much railway goods 

will stay, but that most other logistics companies will move out within 15 years. Many mean that in 

Västberga, more alternative property types especially residential will take up more and more of the 

area so the remaining logistics buildings will mostly be smaller cross docking units.  

Even if logistics operators might have permission to operate close to private houses, there is a 

tendency of residents to complain about e.g. noise from the businesses. This can lead to juridical 

processes, but also sabotage such as residents shutting off fridges or similar (has happened in 
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Slakthusområdet when residential units moved closer to the industry). Some believe that even the 

intermodal terminal and the railways will be gone in Västberga in 15 years in favour to residential 

units. Further, there is no economy in knocking down buildings to build modern logistics premises 

because the low margin business logistics is, but also it would not get financed (read more in chapter 

6.5 Financing). 

Many companies, especially among those located in Västberga say that as long as their logistics 

businesses are allowed to stay in Västberga they will, but it will likely become more and more of a 

“micro” logistics location. From Stockholm municipalities point of view they see that other 

businesses tries to enter such as retail and go kart, which is not liked by the municipality who wants 

Västberga as an area for logistics companies and to limit private cars attracting businesses. Also, 

Stockholm sees centrally located retail areas as threats to the city shops and shopping centres which 

is another reason why Stockholm wants to prevent Västberga to turn into a retail area. Stockholm 

has no relevant regional cooperation with other municipalities regarding where logistics companies, 

slaughter houses etc. that get “pushed out” by alternative residential and businesses, will relocate 

to, for the region’s best. Regionalplanekontoret had some tasks regarding those sort of issues, but it 

is now handed over to TMR (Tillväxt-, miljö- och regionalplanering), which is told not to focus on 

freight goods and logistics issues. 

In the area of Årsta partihallar also along Essingeleden (E4/E20) and Södra länken some 5 km south 

of Stockholm city there are currently about 20 buildings of totally 300,000 sq m with no further 

extension possibilities (Årsta partihallar, 2012). The area will according to many respondents be 

emptied of logistics properties even before Västberga; others mean it will be continuously 

important. One major difference between the logistics properties in Årsta Partihallar and Årstafältet 

(read more about Årstafältet in next section) compared to Västberga is that the buildings in 

Västberga are more robust and therefore less likely to be knocked down as they have more 

alternative uses. Some believe that the buildings in Västberga (mostly from 60s’ and 70s’) will more 

and more be used as terminals/cross docking units instead of warehouses, because modern 

warehouses require higher ceilings (read more in chapter 6.1 Modern warehouse building 

characteristics), while modern terminals still do not require more than 5-6 metres. According to 

Stockholm Business region (2010), the future outlook of Årsta Partihallar is to continuously involve 

transport intensive businesses of especially vegetables, fruit, fish and cut flower and wholesale.  

Some respondents say that even if Årsta partihallar would remain a logistics area in 15 years, it has 

no room for further developments, so that the problem of where e.g. the businesses in 

Slakthusområdet shall go remain (read more in chapter 9.1.7 Slakthusområdet).  

The built area of Årstafältet, also some 5 km south of Stockholm is increasingly becoming a 

residential area. There are logistics businesses in the area, but because of consideration of the 

residents in the area and the demand of further exploitation of alternative land use that can pay 

more for the land such as office and residential developments seem to push out much of the 

logistics businesses. There are about 130 companies and 1,700 employees in Årstafältet. According 

to most respondents this, together with Slakthusområdet will be the logistics areas whose 

businesses first get pushed out by alternative land use. The same principle will then apply to Årsta 

Partihallar and Västberga, but later.  
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8 km South West of Stockholm, 1.5 km from Skärholmen lies the business area in Sätra adjacent to 

E4 and E20 motorways (Skärholmsvägen and Södertäljevägen) which makes Sätra a good 

communicative location for freight transports. Sätra has some 80 companies and 1,600 employees 

with businesses ranging from logistics to offices, wholesalers, engineering workshops and car sales 

(Stockholm Business Region, 2010). Regarding the future of logistics in Sätra, residential areas in the 

north eastern part are limiting disturbing activities and transport intense activities are better located 

in south, adjacent to E4. However, exploitation is limited and alternative land use competing with 

logistics, a trend that seems to continue.  

One thing a few respondents have highlighted as a relevant aspect for the logistics future of 

Västberga is that a railway bridge is being built, which will reduce the likeness of residential 

establishments. One common comment is “Same principles of what happens in Slakthusområdet 

today will eventually happen in Västberga” (read more in chapter 9.1.7 Slakthusområdet). 

Contract lengths are relatively short in Västberga, often 3-5 years which suits especially 3PL 

companies. Almost all sites in Västberga are leasehold sites. 

9.1.7 Slakthusområdet (Stockholm Municipality) (G) 

Slakthusområdet lies 3 km south of central Stockholm adjacent to road 73 which leads to 

Nynäshamn. For about 100 years, Slakthusområdet have been a centre for food production and is 

currently Northern Europe’s largest wholesale trade area for meat, pork and charcuterie products 

with totally about 500 businesses and 8,200 employees. The businesses are often focused on 

distribution businesses to provide the Stockholm area with the products mentioned above. The area 

is heavily congested and disturbing both in terms of noise and smell. There are several ideas and 

plans of how to develop this area and the residential units are moving closer. (Stockholm Business 

Region, 2010). In all of the interviews where Slakthusområdet has been brought up, the belief is that 

the “disturbing businesses” in Slakthusområdet eventually will move out as alternative land use 

drive up the prices. Slakthusområdet is also getting short of space and as the residential units move 

closer to the “disturbing” businesses restrictions increase. For example, heavy transports are not 

allowed at the times 22-05 which is a problem for many distributers. Where these companies will 

move to is not clear. The City of Stockholm has a vision of Slakthusområdet to be an exciting 

diversified city area with a focus on food (restaurants and shops) called Matstaden (“the Food City”). 

In one of the interviews, a person who previously worked for a distribution company in 

Slakthusområdet talked about issues with complaining residents in the surrounding areas who just 

moved in new produced apartments close to this industrial area, which as it was close to an 

industrial area, frustrated the residents.  There were examples of residents turning off engines that 

were running cold storages, ruining large amount of food as they found them disturbing. The 

respondent who told this in the interview thought Slakthusområdet systematically will change from 

a logistics centre relatively fast, which the rest of the respondents in the interviews agree with, 

especially in a 10-15 years perspective.  

A problem for the operators in Slakthusområdet is that many of the operators cannot pay for new 

property investments, neither in Slakthusområdet nor other central located areas which their 

business often demand. A reason why many of them still get positive results is that their old 

premises have been written off and now function as cash cows. Some of the businesses are now 
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moving south, to e.g. Larsboda about 8 km further south, which many see as a short term solution. 

Some companies moved out from Slakthusområdet, to later return as it did not work as they have 

hoped to change from Slakthusområdet which still is associated with some synergies and advantages 

from being centrally located. Västberga, Kungens Kurva, Vårby and Loviseberg (Tumba) are discussed 

alternatives, but also there; new investments risk to be non profitable. Jordbro might be an option, 

but is according to many respondents too far away, even though it has much food businesses. The 

slaughterhouse businesses now located in Slakthusområdet will likely not be able to pay the 

increasing rents in the city locations, pushing them further out. Some mean it would be a rational 

option for them to have the slaughterhouses businesses in the outskirts of Greater Stockholm or 

further out in Mälar region where land is much cheaper, but have city located hubs for distribution. 

The main unsolved problem is that businesses for e.g. highly fresh meat for luxury restaurants, 

hotels and shops want to locate very close to the market in order to secure the highest quality 

possible. For them it is not a choice today, to move to outskirt locations such as Södertälje or 

Jordbro. These businesses will not move further out than they absolutely must, but it is discussed 

whether they soon must. No respondents have had very clear opinions about where these 

businesses best will locate, but the alternatives most likely need to locate south of Stockholm as 

almost all food is imported from south. Further, in all interviews where Slakthusområdet were 

discussed; the respondents believed it will get emptied on larger warehouses and other space 

consuming businesses in 10-15 years.  

9.1.8 Ekerö municipality (H) 

Ekerö municipality has some 26,000 inhabitants (SCB, 2012) and is neither a major logistics location 

in Greater Stockholm today or seemingly within 15 years either. However it is relevant as it could 

theoretically be as it lies close to the city and when Förbifart Stockholm gets completed the 

infrastructural conditions will be good. However, the main reason to the low chance of major 

logistics establishments is Lovö. Ekerö includes the island Lovö which have been object for many 

discussions regarding Förbifart Stockholm. At Lovö lays the Royal Domain of Drottningholm which is 

on the World Heritage List (UNESCO, 2012). Because of e.g. Lovös’ nature, cultural value and the 

world heritage status, it is of national interest to keep it relatively unexploited. Förbifart Stockholm 

will pass Lovön and from many point of views it has been important to keep the nature values as 

much as possible. Today road 261 (Ekerövägen) cross the island with a daily average traffic amount 

of 20,000 cars. Many feared that Förbifart Stockholm would lead to increased traffic and therefore 

increasingly disturb the natural and cultural value of the island. It has therefore even been discussed 

whether this risks the world Heritage status of Drottningholm, but after planning, negotiations and 

compromises it is now (almost) sure that it will not. Also as Förbifart Stockholm is getting built, road 

261 (“Ekerövägen”) will be widened and improved. These “operations” have increased the 

importance of having clear laws on how this area around Drottningholm will be allowed to develop. 

A prioritised issue was to prevent additional exploitation (följdexploateringar in Swedish) following 

after these infrastructural improvements. The disturbance will be both temporarily and permanent. 

With Förbifart Stockholm the traffic will increase in the areas close to Drottningholm, but according 

to a prognosis of 2035, traffic daily would increase even more without it, namely to 35,000 without it 

compared to 28,000 with it (Vägverket, 2009). One of Ekerö’s requirements for allowing Förbifart 

Stockholm through their land was to improve and widen road 261 Ekerövägen. So the Government 

will pay about MSEK 835 and Ekerö some MSEK 65. Förbifart Stockholm is very important for Ekerö. 
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For example Ekerö forecasts an annual increase of 400 inhabitants, but mean that without the plans 

of Förbifart Stockholm and what comes with it, they would forecast zero increase.  

However, even with the improved infrastructure and Ekerö’s in some aspects strategic location, the 

municipality shows little interest in major Logistics establishments. Many respondents talk about the 

importance of having one logistics centre in northern and one in southern Stockholm. Some add that 

Ekerö (especially Lovö), if one just looks at the map of Stockholm would be a very good location for a 

logistics centre serving both the south and the north region. However, none of the respondents have 

seen that option as realistic, especially because of Drottningholm on Lovö. As Lovö is the most 

central and infrastructural most strategic place after Förbifart Stockholm’s completion it would; in a 

solely logistics point of view be the best location for logistics companies (within Ekerö), though, 

because of reasons mentioned above it will not happen. 

Ekerö wants to reduce the traffic within the municipality, hoping more inhabitants will work within 

the municipality and the inwards commuters to move to Ekerö. Ekerö though welcomes small scale 

logistics developments, preferably in the high technology business as they hope to attract such 

companies and industries (also small scale). In general Ekerö believe and hope for the business 

climate to be characterised by minor high tech industry, office and service. 

9.1.9 Norra Djurgårdsstaden (Stockholm municipality) (I) 

Norra Djurgårdsstaden includes Husarviken, Värtahamnen, Frihamnen and Loudden at the end of 

E20. The area has a wide range of businesses including gas works, retail, goods and private 

transports, oil, technological companies, hotel, conference and offices. City of Stockholm has 

decided to change their strategy concerning their ports (Stockholms hamnar in Swedish). The new 

strategy means that all the container traffic currently taken care of in Frihamnen will go to 

Nynäshamn (read more in chapter 5.4.3 Norviks hamn). Loudden is currently handling oil, but will 

move that business once they have found a good relocation option (Stockholm Business Region, 

2010). Södertälje hamn have said they are interested in taking over the oil handling which has 

capacity and environmental permission to handle that extra volume (read more in chapter 5.4.4 

Södertälje hamn). The land made available after the closure of those activities opens up for 

development of mostly residential and office units. The area will hopefully; when finished give work 

to 30,000 employees and home to about 10,000 residents (5,000 homes). 2010 Norra 

Djurgårdstaden had some 400 companies and 10,000 employees (Stockholm Business Region, 2010). 

9.1.10 Lunda & Järfälla (Stockholm and Järfälla municipalities) (J) 

In the interviews the opinions about the 10-15 year future of the area of Lunda and Järfälla divide. 

Especially when Förbifart Stockholm is complete, this area will have a good strategic location as it is 

close to the junctions between E4 and E18. Though it is not only logistics properties who want to 

locate in the area. Competition between alternative land uses will be hard and what the respondents 

agree with is that it is limited and will not be one of the major locations for space consuming 

warehouses in 10-15 years. According to many of the interviews, Lunda is the second most attractive 

logistics location in the Stockholm region, but is hard for logistics companies to expand in because of 

shortage of exploitable land. The logistics companies that would be of biggest interest would likely 
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be them distributing to the industry, whereas service and food distributers still likely prefer further 

south.  

Lunda Industriområde 

Lunda in Stockholm Municipality is located about 14 km north west of Stockholm city centre, close to 

road 275 and 1.5 km from E18 motorway. There are 300 operating companies in Lunda with totally 

4,500 employees (Stockholm Business Region, 2011). Most land here is leasehold sites. There is 

about 14,000 sq m exploitable and detail planned land adapted for industry and office use, where 

logistics operations are most suitable in the western part, close to a terminal. Much of Lunda will 

remain land for logistics until at least 2030 according to the overview plan for Stockholm (Stockholm, 

2010).  It is a terminal area according to the latest overview plan from 2010. The communications for 

commuters are good with plenty of parking space and ten minutes walking distance to the Hjulsta 

subway station. Lunda Industrial Area (Lunda Industriområde) was built throughout the 70’s and 

80’s, with a mix between industrial units and office buildings. Most of the area is covered under 

detail plans with much land area for industrial and office use. The western part of Lunda is detail 

planned for distribution terminals. It is an area characterised by wholesale trade, manufacturing 

goods and heavy transports. The public transport company Stockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) has one of 

their bus depots here. In the area there are also services such as hotels, petrol stations, restaurants, 

shops and a bank. At the present there are unused railway areas in the western area that have been 

discussed to exploit as a part of the terminal area. I the south eastern part, there is a residential 

area, which hinder the land to be exploit by disturbing industry. E4 Bypass Stockholm is forecasted 

to increase the commercial attractiveness of Lunda Industriområde (Stockholm Business Region, 

2011) as Förbifart Stockholm will then pass by (Trafikverket, 2012a).  

The opinions about the areas in the junctions to Förbifart Stockholm, in particular 

Jakobsberg/Järfälla differ. Most agree that it will do a good strategic logistics location, but opinions 

whether it likely becomes subject for mostly other use such as residential, office and retail, or not 

differ.  

9.1.11 Bro & Brunna (Upplands-Bro Municipality) (K) 

Upplands-Bro municipality has a population of 24,000 (SCB, 2012b) and is positive to logistics 

establishments, even if the municipality does not own any land for the purpose. If they had, they 

would willingly develop much of it for logistics. Since less than 2 year Upplands-Bro has a “business 

team” with purpose to encourage developments and smoothening processes.  

Until 2006 it has been an inefficient business climate in Upplands-Bro. Before, it was mostly based 

on a several major private land owners, Coop’s warehouse and terminal establishment and training 

ground for the Swedish Armed Forces (Försvarsmakten in Swedish). Today more developers and 

investors such as Kilenkrysset, NCC and HSB have bought land and plan for major developments. A 

major land purchase was Kilenkrysset’s purchase 2011 of some 170 hectares of land for logistics to 

develop in Brunna under the name “Logistikcentrum Stockholm Väst” (Logistics centre Stockholm 

West).  
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Since the 60’s, Coop has had a strong foundation in Bro with large buildings and much land. Coop 

also has a large terminal, similar to an intermodal terminal that though is not opened for others than 

Coop. That terminal is one of Coop’s three in Sweden (Bro, Västerås and Jönköping). 

Many of the respondents mention Brunna as being of great potential growth in terms of logistics 

developments the coming 10-15 years. Companies in areas without possibilities to expand such as 

Årsta/Västberga and Lunda/Järfälla start to come to Brunna, a trend that many think will increase. 

Jursta and Nygård are also important logistics areas in Upplands-Bro. The goods are mostly retail, 

industrial goods and parcels for distribution. Arlanda airport is positive for all northern Stockholm, 

including Upplands-Bro. Many companies want to locate centrally and north of Stockholm in e.g. 

Solna and Solentuna, which favours Upplands-Bro and the logistics market in all of northern 

Stockholm. Upplands-Bro tries to prevent major retail areas to establish in Brunna, as it could “knock 

out” local shops in the region centre and make the region more car dependent (or Americanised as it 

is sometimes called). Many warehouse workers commute from Enköping and Sala to Upplands-Bro 

to work.  

9.1.12 Rosersberg & Arlanda Stad (Sigtuna municipality) (L) 

Sigtuna is the fastest growing municipality in Sweden (in percentage) and has a population of some 

41,000 (SCB, 2012), with further 16,000 persons commuting to Sigtuna every day. Arlanda airport is 

by far the biggest employer. 

“Stockholm Nord Logistikcenter” in Rosersberg is a major logistics centre today, with still exploitable 

land left, which though is likely to be exploited in a few years. The last 10 years Rosersberg has been 

the fastest growing logistics area in the Stockholm region, from being almost nothing. The land has 

been detail planned for industry/logistics since 1978, but it was first when Kilenkrysset purchased a 

lot of the land that it got developed. Big companies in Rosersberg are among others: DHL, Ingram 

Micro, Bonnier, Samdistribution, Dustin, CEVA Logistics, Scan Global Logistics, Expohouse SC Auto 

and Baxter Medical AB (NCC, 2012). 

As Sigtuna municipality’s 2.6 million sq m detailed planned land is starting to get developed, 

additional 1.2 million sq m municipality owned land is currently being detail planned for more 

industrial and logistics developments. Sigtuna only sells land under conditions it will be exploited for 

an agreed purpose. If an investor would like to investment in speculatively hold it, waiting for the 

best opportunities, Sigtuna would not sell it, but rather keep the land for own “speculation.” 

Because Sigtuna is positive towards logistics establishments they are often fast and decisive in 

building necessary/demanded infrastructure and offering other services, such as houses/flats for 

newcomers. Typically, the time from signing a contract to occupation is one year for new built 

warehouses and terminals, which is considered short. Much is because of the drive of Sigtuna 

municipality.  

One thing that make Sigtuna so positive towards logistics developments is besides the money they 

get from the sales and the jobs it creates; that the area cannot be detail planned for other 

developments than industrial and logistics, because of the noise from the airport.  
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The major land owners of land for logistics in Sigtuna are Kilenkrysset, Arlanda Stad Holding, Sigtuna 

municipality, NCC, Skanska, Prologis and Svensk Fastighetsfond. 

Sigtuna is very dependent on Arlanda airport, which some would say put them under specific risk for 

economic changes and trends in air traffic. However, in the last financial crisis, Sigtuna was not very 

affected and continued to do well. 

There are plans for an intermodal terminal with an estimated completion in 2013 (read more in 

chapter 5.3.3 Stockholm Nord kombiterminal).  

Rosersberg could be said becoming the “prime logistics area” in Sigtuna, especially when a new 

motorway attachment is being built in 2013. Rosersberg is then adjacent to E4, 30 km to Stockholm 

city, 7 km to Arlanda. For a sprinter/courier van to distribute parcels to most of Stockholm city from 

Rosersberg, it takes about 20 minutes more than from Västberga (which is the most centrally located 

comparable logistics location). 

Sigtuna municipality together with Svedavia (Givernment owned) and Arlanda Stad Holding is 

planning on developing Arlanda City connected with the airport, hoping to create about 20,000 new 

jobs within 10 years. It will not include a logistics area, it will benefit the surrounding logistics areas 

such as Arlanda Stad and Rosersberg make them more attractive. 

9.2 Future major logistics locations 

The most important planned logistics projects in Stockholm that were discussed in the interviews 

were Norvik, Stockholm Syd, Albyberg and Älvsundadalen.  

9.2.1 Norvik (Nynäshamn municipality) 

 

Fig. 17: The planned port of Norvik. Within the red circle is the 500,000 sq m logistics park NCC are 

planning to develop . Source: Transportnytt, 2012 
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As the port of Norvik (read more in chapter 5.4.3 Norviks hamn) is being developed, NCC is planning 

to develop a logistics area of some 500,000 sq m adjacent to the port. NCC currently owns the land 

and believes it will take about 10-15 years until the area is fully developed. The market decides how 

fast/slow it will be developed as NCC never builds on speculation, i.e. it will take as long time as it 

takes for NCC to find tenants and contracts they are pleased with.  

In some interviews it is mentioned that increased fuel costs will likely put more goods into sea 

transports (which are much more fuel efficient compared to e.g. lorries), which would increase the 

importance of the port in Norvik, which in turn would make an adjacent logistics park more 

attractive. Logistics companies which market segment is highly dependent on sea transports might 

locate in Norvik, otherwise other locations, better connected with the land Swedish road and railway 

transports are likely more preferable.  

9.2.2 Stockholm Syd (Södertälje & Nykvarn municipalities) 

Between Södertälje and Nykvarn a new logistic centre in an area of about 10 million sq m exploitable 

land is being developed as “Stockholm Syd” (Stockholm South), including Mörby and Almnäs. The 

area is adjacent to E20 motorway and close to E4 (which the connection to will be improved and 

extended) and Södertälje hamn. The project is run by Södertälje municipality, Nykvarn municipality, 

Peab (Vasallen) and Kilenkrysset. (Stockholm Syd, 2012). As the area develops; it is hoped to become 

a diversified area involving large and small logistics, industrial, office, residential and educational 

buildings (Vasallen, 2012). The vast majority of the built area will though be logistics properties. 

Stockholm Syd will be able to offer large spaces with possibilities to expand that together with good 

infrastructure is hoped to create a natural centre for logistics.  

Nykvarn municipality has reserved space for an intermodal terminal which is currently being 

investigated whether it should get built. With some 50 minutes to Skavsta airport, Stockholm Syd is 

close enough to manage air freight transports. By being south of Stockholm it holds a good location 

regarding the traffic to and from southern and western Sweden as well as Europe. In Lediga Lokaler 

(2012) it says that the ambition for Stockholm Syd is to create something similar to Rosersberg with 

logistics, production and potentially an intermodal terminal.  

From Sodertalje’s point of view, there are 3 main reasons to their investment in Stockholm Syd: 

Create more jobs in the region, encourage alternative business (today it is much focus on Scania and 

AstraZeneca) and make the most of a strategically good logistics location 

In northern Södertälje in Moraberg, there is a 10 hectares area with a gravel pit operated by Skanska 

that will be developed, for most likely retail, but possibly logistics too.  

Most respondents believe in Stockholm Syd as being increasingly important with a development 

pace likely similar to that Rosersberg has had the last 10 years (read more in chapter 9.1.12 

Rosersberg & Arlanda Stad). The biggest development will, as mentioned be through “Stockholm 

Syd.” 
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Map of Stockholm Syd 

 

Fig. 18: Map of Stockholm Syd. The yellow boxes point from right means: industrial tracks from 

Svealandsbanan, 1,000 hectare of land, between Nykvarn and Södertälje, possibility for establishing 

companies to decide form of exploitation, E20 motorway, new connection to E4 motorwqay, 50 

minutes to Skavsta,  connection to two motorways, 30 minutes to Stockholm and close to port of 

Södertälje. Source: Stockholm Syd, 2012 

9.2.3 Albyberg (Haninge municipality) 

Albyberg is a not yet developed area close to Jordbro, which land of some 100 hectares, which the 

first stage is 31 hectares, is half owned by Haninge and half by Albyberg Fastigheter AB. With this 

project, they both aspire to; in 10 years time make this into one of the most environmentally friendly 

business areas in Europe with a diversity of businesses. Haninge would prefer the area not to involve 

major logistics (prefer those businesses in Jordbro instead), but the private owned Albyberg 

Fastigheter is opened for most sorts of businesses. Haninge wants to develop it into a “green tech” 

area focusing on environment and high technology and highly integrated with the surrounding 

residential areas with parks and walking and cycle paths. 

Map of Albyberg 

 

Fig. 19: Map of Albyberg. Source: Trafikverket, 2010 
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9.2.4 Älvsundadalen (Upplands Väsby municipality)  

Älvsundadalen is currently a gravel pit operated by NCC in Upplands Väsby some 25 km north of 

Stockholm. Together with Upplands-Väsby municipality NCC is currently working on creating a detail 

plan for the area, as the gravel pit will end being extracted from in about one year. The detail plane 

is likely due in 2013. The area is 1,000,000 sq m of which NCC owns 600,000 sq m; some 200,000 sq 

m will be developed for in particular logistics, but also retail and office.  

NCC believes that the first tenant can move in 2014 and that the area will take some 20-30 years to 

get fully exploited. The area will benefit from Förbifart Stockholm and is closer to Stockholm than 

Rosersberg. 

Map of Älvsundadalen: 

 

Fig. 20: Map of Älvsundadalen. Source: NCC, 2012 

9.3 Further comments regarding logistics locations  

Many investors seem to be well aware of the importance and potential changes of attractiveness 

that Förbifart Stockholm will mean, but believe it is too far ahead for being target for investments 

today.  

Some respondents meant that when they are looking for a new site, they want something as close to 

Stockholm as possible and they only have the infrastructure of today in mind, as they see it as 

speculative to take future infrastructure into account. Further, a few admit that it could be wise to 

look more into the city planning.  

Many respondents say that Förbifart Stockholm will solve some urgent problems and favour the 

logistics market with more efficient traffic flows, but that it will have no large effects on where the 

logistics centres will locate and that it will still be more or less one southern and one northern region 

within Greater Stockholm. In other words they mean that Förbifart is an improvement, not a 

structural change. Also many respondents doubt that Förbifart Stockholm will get done within 10 

years; some say they would not be surprised if it took 20 years.  One respondent said that the only 

thing that potentially could mean that Stockholm was less divided in north and south logistics wise is 

a major logistics park in Ekerö municipality, e.g. Lovö which the respondent also meant is of course 

totally unrealistic (read more in chapter 9.1.8 Ekerö municipality). 
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For example PostNord is locating one of their big terminals in Järfälla which close to where one of 

Förbifart Stockholm’s junctions (Hjulstakorset) is. That terminal is being rented with a 15 year 

contract which Posten preferred as long contracts are seen as a security and rent lowering, but also 

as it was considered a long term strategic location. 

In an environmental perspective, logistics properties should according to some respondents then be 

more spread out. 

Many of the respondents say that the ports in Västerås, Södertälje and Gävle are more interesting 

than the coming one in Norvik.  

One of the respondents had a distinct opinion of Sigtuna, Rosersberg, Upplands-Bro, Knivsta, 

Märsta, Nynäshamn and Södertälje to be the main logistics locations in 15 years. Another believes 

Jordbro, Arlanda, Eskilstuna, Strängnäs and Enköping will be the major warehouse locations for 

supplying Stockholm.  

The biggest “losers” on Förbifart Stockholm will accord to one of the respondents be the logistics 

companies in smaller logistics areas at the central part of the ring road as those will be target for 

alternative use, e.g. Segeltorp.  

As Stockholm grows Mälardalen will be more an alternative as an alternative location to those within 

Greater Stockholm. For example, 3 years ago no one would accept Nykvarn as a location, but now it 

is considered alright.  

The reason why Nykvarn, Södertälje and Rosersberg have become popular logistics locations is 

because logistics businesses has been driven out from Stockholm, land was available and the 

municipalities positive towards these developments as the logistics parks create many jobs.  

In 10-15 years, Södertälje and Eskilstuna will be increasingly important alternatives as logistics 

locations to supply Stockholm. There is a big demand of locating along E4 and E20 between 

Södertälje and Essingeleden. The reasons why those alternatives are limited is explained by the 

attitude of Botkyrka and Huddinge municipalities and that the land geotechnical conditions in Salem 

municipality with much water and rocks make it hard and costly to develop land for logistics there. 

Also there are large water protection areas between Botkyrka and Södertälje where any exploitation 

is impossible. 

Many mean that central locations will contain cross docking buildings, but no warehouses.  

Why many believe northern Stockholm is better is mainly because of less traffic so that the access to 

the rest of Mälardalen is better in terms of transport times.  

Some say as a quick answer, “The logistics will gather in Rosersberg and Jordbro.” 

Many see the major locations for spacious warehouses and terminals as Rosersberg, Stockholm Syd 

(Södertälje & Nykvarn) and Upplands-Bro.  

One reason why the land between Botkyrka and Södertälje would not be a logistics centre with an 

intermodal terminal is that there is nowhere where railway connections would be smoothly fitted. 
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9.4 Further comments regarding municipality attitudes 

In Greater Stockholm, the attitude of a municipality is the most important localisation factor as it is It 

is hard to develop land for logistics without a positive, understanding and collaborating municipality. 

The most common first question a municipality ask when a logistics company wants to establish is 

“How many jobs does it create?” If a municipality is positive, it also needs to understand the logistics 

market. So it can favour the municipality and its job market the most. Educations can be adjusted to 

more efficiently meet the demand for warehouse and terminal staff in the Stockholm region. Good 

public transports are often important in order to make the transport to work affordable for all staff. 

Most respondents understand the more centrally located municipalities when they prefer 

alternative property developments such as retail and offices as they create more jobs per area unit. 

Many municipalities are reserved to logistics establishments because they have seen examples of 

where large warehouses get built and stand empty after a tenant leaves. Building techniques could 

be parts of the solution if the buildings get more flexible, i.e. easier to move or reshape.  

The municipalities that raise most question marks among the respondents regarding their attitudes 

are (as mentioned earlier) Botkyrka and Huddinge (Sollentuna has been mentioned too). Some say 

that the reason why e.g. Rosersberg has become so popular is mainly because of Sigtuna’s positive 

and collaborative attitude, not specifically the closeness to Arlanda, Gävle hamn or the traffic 

situation.  

Regarding the municipalities’ attitudes towards logistics exploitation Sigtuna is most positive and 

driving municipality who also owns much land, both detail planned and land that is being detail 

planned. Södertälje and Nykvarn are similar in that sense. Both have much land and are working 

much with the development of their project “Stockholm Syd” (read more in chapter 9.2.2 Stockholm 

Syd) where they highly encourage logistics developments. Upplands-Bro and Haninge do not own 

much land but are positive and willingly work together with exploiters and companies in order to 

encourage developments within their municipalities. 

The regional cooperation between the municipalities is according to most interviewed companies 

but also some municipalities quite bad. Opinions differ regarding whether the memberships of 

Stockholm Business Alliance mostly mean cooperation or competition between municipalities. 

Because when a municipality gets a request from an international investor/developer/operator 

through Stockholm Business Region, a municipality first see to themselves. If a deal is not reached, a 

municipality can then recommend or contact other municipalities.  

Some municipalities have regularly meetings in order to see to a regions shared benefits. However, 

the logistics market seems to lack regional cooperation among municipalities. 

Many respondents mean that the map of main logistics locations would look different if the regional 

cooperation was better.  

The long term planning among the politicians is something the many respondents agree on are too 

short. The planning horizons are often 4 years (elections every fourth year in Sweden) and decisions 

are often based on how to be able to win next election too. So the logistics market demands a bigger 

cooperation between the parties and the different municipalities (with different ruling parties as 
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well). A criticism from many respondents to the government and municipality politicians is that they 

see very short term in their land planning, basing it on what likely will give most votes at the present 

rather than making the more rational long term decisions in order to make what the Stockholm 

region would benefit most from long term. 

Many, especially municipalities speak for an increased use of sea transports because of 

environmental reasons and a less dependency on cars. They see a risk with redeveloping too much 

harbour areas to residential, making a society more road transport dependent.   

Some respondents say that they find the development of the Rosersberg logistics area as the vast 

majority of the goods come from southern Sweden, especially Skåne County. The same respondents 

mean that much must have had to do with Sigtuna municipality’s attitude and an effect that if a few 

operators choose a location, other will follow. Further they mean that Södertälje has more of a 

potential because of the goods and transports from south.  
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10  Analysis and discussion: greater Stockholm in 10-15 years 
This chapter analyse and discuss what have been considered relevant to evaluate further before 

forming a conclusion. A “SWOT-analysis” where strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

are presented for the most important logistics areas in Greater Stockholm is found in appendix A. 

10.1 Freight, distribution and city logistics 

It seems like the view that some politicians and decision-makers have towards infrastructure of not 

making it too easy for the freight and transport market in order to force logistics streamlining their 

businesses is wrong. The analysis leading to that conclusion is based on mainly two aspects. First, in 

areas where traffic flows better such as in Norrland, co distribution (and therefore filling rate) is 

bigger (though many other aspects play a part to that). Second. the logistics market is highly 

competitive so if the congestion were to quickly be reduced by large infrastructure improvements; 

the time were margins for the logistics market increased and vehicles being less filled would likely be 

very short. In order to stay competitive, the haulages would need to be as efficient as possibly, filling 

the vehicles more being one of them, which would be possible when hauliers can distribute more 

within one runtime. Also, likely pollution would decrease as every vehicle would spend less time on 

the roads and do fewer starts and brakes in ques.  

If the strategy of making it harder for road transports unofficially would be to force more traffic out 

on railways, it would likely not work either as the railway system is as congested, if not more 

congested and insecure as the road system as long as major improvements are not made (which is 

not happening according to forecasts). Sea transports is a discussed solution, even for city 

distribution, but clash with the customer demands of fast door to door deliveries and need for fast 

transports for fresh goods in order to keep high quality. Still, sea transports might increase for goods 

with less time pressure as it is more fuel and cost efficient. In many political levels and regional plans 

it is mentioned that railway transports should be favoured, but as the Government and 

municipalities hardly get involved in the logistics market and railway fees get raised together with a 

logistics market that generally favours the flexibility of lorries and sprinters; it is most likely that the 

road transports will continue to dominate, maybe even to a larger extent than today, though more 

fuel efficient and environmentally friendly.  

For solutions with independent hubs with independent “last mile distributers” to take form, 

probably strong initiatives from the Government and/or municipalities would likely be needed. 

There would then likely be problems with the public and private sector of having different views on 

the market, making it hard and costly to implement. The trend of the logistics market becoming 

more about a few large global logistics companies who generally have small (or none or negative) 

cost savings with co distribution make the interest for these shared hubs of little or none interest. 

Those with biggest interest of these co-distribution solutions, besides the Government and 

municipalities, would likely be the small logistics players who would likely benefit the most from 

these shared solutions because of in their point of view a “free rider” benefit. Large companies likely 

see it as a problem with minor companies taking market shares and probably estimate loss of 

market shares bigger than potential cost savings. The large logistics companies are more likely to be 

the powerful ones whose opinions have larger impacts, which talks for a development in their 

favour.  
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Solutions with large 3PL companies handling many ware holders services, likely involves fewer 

problems than if the Government and municipalities would go in and force the market to certain 

ways. As the logistics market is characterised by quick changes and flexibility and that there are 

many different opinions and beliefs both within and between the private and public sector; 

politicians should focus on creating good conditions for the logistics market to operate 

environmentally friendlier and more efficient on a free market basis rather than giving strict 

directives distorting competition. The future seems to rather lie in 3PL solutions, where the solutions 

might end up looking technically very similar to the politicians desired “cooperation forms.”  

10.2 Localisation factors 

The most important localisation factors for logistics property investments seem to be: 

 Distance to customers 

 A municipality that is positive towards industry/logistics 

 Developable land 

 Prices for land and geotechnical conditions 

 Good infrastructure 

 Many small hubs in city locations operated by different logistics companies 

Usually a municipality would likely only be positive to logistics establishments if they thought it could 

suit the logistics market and/or no alternative land developments were demanded. Therefore the 

shortest answer to the most localisation factor in Greater Stockholm is the attitude of the 

municipality who has (especially if they own developable land) much power in the development of 

the logistics locations in Greater Stockholm. Generally, the mentioned localisation factors will 

probably lead to large warehouses and terminals moving to the outskirts of the borders of 

Stockholm County, while Stockholm’s central parts will contain minor hubs and cross-docking units.  

10.3 Contracts and planning horizons 

The mismatch of property owners generally wanting long contracts (10-15 years) and operators 

wanting short contracts (1-3 years) is likely to decrease when present contracts run out and are up 

for negotiation again. Warehouses older than 10 years are likely more different to the modern ones 

than the modern ones are to those 10-15 years ahead, mainly because the standard ceiling height is 

believed not getting higher. That means that it arguably should be more efficient warehouse 

premises with shorter contracts on the market within 10-15 years than today in both absolute and 

relative terms. 

Stockholm is changing relatively fast today and gets increasingly popular. Logistics companies are 

risking not realising the changes early enough, due to relatively short planning horizons, so that 

prices and rents for what today seem as secondary or undesirable locations might increase fast 

putting the companies in an eventually worse position. This means that it would likely be wise for 

many, today centrally located logistics companies, to “jump on the train” early to get the best 
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locations in the “areas of the future” (the outskirts) as the areas, within these areas, that are closest 

to the city, with best geotechnical conditions will get exploited first. In other words and simplified; 

“in order to stay central, companies should move out.” An advice from this analysis is therefore that 

logistics companies should sign contracts in the outskirt locations such as Rosersberg, Bro/Brunna, 

Stockholm Syd and Jordbro rather sooner than later. For smaller companies with higher 

requirements of being central, with less space consuming properties (i.e. not major warehouses or 

terminals) could probably choose areas such as Årsta Partihallar, Tumba, Lunda/Järfälla, .and 

Loviseberg.  

10.4 Investments 

If rents can be 30 % higher for old logistics premises and they only have half of the storage capacity 

than modern ones; a simplified conclusion could be that if a modern warehouse could offer the 

same contract lengths and occupancy time as the old ones, it should be able to charge 60 % higher 

rents than today. That speaks for an attractive solution of building on speculation, to be able to offer 

these premises to the distributers. In that sense it is a strange why not more is being built on 

speculation in Sweden and certainly Stockholm. The statement of it being weird could be extended 

to lending institutions or pension funds that should be more interested in taking these opportunities 

and rank some logistics developments as less risky than they are ranked today.  

10.5 Environmental issues/solutions  

The environmental issues and increased interest and demand from the population (voters) will most 

likely lead to more and higher taxes on less environmentally friendly transports. Implementing new 

regulations in order to encourage environmentally friendlier transports by e.g. reduce the allowed 

sulphur percentage in boats can have backside effects. For example it can make Swedish transports 

less cost competitive in an international perspective affecting the national economy. It can also 

make the transporters choose other transport forms instead which overall might be worse for the 

environment, for example if it then becomes more cost efficient to use lorries instead of ships. In 

short term, these “misleading” regulations can certainly have big impacts on the logistic market, but 

in long term, the regulations set by the Government, should and will likely encourage what officially 

is considered the most environmental friendly transport form, such as sea and railway transports. 

This speaks for logistic locations close to the railways and intermodal terminals will be increasingly 

attractive. The fact that many long term investors are willing to invest in buildings with railway 

connections despite lack of demand for it on today’s market, talks for that they might have spotted 

this development too.  

10.6 Regional plans and cooperation 

It is possible that the Office of Regional Planning have a slightly different view on the Stockholm 

region as they show in RUFS and the scenario maps in order to not be too controversial or step on 

any parties toes. For example it would most likely upset some municipalities, citizens and companies 

if RUFS in their maps of 2030 drew that an area e.g. would stop being a distribution centre at one 

place or marking a yet only discussed intermodal terminal on the map etc. It could make them 

appear biased. 
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It seems like the regional cooperation could be better and that most municipalities should benefit 

from it. If alternatives were given to where businesses could relocate, and that a regional authority 

could point out alternatives would likely benefit the region and its attractiveness for businesses 

more than if municipalities only point at areas within their borders or within an area that is subject 

to cooperation with other municipalities. It would likely also make more out of what different areas 

are best suited for. It is possible that this issue has been discussed on Government, County and 

municipality levels, but the challenges of making a regional cooperation work to this extent are too 

many and therefore those cooperation forms are not prioritised. RUFS 2010 gives guidelines, but it is 

up to every municipality act.  

10.7 Infrastructure 

Infrastructure 

The improved communications who will come with the planned infrastructural changes will likely 

have many and major effects. However the improvements are likely to add to the trend of logistics 

locations moving further out.  

Time savings through less congestion will likely increase cost efficiency for commercial, public and 

private transports and following effects could then be spotted: 

 Logistic clusters move further out form the city centre, when E4 Essingeleden no longer is 

the fastest way to pass the Stockholm city centre and much possibly will be target for 

congestion fees. The rents are high for warehouses, but when an alternative route comes 

with Förbifart Stockholm, the alternative land use e.g. residential, office or retail in the more 

central areas such as Västberga might replace logistics land use, as the logistics market is a 

low margin market that is more sensitive to the increased rents and prices. 

 Increase the attractiveness and competitiveness for Stockholm as a region, nationally and 

internationally. 

10.8 Important locations 

The main analysis of each logistics area of specific concern is the SWOT analysis in appendix A. 

Sigtuna has (as mentioned) been very fast, decisive and collaborative in exploiting large land areas 

for logistics. One reason why other municipalities might need to take more time for their decisions 

and are more restrictive, is probably much because they “have the opportunity” to consider what is 

the best use for the land and whether residential developments are possible etc. Also as many 

decisions seem to be made on 4-year horizons because of the Government, County and municipality 

elections are every 4 years; many decision makers might be careful with “upsetting” any voters, who 

generally seem s to favour other exploitations than logistics. A solution to this problem as well as the 

regional cooperation between the municipalities does according to this research not seem to 

improve within 15 years. The effect of that is that much planning and decision making get short term 

and based on self interests (every municipality) rather what is best for the region.  
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Albyberg in Haninge will likely not become an important logistics location of mainly three reasons; 

the area might be too exclusive, Haninge does not want logistics establishments there (will slow 

down potential development processes) and Jordbro is closer to Stockholm.  

Älvsundadalen has not been mentioned by any of the respondents, but as it is located closer to 

Stockholm than Rosersberg and the municipality and the developer are willing to exploit it for 

logistics it probably will be. Though it is to small to create a major cluster and in a regional 

perspective it will likely be included in northern Stockholm together with Rosersberg and Arlanda 

Stad.   

It seems like the areas Sigtuna, Södertälje, Nykvarn, Upplands-Bro and Haninge will be the 

municipalities of biggest potential for logistics property developments. The more central areas in 

Stockholm municipality such as Västberga/Årsta and Lunda will have to focus on minor terminals or 

cross-docking units for the distribution in Stockholm City. Especially with the competition for land in 

the central parts of Stockholm, it is less likely that these central areas will expand their logistics 

property territories. If more space is needed, it is then more likely that these businesses will search 

for locations less central, which in a goods transport logistics perspective might be as good or even 

better location when E4 Bypass Stockholm and Södertörnsleden are done.  

Stockholm has a housing shortage which residential exploitation in areas such as Västberga/Årsta 

and Lunda/Järfälla could ease. Residential developments pay more for land; politicians (and voters) 

generally favour residential developments before logistics developments, which could be a strong 

factor enough to change these areas even before within 15 years.  
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11 Conclusion: “Most likely scenario in 10-15 years” 
Map of the major logistics areas in 10-15 years 

 

Fig. 21: The seven logistics areas Norvik (A), Jordbro (B), Stockholm Syd (C), Västberga/Årsta (D), 

Lunda (E), Upplands-Bro (F), Stockholm Nord (G) are considered of biggest concern in Stockholm 

within 15 years. The red area (D-E) likely consists of few or none major warehouses, but mostly 

smaller cross docking units. The red line is Södertörnsleden (2019) and the green line is Förbifart 

Stockholm (2022). Source: Based on map from Google Maps (2012) and the SWOT analysis in 

appendix A  
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Stockholm Syd (C) and Stockholm Nord (G) are the most important logistics locations for large 

logistics parks and centres where much space is required for warehouses and large terminals. 

Stockholm Syd is the first choice for space consuming establishments for especially food, consuming, 

automobile and automotive goods. Stockholm Nord is the first choice for space consuming 

establishments handling mostly industry, parcel and retail goods. Both the south and the north 

major establishments are needed as Stockholm is still divided into north and south, despite Förbifart 

Stockholm and Södertörnsleden.  

Stockholm Väst/ Upplands-Bro (F) is the best location for companies with high lorry transports from 

Göteborg who distribute to, or transport through Stockholm. It also has best access to Mälardalen 

with less traffic congestion than southern Stockholm. Companies who would like to establish in 

Rosersberg might find it hard to find space there. Stockholm Väst is then an alternative for 

businesses not finding space in Rosersberg. Stockholm Väst can fit as large establishments as 

Stockholm Syd and Stockholm Nord. A lot of businesses from Slakthusområdet and Västberga/Årsta 

are being pushed further out because of increased rents (competition of land use). Businesses 

dealing with parcels, retail and industry goods move to Stockholm Väst and Stockholm Nord. 

Lunda/Järfälla offer little logistics space, making Stockholm Väst a natural alternative for businesses 

that need to move further out because of e.g. increased rents or lack of opportunities to expand.  

Together Stockholm Syd, Stockholm Väst and Stockholm Nord almost create a ring around 

Stockholm facing the rest of Sweden as gates to Stockholm with E4, E18, E20, Södertälje hamn, 

Arlanda Airport , railroad tracks and intermodal terminals in north and south. The premises are 

mostly space efficient modern buildings with 10-12 metre high ceilings.  

Lunda/Järfälla (E) and Västberga/Årsta (D) are important logistics locations for smaller terminals 

/hubs with the purpose to distribute to city locations, but not for space consuming establishments 

such as major warehouses and terminals. Many railway tracks and old warehouse buildings have 

been removed or are currently being removed in favour of residential developments. The intermodal 

terminal in Årsta/Västberga remain, but with less importance in a Stockholm region perspective as 

those in Stockholm Nord and Stockholm Syd and Södertälje are more important in terms of volumes 

of goods. Some larger warehouse and terminal buildings still remain, but systematically give way for 

more residential units, so that companies seeking large locations with expansion possibilities choose 

locations further out. The logistics establishments are likely to be small (a few hundred up to a few 

thousand sq m), so that they have a small (relative its history since the 1950s’) impact on the area’s 

appearance. 

Jordbro (B) remains an important logistics and industrial area; possibly still the largest in Greater 

Stockholm. Jordbro is mainly focused on distribution and production rather than being a pure 

logistics centre in the same sense as Stockholm Nord and Stockholm Syd. Some businesses from 

Slakthusområdet and Västberga/Årsta have chosen Jordbro, mostly because of lower prices/rents 

which have made Jordbro an important location for in particular the food business.  

Norvik’s logistics area (A) is an important logistics location in Greater Stockholm and well connected 

to the port of Norvik. Norvik does not compete with Stockholm Syd, Stockholm Väst and Stockholm 

Nord in terms of being a major National and regional logistics cluster, but is important for sea 

transported goods. It is not a main alternative for establishments with purpose to distribute to 
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Stockholm. Most containers are transported through Stockholm further into Sweden by train. As 

road 73 ends with Nynäshamn many hauliers are reluctant in planning their routes to Norvik as the 

filling rate towards the port will be low compared to them from the port because of Stockholm’s 

negative export balance.  

In Huddinge and Botkyrka between Södertälje and Västberga/Årsta there is a high interest among 

logistics companies, but as the municipalities prefer other developments; the processes are often 

too slow and possibilities too few for any major logistics cluster to be established. Further it is too far 

from Stockholm city for city distribution hubs to establish to the same extent as Lunda, Västberga 

and Stockholm city.  

Further comments: 

 Logistics clusters/parks are favoured by the market because of synergy effects.  

 Warehouse ceiling heights are 10-12 metres 

 Rental contracts are better matched with distribution contracts 

 More “environmental friendly” transports in especially city centres such as electric driven 

sprinters  

 The majority of the companies and municipalities in Stockholm use 3PL services 

 The map of the Stockholm freight goods infrastructure 2030 in fig. 6 from RUFS 2010 is 

likely, though with following potential changes: The intermodal terminal in Västberga/Årsta 

might be closed. Stockholm Syd might have one intermodal terminal (so that there are one 

in Nykvarn and one in Södertälje). The oil depot in Loudden is closed, whose business have 

moved; maybe to Södertälje hamn if Stockholms hamnar wants to give up that market share 

to a main competitor (Södertälje hamn). A large terminal (maybe intermodal) might be 

planned in (or close to) “Stockholm Väst”/Upplands-Bro (in addition to the one exclusive for 

Coop). Upplands-Bro and Jordbro are also major logistics centres, though secondary 

Stockholm Nord and Stockholm Syd.  

Further research: 

For the reader who wants to form a more professional opinion by academic research, it is 

recommended to read around the subjects of; city logistics, supply chain management, localisation 

factors, overview and detail plans covering more than was brought up in the 31 interviews carried 

out in this study. 

It would be interesting to research how a better regional cooperation between municipalities would 

be achieved and the reasons to why it looks as it does today. 
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Appendices 

A. SWOT analysis of the areas of major concern 

A Norvik 

B Jordbro 

C “Stockholm Syd” (Södertälje/Nykvarn) 

D Västberga/Årsta 

E Lunda/Järfälla 

F “Stockholm Väst” (Upplands-Bro) 

G “Stockholm Nord” (Rosersberg/Arlanda) 

 

Fig. 22: The areas considered of biggest importance. The red line is Södertörnsleden (2019) and the 

green line is Förbifart Stockholm (2022).Source: Based on map from Google Maps, 2012
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Norvik’s port and logistics area in Nynäshamn (A) 

Strengths: 

 The port has good maritime conditions 

 The port can receive large container 

ships (2,000-3,000 TEU) and some 

300,000 TEU per year 

 The port creates the conditions for the 

logistics adjacent area 

 The municipality is positive 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Not connected to any of the major 

“transport corridors,” 60 km to the 

connection to the European motorways 

E4 and E20.  

 Relatively small customer base in the 

close area 

 

Opportunities: 

 If fuel prices and environmentally 

restrictions increase, the interest for sea 

transports might increase too. Also 

interest for LNG (liquefied natural gas) 

could increase because of new ships 

getting their engines run on LNG 

instead, which is handled in the adjacent 

port of Nynäshamn. 

 The operator of the port is operating 

many international ports, possibly 

making it easier to market the port 

internationally. 

 Double rails will (unsure when) get built 

Nynäshamn-Stockholm Central. 

 With a new port and a logistics area the 

region might attract people to move in 

to Nynäshamn creating a larger 

customer and labour basis in the close 

region. 

Threats: 

 Södertälje hamn is more attractive for 

many because of the better connection 

to the national road and railway system, 

so as long as Södertälje has capacity of 

more containers it might give Norvik 

hard competition. 

 Increased amount of goods between 

Göteborg and St Petersburg together 

with improved infrastructure in Eastern 

Europe; might decrease Stockholm’s 

importance as part of the transport 

chain to Russia, affecting all Stockholm’s 

ports.  
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Jordbro (B) 

Strengths: 

 Biggest business/industry area in 

Stockholm 

 Municipality is positive to logistics 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Relatively far to the motorway (E4/E20) 

 No intermodal terminal  

 Far to airports 

 

Opportunities: 

 Södertörnsleden improve the 

connection to the E4 and E20 

motorways 

 Stockholm grows, which indirectly 

makes Jordbro closer to Stockholm city 

 Many businesses from Slakthusområdet 

might move to Jordbro 

 The port of Norvik might increase the 

attractiveness of the whole region 

Globen-Nynäshamn with more 

businesses, customers and labour. 

 

Threats: 

 Jordbro might be too far from 

Stockholm and too close to Norvik for 

being a suitable stop for cross docking 

because Norvik will have its own 

logistics centre. Therefore Jordbro risk 

to not benefiting much from the 

development in Norvik. In opposite it 

might just make road 73 and the railway 

line more congested, i.e. having 

negative effects.  

 If Stockholm Syd becomes an attractive 

location, it might be the natural first 

choice for many logistics companies that 

today see Jordbro as the outskirt choice 

for southern Stockholm. 
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“Stockholm Syd"(Södertälje/Nykvarn) (C) 

Strengths: 

 Stockholm Syd is an area where 

motorways and railways meet; feasible 

for logistics establishments. 

 Södertälje hamn and its intermodal 

terminal 

 Västra stambanan and Svealandsbanan 

connect in Södertälje.  

 Relatively close to Skavsta airport (50 

minutes) 

 Most goods come from south and west 

of Stockholm, making Södertälje the 

gate to Stockholm for those goods.  

 Municipalities are positive to logistics 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Far from Stockholm 

 Most congested part of E4/E20 is 

Essingeleden and south of it towards 

Södertälje. 

 

Opportunities: 

 As land is becoming increasingly 

expensive in areas closer to Stockholm 

city, the future for the logistics property 

market is in the outskirts. 

 When Loudden are moving their oil 

depot; Södertälje hamn might take over 

those volumes as they have capacity, 

environmental permission and interest. 

 Might be another intermodal terminal, 

so that there are one in Stockholm Syd 

and one in Södertälje hamn. The one in 

Södertälje hamn can then focus more on 

containers from the sea, while the one 

in Stockholm Syd can focus more on 

incoming railway transports from 

Göteborg.  

 

Threats: 

 Norvik hamn might take market shares 

from Södertälje hamn. 

 Increased amount of goods between 

Göteborg and St Petersburg together 

with improved infrastructure in Eastern 

Europe; might decrease Stockholm’s 

importance as part of the transport 

chain to Russia, affecting all Stockholm’s 

ports. 

 When Förbifart Stockholm gets 

completed, northern Stockholm might 

increase its attractiveness. 

 If transports between southern and 

northern Stockholm gets more efficient, 

much of the labour will easier access the 

northern Stockholm labour market 

where most companies are. 
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Västberga/Årsta (D) 

Strengths: 

 Centrally located 

 Intermodal terminal 

 Railway and motorway connection 

 Long history of logistics activities make it 

beneficial for established companies to 

keep customer basis and labour 

 The overview plan for Stockholm still 

regard it as a logistics area until at least 

2030  

 

Weaknesses: 

 High competition with alternative land 

use 

 No modern warehouse premises 

 The robust buildings do not get finance 

from loan institutes to be knocked down 

and rebuilt as modern logistics – opens 

up for alternative non-logistics use of 

the buildings 

 No available land to build on 

 Traffic congestion in the surrounding 

area 

 

Opportunities: 

 When businesses in Slakthusområdet 

moves out because of alternative land 

use, Stockholm municipality points at 

Västberga 

 

Threats: 

 Some speculators see opportunities in 

developing a retail area in Västberga 

which could likely pay more for the land 

than logistics companies 

 Increased interest for residential 

developments in the area 
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Lunda/Järfälla/Hjulsta (E) 

Strengths: 

 Good connection with especially 

western but also northern Greater 

Stockholm 

 The overview plan for Stockholm still 

regard it as a logistics area until at least 

2030  

 

Weaknesses: 

 Very limited amount of exploitable land 

for logistics 

 High competition with alternative land 

use 

 

Opportunities: 

 Stockholm Bypass will make the area a 

better location infrastructure wise, 

which benefits logistics activities 

 

Threats: 

 Increased competition with alternative 

land use such as residential, office and 

retail 
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“Stockholm Väst”/Bro/Brunna (F) 

Strengths: 

 Logistic centre of Northwestern 

Stockholm. Good connection with the 

rest of the Mälar region  

 Close to E18 and relatively close to E4 

 Much industry/warehouse labour in 

close regions 

 Municipality is positive to logistics 

 

Weaknesses: 

 No intermodal terminal 

 

Opportunities: 

 Businesses in Västberga/Årsta and 

Lunda/Järfälla that are leaving because 

of lack of sites and/or high rents; might 

find “Stockholm Väst” an attractive 

alternative. 

 If Rosersberg continues to be popular, 

but gets short of space for new 

establishments, many companies might 

look into Upplands-Bro.  

 

Threats: 

 When the intermodal terminal gets built 

in Rosersberg, dealing with railway 

containers will have more incentives to 

locate in Rosersberg, which likely will be 

considered “prime location” of the 

northern outskirts of Stockholm. 
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“Stockholm Nord”/Rosersberg/Arlanda/ Upplands-Väsby (G) 

Strengths: 

 Adjacent to E4. Close to “Gävle hamn” 

which is an important port in the trade 

with especially Finland. 

 Close to Arlanda airport 

 Close the ports Gävle hamn and 

Kapellskär 

 Adjacent to railway between Stockholm, 

Uppsala, Dalarna and Norrland 

 Municipalities are positive to logistics 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Most goods flows come from south of 

Stockholm 

 

Opportunities: 

 Sigtuna municipality still has much land 

to exploit that will most likely be detail 

planned for more logistics exploitation 

 A potential development of 

Älvsundadalen in Upplands-Väsby 

 A potential development of Arlanda City 

in Sigtuna (only indirect as it does not 

include logistics developments) 

 Rosersberg gets a road attachment to E4 

motorway (2013) 

 New intermodal terminal 

 

Threats: 

 Logistics companies who located in 

northern Stockholm because of lack of 

alternatives might move to Stockholm 

Syd as it develops 

 Increased amount of goods between 

Göteborg and St Petersburg together 

with improved infrastructure in Eastern 

Europe; might decrease Stockholm’s 

importance as part of the transport 

chain to Russia, affecting all Stockholm’s 

ports. 
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B. Word List/Definitions 

3PL:  

“Third Party Logistics Service Provider.” is when a third party is in charge of all or parts of the 

activities in the distribution process from production to end customer. 

City distribution: 

Distribution of daily goods, consumer goods, office goods, returns, waste etc. distributed to the city, 

but also to shopping centres outside city centre which are within short distance from terminal or 

warehouse (WSP, 2011). 

Intermodal terminal:  

Terminal for transhipment between road and railroads of unit loaded goods, such as containers and 

trailers. The Swedish word is “kombiterminal.”  

Logistics centre: 

In this thesis the term logistics centre includes everything that is a major regional location for 

logistics buildings (warehouses and terminals) such as freight villages, logistics clusters, logistics 

parks. Otherwise, the Swedish term “logistikcentrum” (logistics centre) is often used to describe a 

single company’s building that combines warehouse, terminal and sometimes processing for goods. 

Just-in-time:  

“An inventory control system that controls material flow into assembly and manufacturing 
plants by coordinating demand and supply to the point where desired materials arrive just in time 
for use. An inventory reduction strategy that feeds production lines with products delivered "just in 
time". Developed by the 
auto industry, it refers to shipping goods in smaller, more frequent lots” (Council of Supply Chain 

Management, 2010). 

PPP investment: 

Public Private Partnership investment is when a public authority enters a partnership with a private 

part, usually for one certain project, where they share investment and or operation costs. The 

Swedish term is “OPS-investering” or “Offentlig Privat Sektor-investering”. 

Ro-Ro:  

Roll-on/Roll-off is a rolling stock cargo that does not need cranes to be lifted off the ship 

Sprinter:  

A light truck used for distribution. Sprinters that are driving on electricity exist. 
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Supply chain management:  

"Supply Chain Management encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved in 

sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities. Importantly, it also 

includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, 

intermediaries, third-party service providers, and customers. In essence, supply chain management 

integrates supply and demand management within and across companies. Supply Chain 

Management is an integrating function with primary responsibility for linking major business 

functions and business processes within and across companies into a cohesive and high-performing 

business model. It includes all of the logistics management activities noted above, as well as 

manufacturing operations, and it drives coordination of processes and activities with and across 

marketing, sales, product design, finance and information technology" (Council of Supply Chain 

Management, 2010). 

Terminal: 

A building (or part of a building) which main use is transhipment between different vehicles and or 

different transport types e.g. railway, sea, air and road transports 

TEU:  

“Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit” is a freight transport container reaching 20 foot (6.1 meters) 

Warehouse: 

A building (or part of building) which main purpose is to store goods between production and end 

consumption 
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C. Interview template for companies 
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D. Interview template for municipalities  
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E. Interview templates, English versions 

For companies: 

 Short about the company and your role there in a logistics perspective? 

 If we look ten years back, what have been the strongest trends within the logistics property 

market? 

 What are the strongest trends today? 

 Planning horizons concerning transportation and localisation issues What is your comment 

to PPP investments? 

 How will environmental regulations affect the logistics market 

 Where will the logistic property clusters locate in 10-15 years? 

 What main obstacles and issues are there for the logistics market in the Stockholm region? 

For municipalities: 

 The history of your municipality in a logistics perspective? 

 What is your general attitude towards logistic and industrial developments in your 

municipality? 

 What is your land politics regarding logistic developments? 

 How will the coming infrastructural projects such as the Stockholm Bypass (Förbifart 

Stockholm) and Road 259 “Södertörnsleden” affect your municipality? 

 How is your cooperation with other municipalities to reach the goals in the “Regional 

Development Plan for the Stockholm Region”? 

 What is your attitude and thoughts about PPP (Private-Public Partnership) solutions? 

 Are there any areas within your municipality you believe might be targets for logistic 

property development within 15 years? If yes, where? 

 


